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Editor's Introduction

The three articles in this issue, while quite diverse in subjects and approaches, illustrate the range of strategies historians can use to interpret the
histories of "ordinary" people. Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint demonstrate how the most seemingly mundane records-in this case previously
unavailable daily records of the 1540-1542 Coronado Expedition into northern Nueva Espana-can be mined to reveal a great deal about daily life as
well as about more conventional historical subjects. Using a single set of
documents regarding the death of one member of the expedition, the Flints
use their considerable expertise to illuminate such daily realities as what
ordinary members of the expedition wore, how fast they traveled, and how
they cared for horses. As an added treat, they provide an excerpt of the
original document both in the original Spanish and in English translation.
Donna Crail-Rugotzke shifts our focus to the late Territorial Period, and
to the wealth of information that can be gleaned from legal and penal records.
Crail-Rugotzke quantifies the records of persons convicted of crimes in Territorial New Mexico, using statistics to demonstrate how racism manifested
in the conviction and sentencing of Hispanos and Mexicans, and to explore
how poverty and attitudes toward gender affected the treatment of Hispanics by courts and penal institutions.
Sandra Varney MacMahon explores a common western experiencehomesteading-through the unusual memoir of Scottish immigrant Jessie de
Prado MacMillan. MacMillan might be seen as one particular example of the
single women homesteaders whose lives historians have documented and
explored since the mid-1970s. Until then, homesteading was portrayed in
masculine terms, despite the fact that U.S. policy was progressive in allowing single women and women heads of households to file for land. MacMahon
suggests a new facet of women's history to consider, by introducing a woman
who was not poor, but who, like many men who could not inherit wealth from
their families, found her "fortune" and considerable scope for self-empowerment on a New Mexico homestead.
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. In combination, the articles in this issue suggest the possibilities and
the variety of histories that can be tapped through mundane materials and a
sensitivity to differences of class, ethnicity, and gender, as well as time and
place.
With this issue we bid farewell to Kim Suina and Amanda TaylorMontoya, who did themselves and us proud by graduating with honors in
history, and to Ramona Caplan who is continuing her own western history
research. We wish them happy trails, and our readers a good summer and
good reading.
Elizabeth Jameson
for the NMHR staff

A Death in Tiguex, 1542

RICHARD FLINT AND SHIRLEY CUSHING FLINT

On a February night in 1542, Juan Jimenez lay near death in a pueblo
called Co%r on the banks of the Rio Grande (Rio de Tiguex) north of
modern-day Albuquerque. 1 Jimenez was a member of the 1540-1542
expedition led into northern Nueva Espana by Francisco Vazquez de
Coronado. On the advice of one of his captains and a cleric, Vazquez
de Coronado established winter camp among the Tiguex pueblos in the
fall of 1540. That winter, friction between the expedition and the resident Tiwas quickly escalated into open war. As a result, the Tiwas abandoned twelve or thirteen pueblos that they were not able to reoccupy
until the expedition retreated from Tierra Nueva nearly a year and a
half later. Following a disappointing trip in search of a land called
Quivira during the summer of 1541, the expedition returned to the Rio
Grande and again established quarters in two or more Tiguex pueblos,
including Coafor. Tristan' de Arellano, the maestre de campo, commanded the Coafar camp. Vazquez de Coronado later claimed that the
winter of 1541-1542 was especially hard on the expedition. Food and
clothing were scarce and people and animals were sick and dying. 2
Among the ill that February of 1542 was Juan Jimenez, who suffered
from an unidentified malady.

Historians Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint have researched various aspects
of the Coronado expedition since 1980. Both separatley and jointly they have authored
numerous articles dealing with the expedition and its context. In 1997 they co-edited
The Coronado Expedition to Tierra Nueva, The 1540-1542 Route Across the Southwest. The Flints are currently preparing an annotated dual-language edition of documents deriving from the expedition, which will include the complete suite of manuscripts occasined by the death of Juan Jimenez in Tiguex in 1542.
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Fearing late one evening that he would not survive the night, Jimenez
sent for the sentinels making their rounds and asked them to witness the
naming ofthe executors (albaceas) of his last will and testament. Stating that he was in no condition to dictate a will, Jimenez requested that
his long-time friends, Anton Negrin and Jorge Baez, prepare the will on
his behalf, in accordance with what he had told them on many occasions. They were to do as they knew he would wish for the unburdening
of his soul and the disposal of his 200 pesos' worth of worldly goods.
And if he lived through the night, he would make a proper statement to
that effect before Hernando Bermejo, the secretary of the expedition.
Jimenez, however, died before morning.
Within a matter of days, on 25 February, Negrin and Baez, along
with four witnesses, appeared before the maestre de campo and the
secretary to present a report of what transpired at Coafor the night of
Jimenez's death. Don Tristan examined the witnesses: Alonso Alvarez,
Geronimo Ramos, Antonio Alvarez, and Anton Perez Buscavida, who
certified that Jimenez had indeed designated Negrin and Baez to handle
his affairs, in preference to all others.
A little over a month after Jimenez's death, with authorization from
the maestre de campo, Negrin and Baez made inventory of their deceased friend's stock and the goods in his room at Coafor:
Two horses, one chestnut and one reddish-black, the latter
saddled and bitted)
One large pack saddle (albard6n)
One breastband for a horse (pecho)
Some small spurs
Eleven new horseshoes, 5 used ones
Three hundred nails
One hammer, a pair of tongs (tenazas), and one hoof parer
(pujavante)
One native armor tunic (sayo)4
One jerkin (Jub6n) with leather sleeves
One native armored headgear (caperusa)
Some sandals (alpargates)
Some old shoes
One old hat
One sword, with leather sword belt
One lance point
One broken machete
Two cow [bison?] hides
Two sacks, one leather, one wool
Six loan/credit documents (obligaciones)S
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All of Jimenez's goods except the horseshoeing tools, hat, one of
the hides, pack saddle, spurs, machete, and lance point sold at public
auction three days later. A blackpregonero (crier) named Pedro officiated the sale in Coafor. If the almoneda (auction) proceeded like others
of the time, Pedro either stationed himself in a public place at 'Coafor
or circulated through the pueblo, calling out the items up for sale and
keeping track of the bids that expedition members offered. 6 Five individuals purchased the goods with the promise to pay within six months,
indicating an understandable scarcity of cash money at this late point
in the course of the expedition.
All but one of the purchasers made good on their auction debts.
The one delinquent was Rodrigo Trujillo, son of one of the albaceas
(Jorge Baez), who bought Jimenez's chestnut horse. A document formalizing the sale was prepared on 9 April 1542 while the expedition
camped on the Rio Frio, four days' travel from Cibola on the way to
Chichi/ticale, during the long return march to Mexico City. 7 Three years
later, in Puebla de los Angeles, the horse was confiscated and sold at
auction to cover Trujillo's debt. The horse then fetched eleven and a
half pesos, only a fraction of its original selling price of forty pesos.
After his return to Nueva Espana, Anton Negrin, the only surviving
executor, dutifully prepared and executed Jimenez's will. 8 He arranged
for payment of Jimenez's debts and collection of his loans, and gave
bequests to the hospital and several cofradias (confraternities) in Mexico
City and Puebla de los Angeles. In addition, he paid for masses for his
dead friend's soul and'those of Jimenez's parents as well.
The record of the'se events was eventually copied into a later document and preserved in the Archivo General de Indias in Sevilla, Spain,
as: AGI, Contratacion, 5575, N. 24, bienes de difuntos, Juan Jimenez,
Tenancingo, November 19, 1550. 9 This record comprises a group of
short documents prepared in 1541 and 1542 during the Coronado expedition to Tierra Nueva, and more than doubles the number of known
surviving documents that are strictly contemporary with the expedition. It is the only known group of documents dealing with day-to-day
activities of the expedition's rank-and-file. 1o In contrast, most of the
other extant documentary sources concerning the expedition were
drafted years later as formal reports and legal testimony focusing on
the momentous events of the expedition as a whole. The Jimenez documents thus offer an important perspective on the day-to-day workings
of the expedition and they contribute significantly to what was previously known.
Thirty-eight members of the expedition-perhaps slightly over 10
percent of the total European contingent-figured in the events relating to Jimenez's affairs, including eight that did not appear on the muster roll oJ the expedition prepared in February 1540 or any of the other
previously-studied Coronado expedition documents. The documents in-
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dicate that the European component of the expedition was larger, maybe
significantly so, than previously known. In addition to Anton Negrin
and Jorge Baez, other newly revealed expedition members include Diego Gallego, Pedro de Lasojo, Pedro de Huerve (Huelva), Juan Barragan
(from Llerena), Juan Pedro, and Pedro, the black pregonero (crier)."
Of the thirty previously known members of the expedition who figured in the events related to the disposal of Juan Jimenez's property,
the documents reveal the places of origin of three and the occupations
of two. Jimenez was a native of Guadalcanal in the Sierra Morena of
Andalucia. Rodrigo Trujillo, son of the albacea (Jorge Baez), was born
to an Indian woman named Luisa in Veracruz, making him the first
confirmed mestizo member of the expedition. A man called Juanes
Vizcaino on the 1540 muster roll has the expanded name of Juanes de
Garnica (Guernica) in the Jimenez document, indicating his town of
origin. The documents show that Juan Cordero was a sastre (tailor),
while Hernando Gomez de la Pefia was a scribe, the second known to
have participated in the expedition. As we shall see, de la Pefia was
very important given the significant number of financial transactions
and accompanying paperwork that were likely executed during the twoand-a-halfyears the expedition was away from Mexico'and Tenochtitlan.
We learn that Jimenez possessed no metal armor at the time of his
death, only a native tunic-presumably of quilted cotton in the preColumbian style of central Mexico-a piece of native head armor, and
a jerkin with hide sleeves. He also had shoes, sandals, and an old hat.
In all likelihood his shirt and breeches and whatever else he was wearing when he died were buried with him; at least, they were not inventoried. Jimenez's wardrobe adds support to the idea that most of the
European members of the expedition looked very different than the conventional romantic vision of the expedition as a party of ironclad postfeudal knights. Rather, all the members of the expedition relied heavily
on gear from indigenous central Mexican traditions. 12 In this respe~t,
Juan Jimenez was typical. 13
It appears that Jimenez was not exceptional in his possession of
horseshoing hardware, either. Clearly, he had been well supplied. In
1542, after two years in the field, he still possesed 300 nails, eleven
new horseshoes, and five used ones. This is of special interest for the
archeological work at the Jimmy Owens Site in the Texas South Plains,
since over a hundred sixteenth-century nails and several Spanish horseshoe fragments have been found there at a probable Coronado expedi- .
tion campsite in Blanco Canyon. The data about Juan Jimenez suggest
that a concentration of nails, such as the one at the Owens Site, could
have come from a single expedition member's stock.
The nails and horseshoes that Jimenez owned were readily purchased
by another member of the expedition at the auction of his property.
However, the tools for horseshoeing that Jimenez owned-hammer,
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tongs, and hoof parer-went unsold at the auction. This indicates that
most, if not all, horsemen of the expedition owned minimal kits of
horseshoeing tools and individual stocks of shoes and nails. This does
not rule out the existence of another reserve supply of horseshoes and
nails or the presence of one or more farriers. But at the time of the
auction, no one seemed in sore need of another hammer, tongs, and
parer. Nor was there apparently any particular shortage of iron two years
into the expedition. If there had been, surely a blacksmith or farrier
would have snapped up the metal tools for refabrication into other items.
But no one wanted the tools, even at bargain prices with deferred payment. The ready-made and exhaustible resources of horseshoeing (shoes
and nails), on the other hand, were desirable and sold readily.
The bulk of evidence from the Jimenez document demonstrates the
importance and frequency of intra-expeditionary commercial activity
and the existence and preservation of concomitant paperwork. Jimenez
engaged in a number of business deals while on the expedition and this
was probably not unusual. At the time of his death, Jimenez possessed
six financial documents completed during the course of the expeditionprincipally loans to other members. These documents may also represent credit slips for goods Jimenez sold to others on the expedition.
Since only the inventory entries are included in the document and not
the instruments of credit themselves, it remains uncertain which of these
scenarios is correct. Some of the transactio'ns involved moderate sums
of money. One obligation was for fourty-two pesos, another for thirty,
and two others for twenty-five and twenty-four pesos, respectively. The.
two remaining documents derived from deals with a value of eight pesos each.
Among the business papers copied into the Jimenez document is
the record of a purchase he made in the "province" of Tiguex 6 April
1541 shortly before the expedition left the Pueblo world in search of
the fabled city of Quivira far to the east. From expedition member Juan
Barragan, Jimenez bought fifty pesos worth of hose, shirts, and other
valuable preseas (goods). The transfer of such a quantity of clothingmore than a single individual would likely need-raises the possibility
that Jimenez was a mercader (merchant).14 At any rate, he was probably buying the clothing for resale to other members of the expedition
even if retailing was not his normal trade.
In addition to what the Jimenez document reveals about the parties
directly involved in the disposal of the dead man's possessions, several
facts about the expedition as a whole are evident. In late winter 1542,
for example, the expedition was housed in at least two pueblos in Tiguex.
During the winter of 1540-1541, the expedition occupied several sites
among the Tiguex pueblos, specifically while battles were in progress.
It is now known that a similar practice was also followed the next winter. The 2,000 or so members of the expedition may have been dis-
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persed among several Tiguex pueblos for better resource acquisition or
for defense in an area where a hostile standoff existed between the Tiwa
and the expedition, or out of physical necessity because of the large
size of the expedition relative to the limited space of the abandoned
pueblos. IS The average Rio Grande pueblo at the time normally accommodated around 300 residents, according to the Spaniards' own figures. 16 The presence of sentinels the night of Juan Jimenez's death
confirms that Tiguex was still a land at war and that there had been
little if any improvement in relations between the expedition and the
Tiwas since the previous year's open warfare. While the expedition
searched the Great Plains for Quivira during the summer of 1541, some
of the Tiwa returned to their pueblos, but fled and never returned when
the expedition came back to spend a second winter along the Rio
Grande. l ? At the end of that winter, Juan Jimenez died.
Two months after the appointment of Anton Negrin and Jorge Baez
as executors, the expedition began its long return trip to Mexico City.
Three dates in the Jimenez document bracket that march: 18 March 1542
the expedition was still in Tiguex; 9 April 1542 it was on the Rio Friofour days from Cibola, between there and Chichilticale; 13 September
1542 at least some of the expedition was in Mexico City and probably
had been for a number of days or even weeks. Castaneda writes that the
expedition began its return trip in the early days of April 1542. 18 Judging from the expedition's encampment on the Rio Frio 9 April, the departure date from Tiguex must have been 1 April, since Jaramillo
provides a travel time from Tiguex to Cibola of four days and confirms
the four-day travel time from there to the Rio Frio .19
The Jimenez document is unique among the Coronado expedition
records because it gives us the only glimpse we have, so far, of the dayto-day appearance and activities of the expedition. In the document,
the epic events of the first encounter between Europeans and Indian
peoples in the Southwest fade into the background. Instead, we are left
with a picture of individuals far from their place of origin faithfully
maintaining the rites and protocols of sixteenth-century Spanish life
and death, even in the face of hardship, deprivation, and profound disappointment. Above all, we see the inescapable obligation for Spaniards of the day to assure that every step in every transaction involving
money be duly recorded and authenticated. This was as imperative for
Juan Jimenez, Anton Negrin, Juan Barragan, and Francisco Vazquez de
Coronado, off to seek a new and fabulous land, a Tierra Nueva, as it
was for their erstwhile neighbors content at. home in Guadalcanal,
Llerena, and Salamanca. 2o
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Published herewith are a transcription and translation of a selection from AGI, Contratacion, 5575, Numero 24, amounting to about
one-fourth of the entire document. Included are the preliminaries in the
case, the testimony of one of the witnesses in the appointment of executors, the record of the auction of Jimenez's estate, and the will prepared by Anton Negrin on Jimenez's behalf. In both transcription and
translation the original foliation is indicated in square brackets "[ ]"
and in the transcription original page breaks are signified by slashes
"I" while both scribal and editorial emendations are printed in italics.
Editorial changes are limited almost exclusively to expansion of the
many abbreviations typical of sixteenth-century Spanish manuscripts.
Letters that are superscribed in the documentary text are printed as superscript in the transcriptions. Both scribal and editorial deletions are
rendered in subscript characters in the transcript. We have made editorial deletions in cases where modern orthography and sixteenth-century scribal spelling vary sufficiently to render words awkward,
ambiguous, or difficult to identify.

Transcription of a Selection from AGI, Contratacion, 5575, N. 24,
Bienes de difuntos, Juan Jimenez, 1550
[fol. Ir]
[...] {ytem} I En la <;iUdad de los Angeles de esta nueVa Espana A treI ze dias del mes de agosto Ano del nayimyento de nuestro I salVador
Jesu xristo de mill E quinientOs E quarenta E yinco I Afios Ante EI
magnifiCO senor EI liyencia do hernando Caba- I lIero Juez de Residenyia
E justiyia mayor en Esta dicha I <;iUdad por su mages'ad E juez de los
bienes de los difuntos I en Ella Por Espeyial comision del muy magnifiCO
E muy Reveren do I senor EI liyenyiado tello de sandoval visitador general I de esta dicha nueVa Espana E juez de los dichos bienes I de
difuntos de ella y En presenyia de mi sabastian vaz- I quez Escrivano
de su mages'ad E de la dicha Residenyia I Audienyia E juzgado del
dicho senor Juez Pareyio pre- I sente Anton negrin vezin° de esta dicha
ylUdad E dixo que I en cumplimyentO y conforme a 10 que por su merced
fue man- I dado y se pregono en esta dicha yiUdad Ellunes proxy- I mo
Pasado que se contaron diez dias de este presente I mes Ayerca de que
vinyesen Ante EI a dar quenta de los I dichos bienes de los difuntos
todos los tenedores de ellos I y para EI dicho Efecto traxo y presento
dos Escritu- I ras la una de testamento que parege y Esta signada I de
melchior gomez EscriVano de su mages'ad y la otra I de Andres de
heRera EscriVano publico y del cabildo I que fue de esta dicha <;iUdad
segun por Elias pareyia I {corregido } I I
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[fo1. Iv]
las quales Son las siguientes
{ytem} / Eilla gran <;iUdad de tenuxtitan mexiCO de la nue- / va Espana
A treze dias del mes de septiembre Ano / del na~imyentO de nuestro
salVador Jesu xristo de mill E quinientOs / E quarenta E dos anos Ante
e1 muy noble senor gero- / nymo Ruiz de la mota Alcalde en la dicha
~iUdad de / mexiCO por su magestad E en Presen~ia de my Juan de /
<;arago~a EscriVano PublicO del numero de ella pare~io / Presente Anton
negrin E presento un Escrito de pe- / dimyento con una Proban~a E un
ynVentaryo E al- / moneda su tenor de 10 qual Es esto que se sigue /
Juan de <;arago~a EscriVano PublicO
{ytem} / muy noble senor Anton negrin estante en esta / <;iUdad E vezin°
de la <;iUdad de los angeles Parezco an- / te vuestra merced E digo que
yendo a la tierra nueva con EI ca- / Pitan francisco vazquez falle~io en
tiguex un Juan xime- / nez que dios nuestro senor Perdone y £1 qual al
tiem- / Po que EstuVo enfermo una noche con temor de no / Poder
Escapar siendo como hera Amigo de mi y de / Un Jorge baez y por haber
ne~esidad y no se hallar / En el dicho Pueblo EscriVano Para que se
pudiese ha- / zer EI dicho su testamento y al tiempo que quiso / Espirar
y antes tenya comeunic,ado conmigo y con EI di- / cho Jorge baez 10
que conviniese A su anyma y al / descargo de su con~ien~ia dixo delante
de quatro testigOs / que nos daba poder cumplido A mi y al dicho Jorge
/ baez Para que Pudiesemos hazer su testamento / como a nosotros
Pare~iese como consta E pare~e
[fo1. 2r]
de esta Proban<;a de que hago presenta<;ion porque / EI dicho Jorge
baez Es alba~ea Ansimismo Es falle- / <;ido y porque En quanto A 10
que me obliga con~ien- / <;ia y hazer 10 que soi obligado Porque Podria
ser / que En la dila~ion yo me muriese y fuese con Este Car- / Go Pido
y suplico a vuestra merced que atento que EI dicho difun- / to me dio
Poder Para que Pudiese ordenar su tes- / tamento como conmigo 10
conSulto que se me de li- / <;en~ia E facultad Para que 10 haga y hordene
como soi / obligado y En Ello vuestra merced Ponga su decreta Judi~ial
/ y vuestra merced en el caso haga 10 que sea Justi~ia y con~ien~ia y /
En 10 ne~esario su muy noble ofi~io ymploro y / Pi do 10 que En este
caso 10 que mas me conviniere Pe- / dir Anton negrin
{ytem} / EI senor alcalde dixo que 10 oya y en el caso Pro- / Veera 10
que fuere Justi~ia
{ytem} / En el Pueblo de coafor de la provin~ia de tiguex en / Veinte E
dias del mes de hebrero de mill E quinientOs / E quarenta e dos

~inco

l".
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anos Ante el muy magnifiCO senor don / tristan de arellano maestre de
campo de Este Exerr;:ito / de que Es capitan general El muy magnifiCO
senor francisCO / Vazquez de coronado governador de la Provinr;:ia de
ga- / lir;:ia de la nueVa Espana Por ante my hernando / Vermejo Escrivano
de su mages1ad e de los testigos de / yuso Escrito Parer;:ieron Presentes
Anton negrin / E Jorge baez Estantes En el dicho exerr;:ito E presen- /
taron Ante su mer<;ed un Escrito su tenor del/qual Es este que se sigue

/2
[fo1. 2v]
{ytem} / muy magnifiCO senor don tristan de arellano maese / de campo
de Este Exerr;:ito Jorge baez e anton negrin / Estantes En el Parer;:emos
Ante vuestra merced e dezimos que / Juan ximenez Estante en Este
Exerr;:ito Es faller;:ido de es- / ta Presente vida EI qual Por falta de no
haber Es- / crivano Adonde EI dicho Juan ximenez Estaba no hizo / ni
otorgo su testamento ni bordeno su alma E / Porque como amigos y
companeros que nosotros hemos / sido siempre del dicho Juan ximenez
una noche an- / tes que muriese Por ante testigos nos dio su po- / der
cumplido Para que Por El hiziesemos y otorga- / semos su testamento y
bordenasemos sus anyma / E conr;:ienr;:ia segun EI dicho difunto Para
Este Efec- / to muchas vezes 10 comunico con nosotros demas de / que
nos dexo Por sus albar;:eas E mando que sus bie- / nes no entrasen en
Poder de tenoedores sino que no- / sotros los tubiesemos E mirasemos
Por Ellos E / los benefir;:iasemos como mejor nos parer;:iese con- / Forme
A su voluntad E porque EI dicho Juan ximenez / dexo En este Exer~ito
algunos bienes y A Ellos co- / mo tales albar;:eas E personas que El
dicho difunto / Para Ello nonbro Conviene la administrar;:ion de ellos /
Pedimos E Requerimos a vuestra merced nos los mande en- / tregar
Para que nosotros con Ellos E con la Admi- / nistrar;:ion de ellos
descarguemos El anyma del dicho / difunto de la manera que El 10
comunyco con noso- / tros E para Ello El muy noble ofir;:io de vuestra
merced ym- / Ploramos E pedimos justir;:ia anton negrin Jorge baez
{ytem} / E asi Presentado El dicho Escrito en la manera que

[fo1. 3r]
[... ] dicha Es El dicho don tristan de Arellano maestre de campo / dixo
que Presenten Eden testigos de ynformacion / de 10 que dizen E que
dada E visto hara 10 que sea jus- / tir;:ia testigOs los dichos
{ytem} / {25 Febrero} / E despues de 10 susodicho en este dicho dia
veinte / E r;:inco de hebrero E ano susodicho Ante El dicho / senor don
. tristan de arellano maestre de Campo / deeste Exerr;:ito E por ante mi El
dicho hernando ber- / mejo Escrivano de su mages1ad Parer;:io Presente
/ El dicho anton negrin E presento Por testigos / en la dicha Razon A
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alonso alvarez E a geronymo I Ramos e a Antonyo alvarez Estantes En
este Exer- I Cito de los quales E de Cada uno de ellos se Re9ibio Ju- I
ramento en forma debida de derecho so virtud del I qual Prometieron de
dezir verdad E 10 que dixeron I E dePusieron siendo Preguntados Por
EI di- I cho Pedimiento Es 10 siguiente
{ytem} lEI dicho Alonso alvarez testigo Presentado en I la dicha rrazon
hAbiendo Jurado en forma de derecho I E siendo Preguntado Por EI
dicho Pedimyento dixo que I Andando Este testigo velando una noche
de este mes de I hebrero que fue un dia Antes que Juan ximenez Estante
I En este Exer9ito muriese EI dicho Juan ximenez enVio A I llamar A
Este testigo E otras Personas E Ie dixo I senor sereis testigo como Porque
Al presente en I Este Real que Esta de esta banda del Rio Fuera de donI de Esta El general no hay Escrivano de su magestad E por- I que yo
me siento muy malo E pienso no llegar a la I manana digo que yo doy
todo mi Poder cumplido se- I 3

[fo1. 3v]
Gun que 10 yo tengo A jorge baez E anton negrin I Estantes en Este
Exer9ito Para que hagan Por my I mi testamento Porque yo no me siento
en dis- I Pusi9ion Para hazerlo E hordenen my Alma de I la manera que
algunas vezes yo he comunica- I do con Ellos E miren Por los bienes
que yo tengo en I Este Exer9ito que sean mis albageas 10 qual digo que
I hago Porque no quiero que mis bienes entren en po- I der de tenedores
sino que los tengan los dichos an- I ton negrin E Jorge baez E hagan de
ellos A su vol un- I tad E si dios me dexare llegar a la manana Por an- I
te EscriVano yo dare A los dichos Jorge baez E an- I ton negrin my
Poder bastante para 10 que dicho Es Por- I que Esta Es mi yntenr;ion y
Voluntad y Esto dixo que Es 10 que sabe I {ojo} I Para EI Juramento
que hizo y firmolo de su non- I bre E que ansimismo sabe E vio que EI
dicho Juan xi- I menez murio Por la manana la noche que Ie EmnVio I a
llamar Para dezirle 10 que dicho Es Alonso alvarez [... ]
[fo1. 6r]
[... ] {ytem} I En el Pueblo de coafar de la pro Vin9ia de tiguex I de esta
tierra nuevamente descubierta en diez I E ocho dias del mes de mar90
de mill E quinientOs E I quarenta E dos anos Ante EI muy magnifiCO
senor I don tristan de arellano maese de campo de este Exer- I Cito Por
ante mi hernando bermejo Escriva- I no de su magestad Anton negrin
Albagea que I se dixo ser de juan ximenez difunto hizo almo- I neda de
los bienes que EI dicho difunto dexo en Este I Exer9ito la qual se hizo
en la manera siguiente
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mynas
{ytem}

Primeramente se Remato Un caballo / castano en
Rodrigo de truxillo hijo de Jor- / ge baez en
quarenta Pesos de mynas fia- / do Aplazo de seis meses
de la deuda de la / Jecha de esta fio 10 El dicho Anton
negrin / 6

[fol. 6v]
{ytem}

yten se Remato una Espada con un talabar- /
te de ij pesos cuero en Juanes de garnica viz-/
caino en dos pesos

{ytem}

yten se remato en diego de mata unos /
Capatos ij pesos y unos Alpargates en dos /
Pesos

{ytem}

yten un sayo de armas de la tierra E / Un
jubon v pesos con unas mangas de cuero / E
un Pecho de caballo E dos costales uno quero
E otro de lana y una caperu- / Ca de armas en
Juan Perez de vergara / en Cinco Pesos

{ytem}

yten onze herraduras nueVas E Cin- / co
viejas E j pesos trezientos clavos en xristobal
/ Perez de avila en un pesos

{ytem}

yten se rremato una quera de vaca: vie- / Ja en
pesos iiij tOmines Juanes de garnyca vizcaino
en iiii / Peso

{ytem}

yten se Remato un caballo morzillo /
quatralvo xxx pesos ensillado yenfrenado en Juan /
Perez de vergara en treinta Pesos A lue- / go Pagar

{ytem} / todos los quales dichos bienes Susodeclarados se / Vendieron
E Remataron en almoneda Publica Por no / hAber Persona que mas Por
ellos diese a pagar del dia / de la fecha de esta en seis meses cumplidos
Primeros

[fol. 7r]
Siguientes Por Voz de pedro color negro Pregonero Publico / Por ante
El dicho sefior maestre de Campo testigos / Juan Perez de vergara E
melchior perez E miguel/sanchez de plazencia y El dicho sefior maestre
de Canpo / 10 firma de su nonbre en El Registro de esta Carta / que Es
fecha en El die ho dia mes E afio susodicho / don tristan de arellano E
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yo hernando berme- I Jo Escrivano de su mages1ad E su notario Publico
Presen- I te fui A todo 10 que dicho Es E de PedimyentO del dicho I
Anton negrin 10 Escribi segun que ante mi Paso I E Por en de fize aqui
Este mi signo que Es a tal I en testimonyo de verdad hernando bermejo
[ ... ]
[fo1. lOr]
[... ] {ytem} I E despues de 10 susodicho en Esta yiUdad de los ange- I
les deesta nueva Espana en veinte E siete dias del I mes de hebrero Ano
del nayimyentO de nuestro salvador I Jesu xristo de mill E quinientOs E
quarenta E tres anos en I Presenyia de mi Andres de herrera Escrivano
PubUCo I y del conseJo Por su mageslad de esta dicha <;iUdad e de los I
testigosde yuso Escritos Pareyio El dicho anton ne- I grin vezina deesta
dicha yiUdad E por virtud de todo 10 I auctuado E de la facultad que
tiene de la Real audien- I <;ia que En la yiUdad de mexiCO Reside Por su
mages1ad de / susoEncorporada dixo que En nonbre del dicho Juan xiI menez difunto que dios haya segun que con el dicho I difunto 10 tenia
Platicado E comunycado hazia I E hordenaba E hizo e hordeno El testamento E pos- I 10
[fo1. lOy]
trimera Voluntad del dicho Juan ximenez difunto I como su albayea E
testamentario que Es en la for- I rna E manera siguiente
{ytem} I Primeramente mando El anyma del dicho difun- I to Adios
nuestro senor que la crio E Redimyo Por I su Preyiosa sangre Para que
El sea servido de I haber merito de su anyma E la lleve a su santo ReiI no Amen
{ytem} I yten mando que Por El anyma del dicho Juan xi- I {ojo} menez
difunto se Ie diga un trentenario de my- I sas Rezadas abierto El qual
diga El padre Cu- I {ojo} ra Alonso maldonado clerigo en la yglesia
mayor de es- I ta dicha <;iUdad E se Ie Pague Por 10 dezir de los bie- I
nes del dicho difunto 10 que Es Costunbre
{ytem} I yten mando Por las anymas de sus Padres del dicho I difunto
que El dicho alonso maldonado clerigo diga I otras diez misas rrezadas
E se paguen Por las de- I zir 10 que Es Costumbre
{ytem} I yten mando al hospital de la <;iUdad de mexiCO Por el I anyma
del dicho difunto Porque consiga E gane las I yndulgenyias que En el se
ganan los <;ynco ducados I de buen oro de castilla e se pague de los
bienes del dicho I difunto
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{ytem} / yten mando Al hospital de esta dicha <;:iUdad en li s - / mosna
Por El anyma del dicho difunto quatro pesos / del oro que corre que se
paguen de los bienes del dicho / difunto

[fo1. llr] .
{ytem} / yten mando a cada una de las cofradias de esta dicha / <;:i Udad
que son del santisimo sacramento E ve- / ra cruz E de los angeles A
cada una de los bienes / del dicho difunto Un Peso del dicho oro que
corre
{ytem} / yten mando a las mandas Fon;:osas E a cada una / de ellas Por
El anyma del dicho difunto Un tomyn del/oro que corre E se paguen
de los bienes del dicho difunto
{ytem} / yten mando que Por El anyma del dicho difunto se / tome Una
bula de la santa cruzada que al presen- / te hay E se pague 10 que Es de
sus bienes
{ytem} / yten mando de los bienes del dicho difunto se den / {ojo} E
paguen A Juan de barragan <;::inquenta pesos de oro de my- / nas que El
dicho difunto Ie debia Por una obligayion
{ytem} / yten mando que de los bienes del dicho difunto se pa- / guen a
Anton garyia tres pesos de oro de mynas / que El dicho difunto Ie debia
E debe
{ytem} / yten mando que de los bienes del dicho difunto se den / E
paguen a Juan cordero sastre dos pesos de oro de my- / nas que EI dicho
difunto se los debia E debe
{ytem} / Yten mando que todas las deudas que El dicho difuntO / debe
Por Escrituras liquidas se paguen E porq~e / de presente no se sabe que
deb a ninguna deuda E por / descargo del anyma del dicho difunto dixo
que man- / dab a E mando que si alguna Persona Jurare que / El dicho
difunto Ie debe y Es a cargo hasta en cantia / de un Peso del oro que
corre se Ie Pague de los bienes / del dicho difunto con solo su Juramento
/ 11

[fo1.IIv]
yten El dicho Anton negrin en El dicho nonbre A- / claro E mando que
se cobren todas las deudas / que al dicho Juan ximenez difunto Ie deben
liquydamen- I te E porque las deudas que ansi Ie deb en son que se hi- /
Zieron en la tierra nueva E segun que EI 10 Platico / con EI dicho Juan
ximenez difunto dixo que de todas / las deudas que Ie deb en al dicho
difunto Ansi Por / Escrituras conoyimyentOs 0 de almoneda del dicho
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difuntO / se Cobren las dos terr;:ias Partes E la una ter- / <;ia Parte no
Paguen E se los suelta E haze gra- / <;ia de ella en nonbre del dicho
difunto Porque como / dicho Es Ansi dixo que 10 comunyco con EIE
que las / dos partes de todas las deudas se cobren Como / dicho Es
Er;:epto que quarenta PesOs de oro de mynas / que debe al dicho difunto
Rodrigo de truxillo Por / Escritura de un Caballo que todos los dichos
qua- / renta PesOs de mynas se cobren del dicho Rodrigo / de truxillo
Porque los debe bien debidos Al dicho di- / Funto 10 qual de
susoContenido dixo que hazia / E hizo Por descargo del anyma del dicho
difuntO / E segun con el 10 Platico E comunico como di- / cho Es
{ytem} / E Para Cumplir E pagar E cobrar y Execu- / tar EI dicho testamento E 10 en EI contenydo EI / dicho anton negrin dixo que se nonbraba
E nom- / bro A si ProPio Por albar;:ea y testamentario del / dicho difunto
Para 10 Contenido En este dicho / testamento E para quien su Poder
hobiere
[fol. 12r]
Pueda Cobrar los bienes E deudas E hazienda del / dicho difunto y
ansimysmo dixo que EI dicho an- / ton negrin se nonbraba E nonbro Por
tene- / dor E admynistrador de los dineros deudas E / hazienda del dicho
difunto Para todo 10 Rer;:ebir / E cobrar en si E para dar quenta de ello
segun / E a quien E con derecho deba 0 al heredero 0 he- / rederos del
dicho Juan ximenez difunto los quales / no sefiala ni Establer;:ePorque
no los sabe ni co- / no<;e E porque no tiene facultad de los sefialar / E
demas de 10 susodicho dixo E otorgo que si dios / Ie llevare Al dicho
anton negrin de esta Presente / Vida que nonbraban E nonbro Por
albar;:eas E tes- / tamentarios del dicho difunto E por tenedores / de los
bienes que suyos quedaron E pertener;:ieron / E pertener;:en A alonso
grande E a gregorio / ginoves vezinOs de esta dicha <;iUdad que Estan
Ausen- / tes 0 a qualquier de ellos ynsolidum a los / quales dio Poder
Cumplido segun que 10 tiene / E de derecho en EI dicho caso mejor E
mas Cum- / Plidamente 10 Puede E debe dar E otorgar en / Forma
{ytem} / E Por Esta carta EI dicho anton negrin dixo / que ReVocaba E
Revoco todos E qualesquier / testamento 0 testamentos coder;:ilio s 0 code/ 12
[fol. 12v]
<;ilios que antes de este en qualquier manera EI / dicho Juan ximenez
difunto haya hecho E otor- / gado que no Val a salvo Este que agora en
su / nonbre EI dicho anton negrin haze E otor- / Ga segun que como
dicho tiene 10 comunico con / EI dicho difunto E que Valga Por tal
testamen- / to E postrimera Voluntad del dicho Juan xime- / nexz difunto
en cuyo nonbre dixo que 10 hazia / E hizo E otorgo segun de suso se
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contiene que / Es Fecho E otorgado en EI dicho dia mes e ano / susodicho
y EI dicho anton negrin 10 firmo de / su nonbre en EI Registro testigos
que Fueron / Presentes a todo 10 que dicho Es FrancisCO de horduna / E
pedro de villanueva E Juan de san Vis;ente E / Juan Valades clerigo E
Juan sanchez vezinos de esta / dicha <;iUdad los quales los que supieron
Escrebir / 10 firmaron de sus nonbres en EI Registro Jun- / tamente con
El dicho otorgante Anton negrin / Francisco de horduna Pedro de
villanueva Juan / de san Vis;ente Juan de valades cierigo Por Juan /
sanchez Juan de san vis;ente [... ]
English Translation of a Selection from AGI, Contratacion, 5575,
N. 24, bienes de difuntos, Juan Jimenez, 1550
[Ir] [... ] Item. In the city of [Puebla] de los Angeles in this New Spain
13 August, in the year of the birth of our savior Jesus Christ 1545,
Anton Negrin, a citizen of this city, appeared before the magnificent
lord licenciado Hernando Caballero, residencia judge and his majesty's
chief justice in this city and judge of the estates of the deceased here,
by special commission of the very magnificent and reverend lord
licenciado Tello de Sandoval, visitador general of this New Spain and
its judge of the estates of the deceased, and in my presence, Sebastian
Vazquez, his majesty's scribe and scribe of the afore-mentioned
residencia, tribunal, and court of the lord judge. [Negrin] stated that, in
fulfillment of and compliance with what his grace ordered and proclaimed in this city last Monday, the tenth day of the present month,
namely that all custodians of estates of the deceased were to come before him and give an accounting of those estates, he brings and presents two documents and one will. One of them appears to be and is
signed by his majesty's scribe Melchior Gomez and the other by Andres
de Herrera, public scribe, and, according to the documents, apparently
former scribe of the council of this city. [I v] [The documents] are the
following:
Item. In the great city of Ten[o]xtitlan-Mexico, in New Spain 13
September, in the year of the birth of our savior Jesus Christ, 1542,
Anton Negrin appeared before the very noble lord Geronimo Ruiz, his
majesty's alcalde in the city of Mexico, and in my presence, Juan de
Zaragosa, registered public scribe of [this city]. [Negrin] presented a
petition along with an affidavit of testimony, an inventory, and a record
of auction, the sum and substance of which is as follows.
Juan de Zaragosa, public scribe
Item. Very noble lord,
I, Anton Negrin, a resident in this city and a citizen of the city of
[Puebla] de los Angeles, appear before your grace and declare that while
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going to Tierra Nueva with Captain Francisco Vazquez [de Coronado],
Juan Jimenez, may God our lord forgive him, died in Tiguex. One night
during a time when he was sick, fearing that he could not escape [death]
and needing to prepare his will (although there was no scribe to do so
in that pueblo), he declared in front of four witnesses that he conferred
his full power of attorney on me and Jorge Baez, so that we could prepare his will as seemed [right] to us. [This he did because] he was a
friend of mine and of Jorge Baez and [since] at the time he was prepared to die and earlier he had communicated to me and Jorge Baez
what was proper for his soul and for the unburdening of his conscience.
This is a matter of record and can be seen [2r] in the affidavit I am
presenting. Because Jorge Baez, who is also executor, has died and because I am obliged by my conscience to do what I am obligated to do,
inasmuch as it is possible that I could die du~ing the delay and leave
with this responsibility, I ask and beg your grace to issue your judicial
decree and to do in this case what is just and in [good] conscience,
heedful that the dead man gave me [his] power of attorney in order that
I could arrange his will as he discussed it with me and that he gave me
permission and authority to arrange and execute it as I am obligated to
do. In what is necessary, I implore your noble office and request what
in this case is most appropriate for me to ask.
Anton Negrin
Item. The lord alcalde stated that he heard the petition and will
provide what would be just in the case.
Item. In the pueblo of Coafor in the province of Tiguex on 25 February 1542, Anton Negrin and Jorge Baez, residing with the army, appeared before the very magnificent lord don Tristan de Arellano, maestre
de campo of this armed force (of which the captain general is the very
magnificent lord Francisco Vazquez de Coronado, governor of the province of Nueva Galicia in Nueva Espana), and before me, Hernando
Bermejo, his majesty's scribe, and the witnesses listed below. Negrin
and Baez presented before his grace a document, the substance of which
is this which follows:
[2v] Item. Very magnificent lord don Tristan de Arellano, maestre
de campo of this army,
We, Jorge Baez and Anton Negrin, present in [the army], appear
before your grace and state that Juan Jimenez, present in this army, has
passed from this present life. Because there was no scribe where he
was, Juan Jimenez did not prepare and execute his will; nor did he put
his soul in order.
One night before he died, this Juan Jimenez, in the presence of witnesses, conferred his full power of attorney on us as friends and com-
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panions of his, which we have always been. This was so that we might
prepare and execute his will for him and put his soul and conscience in
order in accordance with what the deceased discussed with us for this
purpose on many occasions. Moreover, he left us as his executors and
directed that his goods not fall into the power of [other] custodians and
instead that we have them and look after them and administer them as
seems best to us in conformance with his wishes.
Because the aforesaid Juan Jimenez left some goods in this army,
as such administrators and persons whom the deceased named as suitable to administer them, we ask and request your grace to order them
delivered to us. This is so that with them and with their administration
we might unburden the soul of the deceased in the way that he discussed with us. For this we beseech your grace's very noble office and
ask for justice.
Anton Negrin
Jorge Baez
Item. When the document was presented in the stated manner [3r]
the aforesaid, maestre de campo, don Tristan de Arellano stated that
they were to present and produce witnesses for a report of what they
say. When that is delivered and reviewed he will do what is fair.
witnesses: the aforesaid {names omitted}
Item. {February 25}
After what has been stated, on 25 February in the aforesaid year,
Anton Negrin appeared before the lord don Tristan de Arellano, maestre
de campo of this army, and before me, Hernando Bermejo, his majesty's
scribe, and presented as witnesses for this purpose Alonso Alvarez,
Geronimo Ramos, and Antonio Alvarez, present in this army. From them
and each one of them the oath was received in the form required by
law, by virtue of which they promised to tell the truth. When they were
questioned in accordance with the aforementioned petition they stated
and declared the following:
Item. Alonso Alvarez, a witness presented for this purpose, having
sworn in the legal manner and being questioned in accordance with the
petition, stated that one night in this month of February, which was the
day before Juan Jimenez died, while he was on watch, Juan Jimenez,
who was present in the army, sent [someone] to call this witness and
other individuals. He said to the witness, "Sir, you will act as witness
because at present there is no royal scribe in the camp on this side of
the river, since it is away from where the general is. Because I feel very
ill and think that I will not survive till morning, I declare that I give my
full and complete power of attorney, [3v] in the same way I possess it,
to Jorge Baez and Anton Negrin, are present in this army. This is so
that they may prepare my will for me and put my soul in order in the
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way I have discussed with them several times, since I do not feel myself healthy enough to do it. And so that they may look after the goods
that I have in this army. [I declare that] they are to be my executors. I
say this because I do not want my goods to come under control of caretakers other than them. They are to do with them as they wish. If God
allows me to survive till morning, before a scribe I will grant to Jorge
Baez and Anton Negrin my full power of attorney for the stated purpose, because that is my aim and desire."
[Alvarez] stated this, which is what he knows in accordance with
the oath he swore. And he signed his name. Also, he knows and saw
that Juan Jimenez died in the morning [after] the night he sent to have
the witness called in order to tell him what is stated.
Alonso Alvarez
[ ... ]
[6r] [... ] Item. In the pueblo ofCoafor in the province of Tiguex of
this newly discovered land 18 March 1542, before the very magnificent lord don Tristan de Arellano, maestre de campo of this army, and
before me, Hernando Bermejo, his majesty's scribe, Anton Negrin, executor of the deceased Juan Jimenez, as it was said he was, conducted
an auction of the goods the deceased left in this army. It was done in
the following way:
Item. 40 pesos de minas

[6v]
Item. 2 pesos

First, one chestnut horse was sold at
auction to Rodrigo de Trujillo, son of
Jorge Baez, for forty pesos de minas
on credit for a period of six months
from today's date. Anton Negrin stood
surety for the debt.

Item. One sword with a leather belt
was sold at auction to the Biscayan
Juanes de Guernica for two pesos.

Item. 2 pesos

Item. Some shoes and sandals were
sold at auc-tion to Diego de Mata for
two pesos.

Item. 5 pesos

Item. One native [quilted cotton] tunic,
one j er- kin with leather sleeves, one
breast band for a horse, two sacks (one
leather and one wool), and one piece
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of [pointed?] head armor 21
were sold at auction to Juan
Perez de Vergara for five pesos.
Item. I peso

Item. Eleven new horseshoes and five
worn ones, as well as three hundred
nails [were sold at auction] to Crist6bal
Perez de Avila for one peso.

Item. 4 tomines

Item. One old cowhide 22 was sold at
auction to the Biscayan Juanes de
Guernica for four [tomines]

Item. 30 pesos

Item. One white-quartered, reddishblack horse, with saddle and bridle, was
sold at auc-tion to Juan Perez de
Vergara for thirty pesos, to be paid at
once.

Item. All of the aforementioned goods were sold and delivered during public auction since there was no one who offered to pay more
within six full months from the present date. [7r] [It was conducted]
before the lord maestre de campo in the voice of Pedro the black public
crier. Witnesses: Juan Perez de Vergara, Melchior Perez, and Miguel
Sanchez de Plasencia. The lord maestre de campo signed his name in the
registry [entry] for this instrument that is dated the aforesaid day, month,
and year.
Don Tristan de Arellano

I, Hernando Bermejo, his majesty's scribe and public notary was
all that has been stated. At the request of Ant6n Negrin I
recorded it exactly as it transpired before me. Therefore, in testimony of
its truth, I affix here my sign, which is thus.
Hernando Bermejo [... ]
present~for

[lOr] [... ] Item. Following what has been stated, in the city of
[Puebla] de los Angeles in New Spain on 27 February, in the year of
our savior Jesus Christ, 1543, Ant6n Negrin, a citizen of this city, appeared before me, Andres de Herrera, a public scribe and his majesty's
scribe for the council of this city, and in the presence of the witnesses
recorded below. By virtue of all that has been done and the authorization attached hereto that he has from the royal audiencia which has its
seat for his majesty in Mexico City, he said that, in the name of Juan
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Jimenez, deceased (may he be with God) and as his executor and agent,
he was preparing and putting in order and did prepare and put in order
the last will and testament of that same Juan Jimenez, deceased. This
he did exactly as he had discussed and talked over with the deceased,
[10v] which is in the following manner and form:
Item. First, I commend the soul of the deceased to God, our lord,
who nourished and redeemed it with his precious blood, in order that
he may be pleased to find his soul worthy and carry it to his holy kingdom. Amen.
Item. I direct that open masses of prayer for the soul of the deceased, Juan Jimenez, be said for thirty days. They are to be said by the
priest Father Alonso Maldonado, priest of the principal church of this
city. For saying [the masses], he is to be paid the customary amount
from the deceased's estate.
Item. I direct that the same priest, Alonso Maldonado, say another
ten masses of prayer for the souls of the parents of the deceased. They
are to be paid for in the customary amount.
Item. I direct that five ducats of good Castilian gold be paid from
the estate of the deceased to the hospital of Mexico city. [This is done]
for the soul of the deceased, so that it may earn and obtain the indulgences that by this means may be earned.
Item. I direct that four pesos of gold that is in circulation be paid
from the estate of the deceased to the hospital of this city, as alms for
the soul of the deceased.
[11 r] Item. I direct that one peso of gold that is in circulation be
paid from the estate of the deceased to each of the confraternities of
this city. These are the Confraternity of the Most Holy Sacrament, the
Confraternity of the True Cross, and the Confraternity of the Angels.
Item. I direct that the obligatory bequests be paid from the estate of
the deceased at the rate of one tomin of gold that is in circulation for
each one.
Item. I direct that, for the soul of the deceased, a bull [of dispensation] from the Tribunal of the Holy Crusade be purchased from the estate of the deceased.
Item. I direct that 50 pesos of gold de minas be given and paid from
the estate of the deceased to Juan Barragan, to whom the deceased owed
it according to a loan document.
Item. I direct that three pesos of gold de minas be paid from the
estate of the deceased to Anton Garcia, to whom the deceased owed
and does owe it.
Item. I direct that two pesos of gold de minas be given and paid
from the estate of the deceased to the tailor Juan Cordero, to whom the
deceased owed and does owe it.
Item. I direct that all debts owed by the deceased according to out-
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standing loan documents be paid. Because at present it is not known
that he had any [other] debts, in order to unburden the soul of the deceased I state that, if any person swears that the deceased owes him and
the amount due is up to on~ peso of gold that is in circulation, I was
directing and did direct that it be paid to him from the estate of the
deceased on the basis of his oath alone.
[llv] Item. The aforesaid Anton Negrin stated clearly and directed,
in the name [of the deceased], that all outstanding debts owed to the
deceased Juan Jimenez were to be collected. Since all the debts thus
owed to him were entered into in Tierra Nueva and are exactly what
[Negrin] talked with the deceased Juan Jimenez about, he said that all
debts owed to the deceased, whether according to loan documents or
bills, or through auction of [the goods of] the deceased, are to be collected at two-thirds [of their value] and the [remaining] one-third [the
debtors] are not to pay; it is waived. He is pleased [to do this] in the
name of the deceased because, as has been stated, he said that he had
discussed it with [the deceased]. Two thirds of all the debts is to be
collected except 40 pesos of gold de minas that Rodrigo de Trujillo
owes to the deceased for a horse, according to a document. All of the
40 pesos of gold de minas is to be collected from Rodrigo de Trujillo
because he owes them rightly [and they are] owed to the deceased.
All that is mentioned above [Negrin] stated that he was doing and
did do in order to unburden the soul of the deceased and [it was done]
just as he discussed and talked it over, as was stated.
Item. In order to fulfill, pay, collect, and execute the will and what
is referred to in it, Anton Negrin stated that he himself was named as
executor and agent. [This is] so that what is referred to in the will [might
be done] and whomsoever might have his power of attorney [12r] could
collect the goods, debts, and property of the deceased. Also Anton
Negrin stated that he was named caretaker and administrator of the
money, debts, and property of the deceased in order to receive and collect it all and to give an accounting oCrn-n the manner and to whomever he rightly should, to either the heir or heirs of the deceased Juan
Jimenez. Such individuals he does not indicate or specify because he
does not know of them and is not acquainted with them. Nor does he
have authority to specify them.
Beyond what has been stated, Anton Negrin said and conceded that,
in case God were to take him from this present life, he was naming and
did name Alonso Grande and Gregorio Ginoves (citizens of this city
who are not present), or either of them separately, as executors and
agents of the deceased and as caretakers of the goods of his that remain
and belong or did belong to him. And he gave to them his full power of
attorney, exactly as he [himself] has it according to law in this case, as
well and completely as he could and ought to give it in the form [required by law].
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Item. By means of this instrument the aforesaid Anton Negrin stated
that he was revoking and did revoke all and any previous will or wills,
codicil or codicils, in whatever form the deceased Juan Jimenez may
have made and executed [them]. And he stated that [none of them] is
valid except this one which, in the name of [Juan Jimenez], he makes
and executes exactly as he discussed with the deceased, as has been
stated, [so that] it may be valid as the last will and testament of the
deceased Juan Jimenez. In his name he stated that he was making and
did make and execute [it] in accordance with what is referred to above.
It is made and executed on the aforesaid day, month, and year. Anton
Negrin signed his name in the register.
Witnesses who were present during all that has been stated are Francisco de Ordufia, Pedro de Villanueva, Juan de San Vicente, the priest
Juan Valades, and Juan Sanchez, [all] citizens of this city. All those
who knew how to write signed their names in the register together with
the [one issuing the document], Anton Negrin.
Francisco de Ordufia
Pedro de Villanueva
Juan de San Vicente
Juan de Valades, priest
Juan de San Vicente, on behalf of Juan Sanchez

NOTES
I. Archivo General de Indias (AGI), Catalogo de Pasajeros a lndias, vol. 2 (Sevilla:
Editorial de la Gavida, 1942), no. 2332, pp.139. On 6 March 1536 Juan Jimenez, the
son of Juan Dominguez and Teresa Jimenez, wicinos of Guadalcanal, was granted a
license to travel from Sevilla to Nueva Espafia. The name that native inhabitants gave
this pueblo is uncertain. There are three similar, though distinct, Spanish renditions of
what is probably an indigenous term for the pueblo. Pedro de Castafieda uses Coafor.
See Relacion de la Jornada de Clbola, New York Public Library, Astor, Lennox and
Tilden Foundations, Rare Books and Manuscripts Division, Rich Collection no. 63.
Juan Jaramillo and Hernando de Alvarado both use Alcanfor. For Jaramillo, see AGI,
Patronato 20, Numero 20, Ramo 8. For Alvarado, see AGI, Justicia 1021, Pieza 5. The
Jimenez document under discussion here uses Coafor. The spelling of these variants is
also in doubt. [n sixteenth-century Spanish manuscripts "r" and "x" are frequently indistinguishable and "0" and "a" are sometimes so much alike that transcription is a
matter of educated guesswork. Consequently, Coafor and Coofor could be identical or
they could be Coafox and Coofox, respectively. Alcanfor is a Spanish term, making it
most likely a conflation with the native Pueblo name or an outright Spanish label. The
ruins of the pueblo where Juan Jimenez died still exist and are likely those of Santiago
Pueblo. Laboratory of Anthropology of the Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe (hereafter LANM) 326, across the Rio Grande from modern-day Bernalillo, New Mexico. The
second pueblo occupied by the expedition in February 1542 was likely Pueblo del
Arenal, probably the ruins known as Kuaua, LANM 187, or Pueblo de la Alameda,
likely what is now called Watche, LANM 677). See Bradley J. Vierra, A Sixteenth-
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Century Spanish Campsite in the Tiguex Province, Laboratory of Anthropology Notes
475 (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico, 1989).
2. Affidavit of testimony on behalf of Francisco Vazquez de Coronado, Culiacan,
1545, AGI, Patronato 216, R. 2, legal action concerning Nuno de Chaves, Mexico City,
1566.
3. Muster roll of the Coronado expedition, Compostela, 20 February 1540, AGI,
Guadalajara, 5, N. 7, R. 1. The muster roll indicates that Jimenez owned two horses,
native arms, and a leather coat. It is uncertain if Jimenez acquired his sword and lance
and other goods while on the expedition or if the other items remained undeclared.
4. Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint, unpublished partial translation of Bernardo
de Vargas Machuca's The Second Book of Milicia y Descripcion de las Indias (Madrid,
Spain: Libreria de Victoriano Suarez, 1892), originally published 1599. Jimenez's arms
and armor match fairly well the outfit specified for horsemen nearly 60 years later by
Bernardo de Vargas Machuca in his manual for mounting a New World expedition.
Machuca specifically referred to quilted cotton armor, swords, machetes, lances, and
short spurs. Conspicuously absent from Jimenez's gear, though, are the shield and
chainmail beaver which Vargas Machuca insisted his horsemen use.
5. One document each from Pedro de Benavides, Juan Frances, Alonso Jimenez, and
Juan Galleas [Galeras] and two from Alonso Gonzalez.
6. The record of the public auction detailed in AGI, Contratacion, 5575, N. 24 is
included in the translation selection.
.
7. There is great uncertainty about the precise route of the expedition between Cibola
and Chichilticale on both its outward bound and return journeys. The most likely candidates for Rio Frio, however, are tributaries of either the modern San Francisco or
Gila Rivers.
8. Probanza de meritos y servicios de Jorge Baez, Mexico City, 1585AGI, Patronato,
78A, N. I, R. 6. Jorge Baez died between Tiguex and Cibola during the expedition's
return march.
9. The document is a 1550 copy of an accounting made in 1545 at the direction of
the'visitador Francisco Tello de Sandoval. Copies of documents from 1541 and 1542
were incorporated into the 1545 account.
10. The other contemporary documents include the muster roll from February 1540;
the Traslado de las Nuevas, possibly by Garcia Lopez de Cardenas (probably August
1540); Vazquez de Coronado's letter to the viceroy from Cibola (August 1540); a report presumed to be by Hernando de Alvarado and Juan de Padilla (fall 1540); Vazquez
de Coronado's letter to the king from Tiguex (October 1541); and the Relacion Postrera
de Cibola-a second-hand account (probably late 1541). The documents from 1541
and 1542 copied into AGI, Contratacion, 5575, N. 24 include a petition by Anton Negrin,
Mexico City (September 1542); an auto by Anton Negrin and Jorge Baez, Coafor (February 1542); a record of the auction of Jimenez's goods, Coafor (March 1542); an inventory of Jimenez's goods, Coafor (February 1542); the record of delivery of Jimenez'.s
goods to Negrin, Coafor (March 1542); an auto denying Negrin's right to dispose of
the goods, Mexico City (September 1542); a decision of the Audiencia de Nueva Espana
reversing the above decision (September 1542); and an obligacion from Juan Jimenez
to Juan Barragan, Tiguex (April 1541).
11. AGI, Guadalajara, 5, N. 1, R. 7. It is possible that Jorge Baez is the Jorge Paez
of the 1540 muster roll, though not enough is known about either individual to make
such a decision.
12. Richard Flint, "The Pattern of Coronado Expedition Material Culture" (M. A.
thesis, New Mexico Highlands University, 1992).
13. AGI, Guadalajara, 5, N. 1; R. 7. In fact, over 90 percent of all of the European
members of the expedition who passed muster in Compostela in February 1540 declared that they had with them native arms and armor. In contrast, the amount of European metal armor was scant. Apart from the dozen or so most elite members of the
expedition, most expedition members were said to have none.
14. For comparison sake, Jimenez's tunic (soyo), jerkin Uubon), headgear (caperusa),
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shoes, and sandals, plus a breast band for a horse and two sacks, sold at auction for
seven pesos in 1542.
15. We do not know the exact number of Europeans who participated in the
Coronado expedition. From various documents we now know by name 368 European members of the expedition, including the eight newly revealed members.
There is, however, the possibility of duplication of individuals in all the existing
lists, because of variation in spelling of names. Nevertheless, the current number
comes very close to the figure of 300 horsemen and seventy or eighty footmen
provided in the 1546 testimony of Francisco GorbaJan, AGI, Justicia 1021, Pieza
5. The February 1540 muster roll, on the other hand, lists only 224 horsemen and
62 footmen, a decided undercount. See AGI, Guadalajara, 5, N. 7, R. 1. To the
muster roll number George Hammond and Agapito Rey added forty-eight names
that appear in other documents, bringing their total to 334. See George P. Hammond
and Agapito Rey, editors and translators, Narratives of the Coronado Expedition,
1540-1542 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1940), 104-8. We
know by name only one black member of the expedition, Pedro the pregonero
revealed by the Jimenez document. Blacks are mentioned in the extant documents
very infrequently, but many European members reported that they took black
slaves with them, but did not indicate numbers. Thus, we cannot even begin to
guess the number of blacks who participated in the expedition. Indians from central and western Mexico made up the largest component of the expedition. Estimates of their numbers range from 1,000 to 1,500. Of these, we know only six by
name and place of origin. Though people of color made up the overwhelming bulk
of the 2,000 or more people in the expedition, information about them and their
activities still eludes us for the most part.
16. Castaneda, Relaci6n, Segunda Parte, Capitulo 6. Pedro de Castaneda in his
Relaci6n de la Jornada de Cibola from the 1560s wrote that in 1541-1542 the
Pueblo world comprised 66 pueblos with a total of 20,000 inhabitants. The pueblo
of Cicuique (Pecos) was said to have 2,000 residents, but all the others were very
much smaller.
,
17. Castaneda, / Relaci6n, Primera Parte, Capitulo 18.
18. Ibid.
19. AGI, Patronato 20, N. 5, R. 8, jornada a Nueva Espana, Juan Jimenez, n.p.,
n. d. By the spring of 1542, this must have been a familiar leg of travel for some
members of the expedition because of movement between the settlement of San
Geronimo in Sonora and the New Mexico Pueblo world. Four days was likely the
standard travel time.
20. The very existence of AGI, Contratacion, 5575, N. 24 and several other
hitherto unknown and unconsulted documents that we have located in the Archivo
General de Indias in Sevilla, the Archivo General de Notarias in Mexico City, and
the Bancroft Library in Berkeley makes us optimistic that additional significant
documentary sources are yet to be found and will expand our understanding of that
two-year event, as well as sixteenth-century encounters between peoples of the
Old and New Worlds in general.
21. Colecci6n de Mendoza of C6dice Mendocino, Documento Mexicano del
Siglo XVI que se Conserva en la Biblioteca Bodleiana de Oxford, Inglaterra, ed.
Jesus Galindo y Villa (Mexico City: Editorial Innovacion, S.A., 1980). Frances F.
Berdan and Patricia Rieff Anawalt, The Essential Codex Mendoza (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997),184, 188. A caperuza is a pointed hood or cap,
and this piece of native head armor probably was of the tall, pointed type depicted
on numerous folios of the Codex Mendoza which was painted in the 1540s at the
request of the viceroy of Nueva Espana. Berdan and Rieff Anawalt provide the
name copilli for this conical hat and describe it as part of the "entry-level"
Mexica warrior's costume.
22. This may have been either a cow hide or a bison hide since at the time the
Spanish word vaca was applied to both animals.

Fine Hands for Sowing:
The Homesteading Experiences of
Remittance Woman Jessie de Prado
MacMillan
SANDRA VARNEY MACMAHON

In the third week of May 1902, thirty-year-old Jessie de Prado MacMillan
arrived in Alamogordo, New Mexico. She eagerly stepped off the train
to begin the adventure she had dreamed about since childhood and for
which she had been preparing for nine years: filing a claim for an American homestead. Small, dusty, three-year-oldAlamogordo, a railroad town
in southeastern New Mexico between the desert and the steep, heavily
wooded Sacramento Mountains, provided a stark contrast to her native
Scotland and the lush English countryside that she had just left behind.
When family and friends could no longer dissuade MacMillan from her
long-held plan, they convinced her to learn at least the basics of agriculture before setting out for America. This she had done. Thus, they
sent her on her way with good wishes, letters of introduction, a mountain of baggage, and "a variety of formidable looking dirks and knives,
ranging from six inches to a foot in length, which they thought would be
invaluable in her encounter with the blood thirsty Indians and uncivilized natives thought to infest the mountains and plains of New Mexico.'"
Hungry for news and impressed by her careful plans, the
(Alamogordo) Otero County Advertiser interviewed MacMillan upon
her arrival, quipping, "Though modest and retiring in manner, Miss
MacMillan, from her advanced ideas, would be termed a typical 'new
woman' and she has sought the new world because, in her opinion, it
offers better opportunities for putting those ideas into practice."2
In the early years of the twentieth century, educated young women
were expected to choose between marriage or a career. Work combined
with marriage usually was not an option. At this point in her life,
Sandra Varney MacMahon is a doctoral candidate in the Department of History
at the University of New Mexico. Her research includes the U.S. West, early U.S.,
Native American, and women's history. She would like to thank Dr. Ferenc Szasz
for reading this manuscript and for his helpful comments.
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MacMillan chose farming. Although she certainly possessed the initiative and confidence implied by the term "New Woman," MacMillan also
met the criteria of a uniquely British phenomenon: the "remittance man/
woman"-that is, a non-property-inheriting younger sibling. MacMillan's
father was wealthy and after his death she did not really have to work
for a living. Since she had only one older brother, there was no doubt
which child would get the inheritance. Thus, free of family obligations,
educated, ambitious, and funded, MacMillan proves to be New Mexico's
example of a remittance woman. 3 Furthermore, her successful endeavors
in farming and securing title to a mountain homestead correspond with
the images of remittance men who emigrated to the United States and
settled in the American West.
Remittance men were the younger, occasionally ne'er-do-well sons
of the British aristocracy and gentry who were sent to the United States,
Canada, and other provinces of the realm to seek new lives for themselves. Denied by primogeniture (inheritance by the eldest son and his
issue) from inheriting their ancestral holdings in Britain, they often chose
careers at home in the church, the military, law, or medicine. Land, however, consistently remained the benchmark of wealth and social position
for the British upper classes. When the western lands of the United
States were opened for development in the late nineteenth century, they
seemed to beckon with opportunity to these sons who were sustained
by regular "remittances," or stipends sent from their families. 4 Not able
to inherit, but interested in agriculture and full of ambition, land ownership appealed to MacMillan, too.
The upbringing of even the most earnest of these second and third
sons did not prepare them for the lives they would lead in the West.
Indulged by parents, pampered by servants, even the sons from financially pinched families were accustomed to a life of relative luxury. With
few responsibilities, and more importantly, no land to inherit, a number
of younger sons became wastrels, living lavishly, moving from the hunt
to parties and balls. Most were educated for public leadership to benefit
their social positions, but were not. trained for the manual labor and
competitive business required by western ranching and farming. s
Research has shown funded British sons to be colorful characters
who were important participants in every aspect of life in the American
West. This type of settler was not only male, though. As a remittance
woman, gender, not birth order, prevented MacMillan from inheriting
property. However, there has been no parallel research conducted to see
whether stipends influenced the lives of young British women. Moreover, the consideration of gender in this essay not only expands the
meaning of the phrase "remittance man," it also introduces another category of analysis with which to consider MacMillan's experiences.
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, middle- and
upper-class British women were regulated by social conventions of be-
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havior. They were not expected to be interested in opportunities for
homesteading. "Proper" feminine women directed their attentions toward their families' physical, spiritual, and moral welfare. Women were
considered to be frail and were restricted in their behavior for the preservation of their own purity because of presumed uncontrollable male
sexuality. The status of fathers or husbands defined women's social and
legal positions as daughters and wives. If MacMillan's memoir is to be
believed, from an early age she had problems with what was considered
"feminine" behavior. 6
Like other remittance persons, MacMillan enjoyed a privileged childhood and youth. Born at Crosshill, in Glasgow, Scotland in 1871,
MacMillan had no memories of her mother, who died when Jessie was
very young. From childhood she was fond of horses and fascinated with
the American West. Her father often read to her as did her brother Eben,
who was six years older. He chose sea stories for himself, but MacMillan
demanded "cowboy tales." An individualist from an early age, she was
asked to leave her first school because she refused to wear gloves and
repeatedly threw her sewing thimbles out the window. She happily transferred to her brother's school, located across town, because Eben occasionally tipped the horse-car driver so that she could drive. Because of
her precarious health, she spent summers on a friend's farm on the island of Bute. There she surreptitiously learned to milk cows, stealing
milk because the housekeeper did not give her enough to eat. During
these early years, MacMillan's father also died. 7
Having outgrown the Glasgow school, MacMillan was sent to boarding school by the Scottish and English executors of the MacMillan estate. She chose one in Ambleside, which was a small, pretty
Westmoreland hills village by Lake Windemere in the rolling Lake District of England. There she developed anemia, aggravated by the school's
unpalatable and un-nourishing food, and was put under the care of a
physician. She noted that the teachers were severe and although they
tried to make a lady of her, they had to give up. In one attempt the
teachers insisted that she learn to play the violin and piano. In order to
improve her fingering, MacMillan was forced to go around with corks
between her fingers to stretch them. "They could not acknowledge that
my hands, those of a worker, not an artist, were too short and stubby for
a violin."g
Next, MacMillan's trustees sent her to "Riant Rive," a boarding
school for girls in Switzerland on Lake Geneva. It proved to be much
better than the English one and she thrived. She took classes in French
and German and went with the other international students on trips
through Switzerland and France. While she loved the school, MacMillan
wrote that she was only waiting for the day that she would turn twentyone and be free to go to the American West. 9
Remittance men, once in the West, were often received with amuse-
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ment by Americans, who sometimes took advantage of them. Westerners sometimes stereotyped their British acquaintances as self-indulgent
and gullible. The very phrase "remittance man" is belittling. Yet there
were exaggerated stories of the men as well. If certain of the young
British emigrants radiated arrogance and squandered money on liquor;
blooded horses, and other finery, they also introduced to the West interest in the science and technology of animal husbandry. One historian
credits distance, communication, thinness of the market and premature
timing as contributing to remittance men's failures. If they made mistakes in the new cattle ranch business, they were not alone, and the
more earnest of these younger sons were accepted by Americans. Io
Although families hoped their wayward youths would mature and
make new lives for themselves, the young men's economic and social
ventures in the American West had varied outcomes. Not a homogeneous group, these emigrants had varied backgrounds and intentions,
and the situations into which they were thrust were complex. They were
playboys and miners, cattle ranch overseers and dilettantes. Most remittance men returned to Britain, but some settled down, married, and
went into business, usually in towns or cities. Except for upgrading
livestock and spending a lot of money, remittance men's impact on the
West generally has been seen as modest. More recent research upon
this topic, however, indicates that the story is much more complicated. 11
Historian Larry McFarlane's investigations have expanded views
toward remittance men. In "British Remittance Men as Ranchers: The
Case of Coutts Marjoribanks and Edmund Thursby, 1884-1895," he demonstrates that these two young Britons became community leaders in
Dakota Territory and assumed important roles in the nascent regional
cattlemen's association. They were adaptive and experimented with
breeding sheep and cattle. Although they did live the lives of country
squires, complete with hunting and parties-Thursby, especially, carried on rather grandly-they did not live more extravagantly than some
wealthy American ranchers. Both Britons accepted western egalitarianism and were apparently liked and respected by their neighbors. Like
most of their neighbors, they ultimately failed at ranchingY
Other new research coincides with McFarlane's arguments against
the myths that self-indulgence and incompetence caused the young Britons' problems. Although historian Marjory Harper is less sanguine about
Marjoribank's failure in managing a.second ranch in the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia, she does partly attribute his losses. "not to
laziness or dereliction of duty, but to naivete, bad advice, marketing
problems, and the myriad hazards of pioneering a new type of agriculture in an unfamiliar environment." Moreover, Harper argues that
Marjoribank's ultimate change to fruit farming influenced the redirection of the Okanagan Valley economy from cattle-ranching to successful
commercial fruit farming. 13
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In his assessment of the achievements and failures of Marjoribanks
and Thursby, McFarlane equates financial success on the agricultural
frontier with:
rapid adaptation of production techniques appropriate to a new
environment, adequate managerial skills, the wise use of credit,
the use of accounting skills to balance carefully the needs of
capital against operating costs and living expenses, sheer luck,
such as arriving during an era of rising commodity prices and
enjoying a favorable weather cycle, and the determination or
tenacity to survive hard times. 14
Similar standards can be used to gauge "success" on either thousand-acre ranches or homesteads of 160 acres. The criteria used in this
essay to judge personal and agricultural success include farming experience, flexibility, financial discipline, luck, spunk, and common sense.
MacMillan's story demonstrates convincingly how well she fulfilled
these criteria for agricultural success just as she satisfied the measure
of a remittance woman.
In 1892, MacMillan reached her majority, but she was torn between
going to nursing school to work with the poor of the London slums or
traveling to the "wild and wooly West." Her trustees approved of neither. Her history of poor health made n'ursing school dangerous and
going to the United States was out of the question. Hoping to become a
"mother's helper" (nanny) on a western ranch, MacMillan registered for
a course at Leaton Colonial Training College in Shropshire, England, an
institution for middle-class girls who had chosen to emigrate. IS
Leaton was the best known of several schools set up by British
women's emigration societies to equip women with ,skills that would
make them employable overseas. At this time there was a "surplus" of
women in Great Britain and no work for them. Several factors had contributed to the disparity of the sexes in the population: male war casualties from Napoleonic times onw~rd, a lower female infant and child
mortality rate, and increased male emigration from 1850-1914. Indeed,
by 1861 there were 800,000 women in Great Britain with no work to support themselves. 16
Genteel middle-class women, in particular, faced the problem of unemployment. Working-class women could find some employment, but
there were simply not enough jobs for educated but untrained women.
Britons learned to their horror that increasing numbers of young women
had turned to prostitution in reaction to their desperate situations. Reforms in education and other social institutions were slowly proceeding, but for many, emigration seemed a logical and even an attractive
solution. 17 Societal stresses such as these sometimes allowed a loosening of the bonds of feminine social conventions, only to tighten again
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as social conditions eased. This situation did provide an acceptable
precedent for some women to travel, sometimes alone, to other British
territories. No doubt some of the other Englishwomen who homesteaded
came because of these circumstances. Leaton seemed to be a solution
for MacMillan.
Unfortunately, she had to quit Leaton after three months because of
her health. Her physician recommended that she try to work on an English farm until she became stronger. The farm the college matron recommended was Oldington, a nearby estate with a rambling old brick
farmhouse, owned by Mr. and Mrs. Broughal1. "I had planned to stay at
the Colonial College one year, and I stayed three months. I aimed to stay
at Oldington one year and stayed nine," MacMillan wrote in her memoirs. 18
She became very close to both Broughalls, especially Mrs. Broughall,
whom she affectionately called "My Dear." Mrs. Broughall was not well,
hardly going out unless driven by her son or a farm boy; but MacMillan
undertook with relish the task of driving her about in a pony trap. The
Broughalls soon regarded her as a daughter and MacMillan had difficulty convincing them to accept a minimal sum for her board and for that
of the horse she quickly acquired. But MacMillan insisted, because she
and Mr. Broughall, "the Pater," had so many differences of opinion that
MacMillan felt she could not freely disagree unless she had established
her independence. 19
MacMillan put the time she spent at Oldington to good use. First,
she became a proficient rider. She made it a point to attend the Richmond Horse Show in the south of England and the annual Military Tournament in London where she expanded her expertise by watching
international championship riders compete. In nine years she owned
seven horses that she improved and sold for profit. In addition, she
broke neighbors' young stock to sidesaddle, because they would command a higher price if they could be ridden by a "lady."20
Another aspect of MacMillan's education included attending agricultural shows with Mr. Broughal1. There she gathered miscellaneous
bits of valuable information about livestock, farm equipment, and crop
management. In addition, she assumed control of the farm's butter-making process and learned poultry dressing. Surprisingly, she was allowed
to work in the fields with a team of horses, dressed in a below-the-knee
skirt and leggings, something most respectable middle- and upper-class
women would never consider doing.
MacMillan's daring across-class actions can be seen in the following incident. A friend of Mrs. Broughall saw MacMillan working in the
fields, and also heard that she rode with the local hunt club. For an
upper-class woman, these were two incongruous activities: one simply
did not perform physical labor. Visiting one day, the friend could not
conceal her curiosity about MacMillan's social standing. "In what ca-
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pacity is that young 'person' [employed]?" she asked. Mrs. Broughall
replied, "As a daughter," effectively ending the probe about her status.2'
This was not the least of young MacMillan's behavior which embarrassed the Broughalls, however. Having accidentally injured her horse
by riding sidesaddle too frequently, she decided to learn to ride astride.
To hide what she was doing, she made a voluminous skirt, but "Pater"
would not be seen with her riding that way. Not content with her madeover outfit, MacMillan convinced a tailor to fashion a divided-skirt riding
habit. Anxiously "My Dear" cautioned her to keep to the fields and off
public bridle paths. Riding astride was socially damning, indeed. 22
These examples demonstrate MacMillan's irrepressible nature; however, the situation is more complex. Even as she seemingly committed
audacious acts against social restraints, MacMillan was probably actually protected by her class. But if her social position, buttressed by the
Broughall's sponsorship, allowed her to get away with much of this
behavior, gender restrictions in riding still kept her in the fields even as
her conduct elicited an affectionate defense from Mrs. Broughall. Oen,
der and class remained tangled issues in MacMillan's life.
Despite her many activities, MacMillan never forgot her goal of
going west and described getting a "fever" of desire every year. The
flood of promotional literature to which the British public was exposed
no doubt fed her fever. Western railroads and state boards of immigration in the United States not only engaged in paper recruitment, they
also sent representatives abroad to entice emigrants to settle the
sparsely-populated West. Canada needed settlers, too; concerned by
the American efforts, its government launched an expensive campaign
of its own. 23 Married or single, women in Canada could purchase land
but were not eligible for cheap government land. Propaganda extolling
the wonders of the North American West would have been easily available to MacMillan.
MacMillan's favorite aunt, however, extracted a promise that she
would remain in England until she turned thirty, thinking her niece would
have married by then. Although she had several opportunities, including one suitor who promised to go west with her, she "was not tempted."
Coincidentally, as MacMillan approached her thirtieth year, she learned
that her sister-in-law's cousin was homesteading in New Mexico's Sacramento Mountains and so she wrote to her. MacMillan's swift departure illustrates the serious nature of her yearning to live in the American
West. That very year she crossed the Atlantic on the Lusitania, arriving
safely in New York, where she had letters of introduction. 24
MacMillan's experiences in EI Paso, Texas, illustrate the benefits of
having influential contacts. Because of her letters of introduction, Judge
Frank E. Hunter of EI Paso not only helped her obtain a letter of credit at
the bank and assisted with other business matters, he also introduced
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her to his English partner in the West Texas Saddlery, Richard Quincy.
To her astonishment, they completely outfitted her-saddle, bridle, quirt,
blanket, tie and stake ropes-as a gift. This helpful and generous relationship proved to be a lasting one. 25
Despite this financial help, MacMillan was sparing with her money.
The judge had recommended the best hotel in Alamogordo, since she
would arrive in town late at night, but MacMillan transferred to a cheaper
boarding house the next day and washed floors to help the proprietor.
She had brought bedding and many other useful items from England and
purchased only necessities. Her sister-in-law's American relatives, Mary
Lindsay Tod Westlake and her granddaughter Lila, trucked her belongings up the steep wagon road from Alamogordo to Cloudcroft, New
Mexico, a gain in altitude of some 4,350 feet. Their journey to "Eagle,"
Lindsay Westlake's homestead on Agua Chiquita Creek, southeast and
down the other side of the mountain from Cloudcroft, took three days.
Weed, a small village situated near the junction of the eastern plains and
the Sacramento Mountains thirteen miles east of Eagle, was the closest
and most accessible town. 26
Through Westlake's contacts, MacMillan heard of a quarter-section homestead for sale, two miles south of "Eagle" on the Agua Chiquita
Creek wagon road. Assured by the land office that the transaction was
legitimate, she purchased her dream for three hundred dollars and named
her spread "Glen-Eben" after her brother. The homestead consisted of
an old one-room log cabin in poor condition, partially raised walls for a
new cabin, and twenty-odd acres of crops-predominantly oats, wheat,
and potatoes. A tumbled-down log barn, several outbuildings, some
passable fencing, and an excellent spring completed her holdings. Agua
Chiquita Creek meandered between her fences and the wagon track. The
original cabin had two windows with sliding wooden shutters (but no
glass) on either side of the door. A barrel with some boards over it
served as the table and a few kegs and chunks of wood as chairs. Until
she could purchase a secondhand cook stove, MacMillan used the fireplace for heat and cookingY Primitive though the farm may sound, she
had a good start for fulfilling the requirements to secure title to her land.
In 1862 Congress passed the Homestead Act, which essentially promised one hundred sixty acres of public land to a head of household who
would register a claim, farm it for five years, and make certain improvements. Five years later, the Homestead Act was amended to include
single women. Prior to this, only widows who were the heads of their
families could file a claim. Women are often not thought of as early
landowners, but many filed claims on homesteads. Homesteads offered
unparalleled chances for women to own land or to use it as a means to an
end and sell it as an investment. 28
Historians generally agree that the Homestead Act was a failure; for
various reasons most people who filed claims did not fulfill the require-
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MacMillan on "Boy," with two horses she had just acquired through trade. Originally published with Jessie de Prado Farrington's memoirs, "From Rocking Horse
to Cow Pony," New Mexico Historical Review 30:3 (July 1955),221-51.

ments within the time indicated. These reasons included unproductive
land, water scarcity, and a lack offamiliarity with dry farming techniques.
Nevertheless, the Homestead Act did offer both men and women opportunities. As late as 1883 little land for homesteading was available in
New Mexico, mostly because of corrupt surveyors general and land grabbing by the "Santa Fe Ring" and others. Only after 1900, when grasslands in the eastern region of the state opened and a vigorous campaign
was undertaken to entice settlers, did homesteaders come in numbers. 29
MacMillan, then, took possession of her homestead at a propitious time.
One of the first things she did on arrival was to purchase "the wee
Mexican pony," which she named Honey Boy, from P. J. Andrews, her
friend and neighbor. Andrews homesteaded down the creek with his
brother. Small as he was, Boy became a useful pack and saddle horse, a
driver and draft animal, as well as a beloved companion. 3D He was the
first of the six or more horses that MacMillan came to keep.
Riding astride was as surprising to the Weed community as it had
been to the people around the Broughalls' farm in England. MacMillan
evidently taught the technique to Mary Westlake and her granddaughter Lila, because "The Three Scottish Women," as they were called, were
the first in the area to ride this way, and they started a trend. Women
around Weed soon began to take advantage of this more secure method
of riding.JI
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Shortly after she arrived, MacMillan hired a work crew to complete
the new cabin; it had an eighteen by twenty-four-foot main room with an
addition on one side that contained a tiny kitchen and a spare room. At
the same time, she had a new barn and a root house erected. No wastrel,
MacMillan again showed careful use of her money. In an ingenious plan
that benefited everyone, Dave Bunting, owner of one of the general
stores in Weed, got neighboring men who owed him money to work for
MacMillan and she paid Bunting in cash on an installment plan. At
first, the neighbor women were suspicious of the young, single homesteader, but MacMillan squelched rumors by making it a rule that all the
crew stop work by 8:00 P.M. and retire en masse to their wagons and tents
for the night. Reassured by this gesture that she was trustworthy, the
women extended their friendship and supplied her frequently with such
treats as layer cakes and home-canned fruit, while the men occasionally
brought her haunches of venison. 32 This is one example of MacMillan's
acquiescence to societal rules of proper feminine behavior. Had she been
less careful, the neighbors might well have ostracized her and the whole
outcome of her Glen-Eben years would have been a vastly different story.
This episode is one of several that demonstrates MacMillan was
well aware of the dangers of violating social proprieties. She was no
longer a teenage girl scandalizing the neighbors from the safe position
of a "daughter" in the privileged household of Oldington, but a single
woman without family in a rough and rural area. Consequently, MacMillan
modified her actions to reassure the neighbors and maintain social conventions.
From the beginning, she demonstrated her knowledge of farming
and her adaptation of British agricultural techniques to New Mexico's
conditions. She broke Boy to harness and eventually purchased another little horse, Cherry, to make her own team. After plowing and harrowing, she rolled and leveled her fields with a roller fashioned from a
large tree trunk and a buggy axle. Her neighbors considered this to be
quite an innovation. She had been accustomed to plant seeds with a
seed drill in England, but she soon learned to broadcast by hand. 33
MacMillan continued to grow the crops she found planted on her
arrival but she also experimented with new ones. Raymond Buckner, a
son of Lila and Will Buckner, and author of articles in the Otero County
Pioneer Family Histories credited MacMillan with growing the first alfalfa in the Agua Chiquita Creek area. MacMillan not only grew oats for
livestock feed, she also fed her cattle chopped turnips and cabbage, a
common European and British practice. 34 To this end, for her own winter
use and to trade for fruit and other goods in "the lower country," she
and Marie, Mrs. Broughall's goddaughter who was visiting from Scotland, planted 1,000 cabbage plants that first summer. To get an early
start and protect the seedlings against frosts, neighbors taught
MacMillan to grow the cabbage seeds in raised beds covered with bur-
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lap bags at night. She stored the harvested cabbage in her root house
and in trenches covered with straw and a layer of soil. Later she experimented with timothy, bluegrass, and fruit trees. 35
MacMillan always maintained a careful balance between her income
and the homestead operating expenses. She wrote that she was almost
penniless her first Christmas because of all her building expenses and
because she had to hire a mower to cut her oat hay. Although MacMillan
performed much of her own labor, no doubt she also paid for other help
that first year. She purchased necessities on credit at the Bunting store
and neighbors helped with such niceties as butter, goat meat, rice, and
pies. 36
MacMillan lived frugally and she was consistently judicious in her
handling of funds. For instance, she patronized feed yards where one
cared for one's own horse, rather than the more expensive livery stables,
where the animal was sheltered and fed by the establishment. 37 If she
could not manage things herself, she traded work for services. For example, "as usual," she was "short of cash" to hire the two men she
needed to thresh her grain, so MacMillan and Marie Broughall arranged
to feed the eleven-man crew in exchange for the men's work at GlenEben. MacMillan also performed her share of road maintenance, which
meant grading the steep wagon track near her homestead with a heavy,
horse-drawn scraper. 38
To fulfill the cultivation requirements on their land, some women
rented land to neighbors or hired men to do the heavy labor. Both men
and women enjoyed exchanging field labor for domestic chores. A North
Dakota schoolteacher, Lucy Goldthorpe, wrote, "Some of the homesteading women could drive a fence post or plow a cleared area as expertly as
a man, but for me it meant swapping services and occasionally paying
for heavy work done. Every time 1 'helped out' I was really putting in a
new section of fence or getting some plowing done, besides enjoying
the change of scene that came with the job."39
In MacMillan's second year at Glen-Eben, the Broughalls came from
England to visit for about seven months. MacMillan and Marie Broughall
went by freight wagon to meet them in El Paso. This time, after treating
the two women to several sight-seeing trips and dinners at night, Quincy,
the English saddler, outfitted both Broughalls with horse equipment,
which was extremely beneficial for MacMillan because the tack was for
her horses. Quincy actually bought MacMillan many other presents,
including a camera and dark room equipment. "We enjoyed the curio
stores, but Mr. Quincy would insist on buying us so many things, it
rather spoilt it," she wrote;
As if competing for MacMillan's attention through purchases, Mr.
Broughall bought "very cheap" a fine second-hand baby grand piano,
supposedly for Mrs. Broughall's stay at Glen-Eben. In reality, it was
probably for MacMillan's benefit. 40
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It was not "all play and no work" once they reached Glen-Eben.
Marie Broughall returned to Scotland shortly after the Broughalls arrived, but MacMillan and "Pater" cut and stacked her winter wood and
stored her hay. Throughout the visit, he continued to advise MacMillan
and to hone her agricultural skills. Mrs. Broughall assumed the chores
of feeding MacMillan's chickens, guinea hens, turkeys, and rabbits, after which she would play the piano in the evening. She, who was driven
about the English countryside in her pony cart, learned to ride sidesaddle in New Mexico, and even to cut "the Pater's" hair. 41 Needless to
say, it was a sad day when the Broughalls returned to England. They
had encouraged MacMillan's ambitions, enriched her life, and advanced
the improvements on her New Mexico homestead.
How, then, do MacMillan's experiences compare to those of other
women homesteaders? Julie Jones-Eddy interviewed homesteading
women in northwestern Colorado (most of whom were married). Her findings suggest that gender roles were more elastic when the land was first
being cleared and the homestead was being established. Women worked
outside because so much improvement work on the land was necessary
to fulfill the Homestead Act requirements. As homesteads matured,
women were less likely to do field work. 42
Elaine Lindgren's study, Land In Her Own Name, indicates that most
independent women homesteaders in North Dakota were young and unmarried. These women represented many ethnic groups and countries of
origin, although the majority were Scandinavian or Anglo Americans.
Many moved onto claims near family or friends. They usually held jobsoften teaching positions-because a source of income was necessary
to improve their claims. Lindgren illustrates clearly the interdependence
of homesteaders and nearby neighbors in their exchange of work and in
reliance upon each other for information, recreation, and mutual support. 43 MacMillan's British background, her settlement near "relatives,"
and her exchanges with neighbors closely mirror Lindgren's findings.
The women Joan Jensen studied demonstrated that the New Mexico
experience at the turn of the century differed from other areas. New
Mexico, still rural and lightly populated, did not achieve statehood until
1912, at least partly because Congress did not want to admit a state in
which the majority of the population was Hispanic and Spanish-speaking. In general, homesteading was highly unsuccessful in New Mexico.
Much of the land was arid and water was not readily available. Originally the land served as hunting and grazing grounds for numerous
groups of Native Americans. Hispanic settlers also used the land for
grazing for years through Mexican land grants, but the U.S. government
did not recognize all of these grants and others were seized by corrupt
attorneys.
Three of the women whom Jenson interviewed were homesteading
in eastern New Mexico around the time MacMillan was improving Glen-
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Eben. They lived alone on their farms while their husbands did wage
work for someone else in a nearby town. Thus the women ran the homesteads alone from day to day while the husbands worked to get money
for improvements. As it became clear that homesteading was not viable
for establishing a comfortable living, people became more dependent
upon wage work, and a pattern emerged where the homestead barely
provided a subsistence living that was supported by low-wage labor.
Neither occupation was enough wholly to support the families. Because
of drought and poor markets, many homesteaders could not hold on to
their land and consequently sold out to large ranchers. 44
MacMillan's situation, however, provides a contrast. She enjoyed
good luck with commodity exchange, arable soil, and weather cycles.
Her mountain homestead was situated in a moderate climate located in
the midst of a much hotter, drier area. At an altitude of some 7,500 feet,
her land was watered by winter snows and there were dependable springs
in the region. Further, she used Agua Chiquita Creek, which ran year
round, to irrigate her truck garden. The Alamogordo News, an unabashed
booster of the whole area, said this of the mountain settlements:
The Sacramento Mountains only need a few Dutch colonies to
show what can be done .... In the mountains cabbage, beets,
carrots, turnips, onions, Irish potatoes and the like do remarkably well and these can be grown most anywhere up there with
only the rainfall and by unloading at Cloudcroft where the matter of marketing is an easy job. 45
Beginning in 1899 the El Paso and Northeastern Railroad operated between Cloudcroft and Alamogordo carrying timber, produce, and passengers out of the Sacramento Mountains. 46
MacMillan raised enough barley, oats, and wheat to have them machine threshed her second summer. In 1899, farmers in Otero County
(where Agua Chiquita Creek Canyon was located) had planted 393 acres
of oats, 147 acres of wheat, and fifty-three acres of barley~ Although
MacMillan's harvests were probably small, their very existence is significant in view of the county's lowacreage. 47 In the whole of New
Mexico Territory, farms planted an average of only 6.4 acres of wheat
and 4.6 acres of barley in 1899. 48
As late as the first decades of the twentieth century, bartering goods
and services was still common in rural areas. MacMillan raised crops
she knew would store and trade well. Potatoes, she said, were always in
demand and she also grew a surplus of turnips. Thirty-odd years later,
she still treasured a handmade quilt that she had received in a trade for
potatoes. 49
The Cloudcroft-Weed area often has killing frosts by October-some
years as early as September. Snow falls in November, but the snow cover
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begins to recede by February. A south-facing alpine field can be snowfree in March and drying for early plowing, while a north-facing slope
may be covered with snow and ice until the end of the month.
MacMillan's use of raised beds meant she could start her seedlings
early, protect them from frosts, and set them out in her southerly fields
when other areas were still wet from snows.
According to the Weather Bureau's Climate and Crop Service reports from 1902 to 1907, parts of New Mexico experienced periods of
drought. Cloudcroft, the nearest reporting station to Agua Chiquita
Canyon, however, reported normal precipitation measurements of about
twenty-five inches (including melting snow) for 1902-1904. 50 For 1905
to 1907, the precipitation was above normal. 5l The long drought in New
Mexico associated with the Dust Bowl and the Great Depression had
actually been the most serious of intermittent droughts recorded since
the 1830s, but MacMillan experienced only one extremely dry year when
"the creeks and springs dried up and the range cattle died like flies.,,52
Although other areas of Otero County suffered with the drought,
Cloudcroft and the Agua Chiquita Creek Canyon usually enjoyed sufficient precipitation.
MacMillan was nothing ifnot determined to survive any difficulties
she might face, considering her well-laid plans and long Oldington "internship." Although she never experienced serious financial difficulties, she participated fully in the rough and sometimes dangerous life of
the rural mountain area. By nature resourceful and resolute, she often
helped her neighbors, once setting out in a near-blizzard to care for a
woman with a newborn, and on another occasion helping prepare a child
for burial because another neighbor was close to hysterics. 53
The snow, the cold, and the steep, rocky trails endangered both
people and beasts. In 1905, for instance, Carl Lundgren got caught in a
storm on the way from Cloudcroft to Russia, New Mexico, and was found
unconscious in the road the next morning. He had to have both feet
amputated, a terrible sentence for a man living in a rural area. 54 The
weather was only one factor that contributed to the mountain mortality
rate. In May of 1907, J. M. DeWeese was killed instantly when his wagon
overturned in Cox Canyon, the main wagon road from the Agua Chiquita
Creek area to Cloudcroft. One of his mules was injured so badly that it,
too, soon died. DeWeese was traveling alone and the next people going
to Cloudcroft found him. 55 Responding to a call for help often meant
exposure to personal danger.
On the shortcut trail to Alamogordo to secure her claim title,
MacMillan fell leading Boy down a particularly steep section of trail.
She suffered a concussion and severely injured her left knee, tearing the
supporting ligaments. "I realized I was in the wildest parts of my mountains and seriously hurt. I knew someone might come along the trail in
twenty four hours or not in twenty four days .... [F]or a moment, my
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thoughts took the starch out of me, but I'd not come so far to give up
without an effort."56 Unable to bear weight on the leg, she managed to
mount Boy.
When we came to the one narrow draw that leads down through
a bluff ... , poor wee Boy every now and then almost squatted
down behind as the stones rolled from under his feet, and he
would slither down, forefeet stretched out in front till something solid would hold him up, and then he'd turn his dear wee
head around and look at me as though to say, "Well Mackie,
aren't you going to get off and walk awhile?"Then I'd say, "No,
Son, you've got to pack me in this time," and we'd go on again,
a few steps at a time, and another slither with rolling stones. 57
MacMillan reaped the kindness she sowed. Arriving in Alamogordo
many hours later after dark, she was helped by friends and strangers
alike . In terrible pain, and unable to walk, MacMillan was grateful when
Land Office officials came to her couch in the hotel hall to deliver the
deed to her land. When a physician told her that she would never walk
again, she sent Boy to Glen-Eben with a stranger while friends rumbled
down the wagon road from Cloudcroft to take her home. She arranged
for a family to stay with her and run her farm, but months later she still
could not walk. In 1907 MacMillan returned to England for surgery, but
was back on her homestead in a year, ever after wearing a heavy metal
knee-brace. 58
At some time during her homesteading years, MacMillan visited
Mrs. Dyer, a friend from her Lusitania voyage, in Kansas. At Dyer's
home, she met Loftus Farrington, a cousin of the husband of MacMillan's
school friend, "Daisy." Farrington had been sent by his father to farm in
the United States. On another of MacMillan's visits with Dyer, Farrington
proposed marriage. Finally, realizing that the long distance relationship
could not continue indefinitely, she wrote Daisy for advice, since she
herself was highly ambivalent. MacMillan truly relished life on her homestead, enjoyed her friends, and loved southern New Mexico. Daisy immediately told her husband about the situation. Their joyful response
and her own physical condition eventually nudged MacMillan toward
marriage. 59
Her marriage should not be considered as surrendering hard-won
freedom and independence. Some historians claim that homesteading
women did not take farming seriously, as they often only did part-time
farming because they took other jobs to provide themselves with necessities. It also is claimed that most single women did not remain on their
farms as bona fide settlers. However, most single men also failed to
remain on their farms and more of them sold their homesteads as investments. Other skeptics suggest that women were seeking land only to
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improve their chances to marry, unlike men, who are seen to want to
farm, even if they do marry. In reality, homesteading women often postponed marriage in order to work and to prove up their claims. Some
chose not to marry, and still others were widows. Women, like men, saw
their homesteads as an opportunity for land ownership or as an investment they could turn to capital for other projects. Furthermore, women
homesteaders were as likely to receive title to their claims as men. 60
When one applies the criteria for successful farming discussed earlier, MacMillan fares rather well. A thorough preparation in England for
farming made her both knowledgeable and competent. She adapted to
local conditions by accepting suggestions from neighbors and she made
use of raised beds and irrigation. She lived frugally, but was kind and
generous to neighbors, who more than reciprocated her actions. Because her homestead was located in a relatively sheltered canyon with
year-round spring and creek water, MacMillan could raise crops to feed
herself and her stock and have a surplus to barter. Luckily, the weather
and markets remained stable. By 1907, she had successfully undertaken
all that she had set out to do, received title to her land, and owned, by
her own reckoning, "the most flourishing homestead in the canyon."61
This was no idle boast. To own a thriving farm developed from a
homestead was a very good investment. The average acreage of farms in
the Territory of New Mexico in 1900, three years before MacMillan arrived, was 417 acres; the value per acre was $4.07. By 1910, three years
after she had "proved up," the average New Mexico farm was reduced to
316 acres, but those acres had more than doubled in value. 62 Glen-Eben,
then, was worth over $1500 for the land alone, without taking any of
MacMillan's improvements into consideration.
Why is MacMillan's story unique and how important are class and
gender to her experiences? Class and gender, despite her occasional
defiance of social conventions, are central to her story. She was "free of
family obligations, educated, ambitious, and funded," but she was not
in a position exactly like that of younger sons of the British aristocracy
because gender, not age, prevented her from inheritance. MacMillan's
class origins may have aided her in that she was a woman who had
traveled and knew something of the world. And despite her upper-class
origins, she seems to have been accepted; if we are to believe her memoir, she certainly had a lot of friends. 63
Gender is another important issue. After all, the opportunity, as a
woman, to obtain a homestead steered MacMillan to the United States,
not to Canada. Furthermore, if she had been a son, would MacMillan
have remained in Britain for nine years longer than she wished to? Probably not. On the other hand, if a young man were useful, charming, and
"earning his keep" as an "adopted" child, much loving pressure might
have been applied, by trustees and family alike, to keep him home. Certainly MacMillan acquiesced to other social conventions ascribed to
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gender than the few she mentioned. But the point of this essay is not
that class and gender did not affect MacMillan as a homesteader-rather
it is that as a young Briton of a certain class, background, and wealth,
analysis of her farming experiences contributes to the literature and research on a fascinating group of people, up until now primarily young
men, who received periodic funding to help them make their fortunes far
from their British birthplaces. As highly visible entities in the American
West, they are valuable to study to ascertain their successes or failures,
as well as their contributions to society..
What does it mean to claim MacMillan as a remittance person? It is
not to suggest that hers was a wholly parallel status. What these younger
male and female siblings did share was status, education, perhaps a
sense of confidence that "old" money sometimes brings, and a periodic
allowance. For MacMillan, personally, her remittance meant the opportunity to learn farming well. It meant that she did not have to drive a
buggy twenty miles to collect laundry to wash and mend as North bakotan Kaia Johnson did, or seek wages keeping house for neighbors. 64
Even a small regular infusion of cash was helpful in developing a farm.
Most studies of remittance men have focused upon the United States
and Canada. There were remittance men in Australia and other British
colonies, however, and more research needs to be done to compare their
experiences. Although historians have noted the British origins of homesteading women, none have mentioned whether, they might have supported their farming through remittances. Did their upbringing or manners
influence how they were accepted? Were they perceived as arrogant or
as having an easy time because they did not have to do wage work to
finance a well or a barn? Did more or fewer of them (than other homesteading women) receive title to their patents? Did they marry earlier?
Considering MacMillan in this light nudges remittance research a little
further.
By 1902, when MacMillan arrived in Alamogordo, single women had
had the legal right to homestead for thirty-two years. MacMillan followed in their footsteps. Working alone-that is, with no full-time helpin the privacy of her mountain farm, she gave no indication that she
focused upon disrupting societal conventions. The "improper-for-a-girl"
escapades she noted in her memoirs all occurred in her youth, before
she settled down to serious work developing her farm. On the other
hand, MacMillan does not apologize for or denigrate her accomplishments, as some British women travel writers did. 65
As far as her homesteading is concerned, MacMillan worked hard
and was cautious with her finances, but not necessarily more so than
other homesteaders. Other women homesteaded alone and many obtained
their patents. Research shows that a higher percentage of female homesteaders earned titles to their claims than male homesteaders. Homestead neighbors, male and female, often traded labor, truck gardens, and
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acts of kindness, so MacMillan's experiences of that sort were also common. 66
MacMillan's uniqueness, then, lies in her extraordinary long preparation for her agricultural venture and in her stipend. It is as a remittance
person that she makes a mark. MacMillan was a remittance woman successful in her farming endeavors. In contrast to the stereotypes, her
privileged upbringing did not make her content to seek the comforts of
wealth. Research at present indicates that this Scottish remittance woman
who prepared herself for homesteading in a most singular manner, who
experimented with fruit trees and pasture grasses, who successfully
blended British agricultural practices with American techniques, may be
New Mexico's only example ofa remittance woman. This leaves the questions: who and where are the rest of the remittance women, and did they
prosper?
MacMillan's payments from England undeniably provided a buffer
of comfort. If her luck had failed-if she had not been able to afford
corrective surgery on her knee, for example-she could not have continued western farming. But Jessie MacMillan Farrington does not fit the
negative cliche of a bumbling elite who could not succeed on the frontier. By 1909 MacMillan had achieved her goals. She had nothing further
to prove to herself or to anyone else.
At the age of thirty-eight, companionship with someone from her
own culture (who had long sued for matrimony) seemed desirable. When
MacMillan decided to marry Loftus Farrington, she left her beloved
homestead ambivalently and reluctantly, but the future promised new
and even greater adventures-marriage and a larger farm to manage. 67
This decision, too, seems in keeping with her philosophy-risk carefully.
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APPENDIX
TABLE 1: OTERO COUNTY CROP ACREAGE

1899

393

147

53

1910

1,236

179

39

Source: U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1935, General Report Statistics by Subjects,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1937), 168-68, 175.

TABLE 2: OTERO COUNTY CROP YIELDS

1899

10,010

2,240

760

1910

36,120

3,158

732

Source: U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1935, General Report Statistics by Subjects,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1937), 168-68, 175.

TABLE 3: NEW MEXICO AVERAGE CROP ACREAGE
'~W'UE~Tr
;;~

i

"

BkRLEY"

1899

N/A

6.4

4.6

1909

N/A

5.2

6.3

Source: u.s. Census of Agriculture, 1935, General Report Statistics by Subjects,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1937), 321, 327.

TABLE 4: PRECIPITATION IN CLOUDCROFT, NEW MEXICO

1905

39.10

1906

29.68

1907

31.26

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, New Mexico Section, Climate and Crop
Service of the Weather Bureau (Santa Fe: Weather Bureau Office, 1905), 9, (1906),
107, (1907), 105.
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NOTES

I. Otero County Advertiser, 17 May 1902. Alamogordo was the northern terminal of the EI Paso and Northeast Railroad to EI Paso, Texas, incorporated by
Charles B. Eddy in 1897. The town became the center of ranching, lumbering, and
commerce for the surrounding area. See Francis L. Fugate and Roberta B. Fugate,
Roadside History of New Mexico (Missoula, Montana: Mountain Press Publishing
Company, 1989), 340-41. Robert Athearn asserts that the British were as fascinated with the presence of Colt revolvers in the American West as with widebrimmed hats and sheepwool chaps and that many Britons believed weapons necessary for personal safety. See Robert Athearn, Westward the Briton (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953), 140-41. It is interesting that the attorney who
provided Jessie MacMillan with a letter of introduction also helped her purchase a
"beautiful long barreled police colt," which she got, but never had to use, for selfdefense. Jessie de Prado Farrington, "Rocking Horse to Cow Pony," 1935, photocopy, 28, Fray Angelico Chavez History Library (hereafter FACHL), Palace of the
Governors, Santa Fe, New Mexico. See also Farrington, "Rocking Horse to Cow
Pony," New Mexico Historical Review (hereafter NMHR) 30:2 (April 1955), 11535; NMHR 30:3 (July 1955),221-51; NMHR 30:4 (October 1955), 313-39; NMHR
31:1 (January 1956),38-67. MacMillan had married by the time that she wrote
her reminiscences and thus is listed as Jessie de Prado Farrington.
2. Otero County Advertiser, 17 May 1902. In 1992 I found a typed manuscript
of MacMillan's memoir complete with photos glued to the pages at the FACHL. A
year later I discovered that it had been published by the NMHR. [ realize the
problems that it presents as a memoir in comparison to a daily journal, which at
least does not bear the burden of passing time. With little access to other information about MacMillan, one must resist the temptation to accept the manuscript at
face value. Memories often change over the years and MacMillan may, indeed,
have "read her life backward," and employed hindsight to her experiences. She
wrote it at the suggestion of her minister, Hunt Balcom, shortly after the sudden
death of her husband. Farrington, "Rocking Horse to Cow Pony," I; Jodie Bennett,
telephone interview with author, 27 April 1995. Despite all these issues, I believe
that the manuscript sheds light not only on farming in New Mexico at the turn of
the century, but also on remittance men and women homesteaders.
3. I label MacMillan a remittance woman despite the fact that she was prevented
from inheriting by gender, not birth order.
4. Athearn does not discuss remittance men as such, but many of his westering
Englishmen were exactly that; see, for example, Westward the Briton, 102-15. For
discussions of remittance men, see Lawrence M. Woods, British Gentlemen in the
Wild West: The Era of the Intensely English Cowboy (New York: The Free Press,
1989); Larry McFarlane, "British Remittance Men as Ranchers: The Case of Coutts
Marjoribanks and Edmund Thursby, 1884-1895," Great Plains Quarterly II (Winter 1991), 53-69; Marjory Harper, "Aristocratic Adventurers: British Gentlemen
Emigrants on the North American Frontier, ca. 1880-1920," Journal of the West
36:2 (April 1997), 41-51; Orlin Scoville, Remittance Men, Second Sons, and
Other Gentlemen of the West (Washington, D.C.: Potomac Corral, The Westerners,
1990). Scoville includes a brief mention of the American railroad land sales propaganda in Europe and England. See also Lee Olson, Marmalade and Whiskey: British
Remittance Men in the West (Golden, Colorado: Fulcrum Publishing, 1993). It is
clear from her memoir that MacMillan received a modest stipend after the death
of her father, but the exact amount is unknown.
5. McFarlane, "British Remittance Men as Ranchers," 53; Woods, British Gentlemen in the Wild West, 30-35; Olson, Marmalade and Whiskey, 5-6; Harper, "Aris-
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tocratic Adventurers," 41. For a view of a successful English rancher in Colorado
who nevertheless eventually returned to England to teach at Bath College, see
"The Rancher"· in Colin Rickards, Bowler Hats and Stetsons: Stories of Englishmen in the Wild West (New York; Bonanza Books, 1965); also James A. Mitchner,
"Remittance Man," Saturday Evening Post 219 (January 1949), 123-26.
6. Sara Mills, Discourse of Difference: An Analysis of Women's Travel Writing
arid Colonialism (London: Routlege, 1991), 94-95. Mills examines the writings of
British women travelers who managed exotic and adventuresome trips while still
paying tribute to appearances and social conventions. For a comparison, see Barbara Welter, Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the Nineteenth Century,
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 1976).
7. Farrington, "Rocking Horse to Cow Pony," 1-5.
8. Ibid., 7-8.
9. Ibid., 10-12, 15.
10. Woods, British Gentlemen in the Wild West, 186-87.
11. McFarlane, "British Remittance Men as Ranchers," 53-54; Woods, British
Gentlemen in the Wild West, 186-87; Olson, Marmalade and Whiskey, 9-10. Harper,
"Aristocratic Adventurers," 50.
12. McFarlane, 59, 63-64. Marjoribanks took part in town affairs and was a
member of his local school board; Thursby was involved in local and county politics. Also see Orlin Scoville, Remittance Men, Second Sons. and Other Gentlemen
of the West, 1-3; Woods, British Gentlemen in the Wild West, 3, 6, 189; Olson, 8388, 153-65.
13. Harper, 46-47, 49.
14. MacFarlane, 65.
15. Farrington, 19.
16. Great Britain Central Statistical Office, Annual Abstract of Statistics (London: His Majesty's Stationary Office, 1914; Kraus report, 1966),61-62:407; quoted
in Susan Jackel, ed., A Flannel Shirt & Liberty: British Emigrant Gentlewomen in
the Canadian West, 1880-1914 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
1982), xix, xiv.
17. Ibid., xv; xvi-xvii.
18. Farrington, 20. The Broughalls' first names are not available.
19. Ibid., 21. "Pater" was a familiar and affectionate term used for "father" at
that time by young English people.
20. Ibid., 21-22; The Richmond Horse Show was and remains very important on
the British show circuit. Serious competitors, trainers, and horse breeders were
sure to have been in attendance. Before World War II, military officers of cavalry
units were among the finest international riders. The Military Tournament in
London thus also was a major event in the world of horse training. Gerald Fischer,
English horseman and trainer, San Jose, California, telephone interview by author,
10 April 1998. Between 1897 and 1900, an Italian, Federico Caprillo, was developing the modern "forward seat" for show jumping and Jessie MacMillan may well
have observed the cutting edge of horse training and riding technique. See Margaret Cabell Self, Horsemanship: Methods of Training the Horse and the Rider (New
York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1952), 169-71.
21. Farrington, 23.
22. Ibid., 24. See also Ann McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender, and
Sexuality in the Colonial Conquest (New York: Routledge, 1995), 68. McClintock
writes, "Privileged groups can, on occasion, display their privilege precisely by
the extravagant displav of their right to ambiguity." 68.
23. Marjory Harpel "Introduction to the 1994 Edition," in Through Canada
With a Kodak, by Ish I Gordon (1893; reprint, Toronto: University of Toronto,
1994), xiii.
24. Farrington, 22, 25, 27. Her description of the week-long train trip to EI
Paso, Texas, is a story in itself.
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25. Ibid., 35. Richard Quincy entertained MacMillan as if she were a favorite
daughter, and plied her with gifts on the rare occasions that she went to El Paso.
26. Ibid., 37, 40-41. "Eagle" was the name of Mary Lindsay Tod Westlake's
homestead. Weed had been described to MacMillan as "a little old wide place in the
road," with two general stores-one containing the post office-and a saloon. It
was named after W. H. Weed of White Oaks, who in the early 1880s established a
branch store at Weed. T. M. .pearce, ed., New Mexico Place Names: a Geographical Dictionary (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1965), 178. According to the 1900 census, Weed was a town of 514 people. About a dozen Anglo
families lived in the village proper. Jodie Bennett, interview with author, 7 May
1997. Bennett's grandfather owned one of the general stores in Weed. Apache
Indians lived to the north of Cloudcroft and many Hispanics lived around
Alamogordo. Both groups worked on area ranches. However, MacMillan's immediate neighbors and the friends she mentions in her memoirs were white. Weed is
considerably larger today. Relatively unspoiled by tourism, it continues to serve its
inhabitants with the services necessary for rural living.
27. Farrington, 39. A. quarter section is 160 acres.
28. H. Elaine Lindgren, Land in Her Own Name: Homesteaders in North Dakota
(Fargo: The North Dakota Institute for Regional Studies, 1991),49-50, 74. For
further information see Paula M. Bauman, "Single Women Homesteaders in Wyoming, 1880-1930," Annals of Wyoming 58 (Spring 1986), 32-53, and Sheryll
Patterson-Black, "Women Homesteaders on the Great Plains Frontier," Frontiers
I (Spring 1976), 67-88. For more specific information on homestead laws pertinent to MacMillan, see Paul W. Gates, "The Homestead Act: Free Land Policy in
Operation, 1862-1935," in Land Use Policy and Problems in the United States,
ed. Howard W. Ottoson (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1963). MacMillan
actually purchased a relinquishment, which is a claim someone began to improve
but sold before completing the requirements. She then went on with five years of
improvement to complete the process. This was a legal transaction, but violated
the spirit of the legislation which meant to encourage settlement, not land speculation. See Lindgren, Land in Her Own Name, 70-71.
29. For a concise discussion of women homesteaders and farm women in New
Mexico, see Joan Jensen, "New Mexico Farm Women, 1900-1940," in Promise to
the Land: Essays on Rural Women, ed. Joan Jensen (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1991), 83-96; and Jensen and Darlis Miller, eds., New Mexico
Women: Intercultural Perspectives (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1986). For visual reinforcement of the story of New Mexico homesteading, see
Jerry L. Williams, ed., New Mexico in Maps (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1986; second edition), especially 126-28, 145-47.
30. Farrington, 43. Boy was indeed small, measuring only 13.2 hands; a "hand"
is four inches and any horse under 14 hands is considered a pony. In comparison,
many American Quarter, Arabian, and Morgan horses on the smaller end of the
horse measurement -scale are just over 14 hands. MacMillan wrote that she weighed
140 pounds, quite a load for so small a horse, so she would get off and walk on steep
sections of the many treacherous trails around the area.
31. Cordelia Lewis, Weed, New Mexico, telephone interview with author, 9 June
1999. Lewis, who is one hundred years old, remembers seeing MacMillan as a child.
Fascinated with MacMillan's Scottish accent, Lewis and her playmates tried to
imitate it. Lewis' mother, Lettie Jeffers Lewis, was apparently not offended by
MacMillan's outlandish riding technique because it was she who taught MacMillan
how to store butter for the winter.
32. Farrington, 55. It was a good thing the women sent her treats, because as
well prepared as she was with regard to agriculture, MacMillan did not know how to
cook very much. A cowboy neighbor taught her to make sourdough biscuits when
he saw the inedible results of her attempt to make scones.
33. Ibid., 73.
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34. Raymond C. Buckner, Otero County Pioneer Family Histories (Alamogordo:
Tularosa Basin Historical Society, 1981-1985),69.
35. Farrington, 74, 79. Bluegrass is a valuable and nutritious pasture grass.
36. Ibid., 6 I.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid., 88-89, 95-96. The neighbors were generally helpful to one another.
MacMillan recorded that she fell down many times trying to tip the dirt ·out.
Luckily, her team would stop until she could pick herself up.
39. Lindgren, Land In Her Own Name, 120.
40. Ibid., 109-10. Handmade western stock saddles in the 1908 Sears Roebuck
catalog varied in price from $13.99 to $30.59. The 1909 Sears catalogue had an
even greater range in saddle prices: from $5.98 to $56.30. (In comparison, a buggy
only cost from $38 to $48!) Quincy's tack was probably of an even higher quality,
because then (as it is now), Texas was renowned for its fine western saddles. English saddlers also retain reputations of the highest order. 1908 Sears, Roebuck
Catalogue: The Great Price Maker, facsimile (Chicago: Sears, Roebuck and Company, 1908), 117; facsimile, (Northfield, Illinois: Digest Books, Inc., 1971), 127,
130-31; Sears, Roebuck and Company, Inc.: Consumers Guide (Chicago: Sears
Roebuck and Co., Inc., 1909), 118; facsimile, (New York: Ventura Books, Inc.,
1979), 229-30.
41. Farrington, 116-17. Marie Broughall's grandmother insisted that she return
to Scotland shortly after the Broughalls arrived. One might think that Quincy was
courting MacMillan, but she gives no hint that this might be the case.
42. Elizabeth Jameson, Afterword, "A New Historical Territory," in Julie JonesEddy, Homesteading Women: An Oral History of Colorado, 1890-1950 (New York:
Twayne Publishers, 1992), 227-28.
43. Lindgren, 20, 112, 104, 117, 50. Also see Katherine Harris, Long Vistas:
Women and Families of Colorado Homesteads (Niwot, Colorado: University Press
of Colorado, 1993), ix-x, 5. Harris concludes that homesteading empowered women
who were able to seize its opportunities. Another valuable source of information is
Phillip I. Gerber, ed., Bachelor Bess: The Homesteading Leiters of Elizabeth Corey,
1909-1919 (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1990). Corey's letters substantiate current research on women homesteaders.
44. Jensen, "New Mexico Farm Women," 85-90.
45. Alamogordo News, 8 July 1905.
46. Fugate and Fugate, Roadside History, 325. The lodge that had been built for
the railroad construction workers was turned into a resort for tourists and became
a popular destination for people wanting to escape the heat of the plains.
47. U.S. Census of Agriculture (hereafter USCA), 1935, "General Report Statistics By Subjects," U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1937),3:175, 168-69. It must be noted that
these statistics depended upon the farms that responded to the census. See the
appendix to this article, tables 1 and 2.
.
48. USCA, "Average Crop Acreage," 321, 327. There were no statistics for oats.
See appendix, table 3.
49. Farrington, 74.
50. U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), New Mexico Section, Climate and
Crop Service of the Weather Bureau, Annual Summary (Santa Fe: Weather Bureau
Office, 1902),2, (1903), 12, (1904), 9. See appendix, table 4.
51. USDA, Annual Summary (1905), 9, (1906), 107, (1907), 105.
52. R. Douglas Hurt, The Dust Bowl: An Agricultural and Social History (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1981), 5. Farrington, 98. Paul Bonnifield, The Dust Bowl: Men,
Dirt, and Depression (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1979), 14,
20-22. Bonnifield writes that a severe drought lasted from 1873 to 1881 but that
the weather cycle was wet in some of the same Dust Bowl areas from 1906 until the
late 1920s. Helen Hickam, who farmed near Clayton in northern New Mexico,
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stated that her parents before her, and she and her husband had no problems with
drought before 1930. "The last good crop was in '29. Everybody had a crop then
and it just gradually got worse." Rain, she reported, was quite regular in her area in
the 1920s and people could depend upon having snow, although the amount varied
with the area and from year to year. Interview with author, 15 May 1995, tape
recording, Springer, New Mexico.
53. Farrington, 61-64, 87-88.
54. Alamogordo News, 30 December 1905.
55. Alamogordo News, 27 May 1907.
56. Farrington, 121-23.
57. Ibid., 122-23.
58. Ibid., 123-26; Bennett, telephone interview with author, 27 April 1995.
59. Ibid., 128-29. It is interesting to speculate that Loftus also might have been
a remittance person.
60. See Lindgren, 24-29, 221-24; Jameson, "A New Historical Territory," 224.
See also Paula M. Nelson, After the West Was Won: Homesteaders and Town-Builders in Western South Dakota. 1900-1917 (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press,
1986), 47-50.
61. Farrington, 121.
62. U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1935, "Farm Acreage and Value," U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1937),3:41. In 1910 an acre of farmland was worth $9.92.
63. Lewis, telephone interview with author, 9 June 1999. Lewis volunteered that
people around Weed, New Mexico, liked MacMillan and the Westlakes because
they "tended to their own business and worked hard . . . . They were real gogetters," she explained.
64. Ruleen Lazzell, "Life on a Homestead: Memories of Minnie A. Crisp," NMHR
54: 1 (January 1979), 60; Lindgren, 117.
65. Mills, Discourses of Difference, 77, 121.
66. There are a few New Mexican female homesteaders' reminiscences, but most
are brief sketches in county Pioneer Family books. See also the Caprock Oral
History Collection Project: 1900-1941, Center for Southwest Research, Zimmerman
Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, and National Extension Homemaker Council, Oral Histories (Extension Homemaker Oral History), MS 248 3/5,
New Mexico Women's History Archives, Rio Grande Historical Collections, New
Mexico State University Library, Las Cruces, New Mexico. Other New Mexico
libraries and museums have also collected oral histories. For more on homesteading women outside New Mexico, see Sheryll Patterson-Black, "Women Homesteaders on the Great Plains Frontier," Frontiers I (Spring 1976) and Deborah
Fink, Agrarian Women: Wives and Mothers in Rural Nebraska, 1880-1940 (Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1992).
67. The newlyweds farmed successfully for a number of years on their farm
"Kairovan" in Freeport, Kansas, where Jessie raised Hereford cattle. After losing
everything in 1933, when the drought and its dust storms followed severe flooding,
they drove to California, settling in San Bernardino, where Loftus died two years
later. Bennett, interview with author, 7 May 1997.

A Matter of Guilt: The Treatment of Hispanic
Inmates by New Mexico Courts and the New
Mexico Territorial Prison, 1890-1912
DONNA CRAIL-RUGOTZKE

In 1905, a jury consisting entirely of Euro-Americans convicted sixteenyear-old Isidora Miranda of murdering another young man. Miranda
claimed he acted in self defense, arguing that his victim was about to
strike him with a "big rock." Even prosecutor James M. Hervey.admitted
that the victim had a reputation as a "very mean boy" who had beaten
Miranda "a number of times." Although other Hispanic witnesses corroborated his claim, the Euro-American jury dismissed their testimony
in favor of evidence made "very credible by disinterested parties."
Hervey noted that a number of "honorable" and "respectable Mexicans"
from Chaves and Eddy Counties cQmplained that this jury did not give
"proper credit" to the testimony given by Miranda and his witnesses. l
Hervey's assumptions about the credibility of Hispanic witnesses
and Euro-Americanjurors is simply one example of the complicated interactions between Hispanic (native Hispanos and Mexican immigrants)
inmates, New Mexico's criminal justice officials, and the law. Poverty
and attitudes toward gender and ethnicity were all important factors in
determining the type of treatment Hispanic inmates received from the
courts and the New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary. Further complicating the relationship between ethnicity and imprisonment were differences in the treatment of Hispanos versus Mexican immigrants in New
Mexico. Hispanos benefited from their ties within local communities while
Mexican immigrants often lacked opportunities to establish' such relationships .
.Donna Crail-Rugotze is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Nevada's American West program. She is currently writing her disseration on the treatment of
inmates in Southwestern prisons, 1890-1930.
.
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This study sheds light on the complexity of these relationships.
While Hispanics occasionally experienced overt discrimination, it often
appea'red in subtle forms, such as longer prison sentences and disparate incarceration rates. The gender and socioeconomic class of an
indivudual also influenced the type of treatment received from the courts
and penitentiary. Despite incidents of racial profiling and disparate treatment, native Hispanos participated in legislating and enforcing the laws
as well as being subjected to them. 2
The period between 1890-1912 coincided with important changes in
New Mexico's legal history, including an eventual change in New
Mexico's legal status and the ascendance of the Populist and Progessive
movements. Although Populism's emphasis on agricultural and silver
issues appealed to many New Mexicans, the state remained relatively
conservative during the Progressive era. 3 New Mexico's statehood in
1912, however, would not be the first legal transformation in the region's
long history.
Under Spanish and Mexican control, the alcaldes "served as justices" in local criminal cases. Juries did not exist. In important cases, the
governor served as judge after the alcalde made "initial investigations."
The audiencia in Guadalajara handled any potential appeals. Under this
system, suspects were considered guilty until proven innocent. Prosecutors and defensors, therefore, focused more on the punishment the
defendant would receive instead of his or her guilt. In homicide cases,
prosecutors usually asked for the death penalty to discourage future
criminal behavior while defensors pleaded for leniency.4 Although this
system was based on the Spanish legal system, New Mexico authorities
were forced to make frontier adjustments. Most alcaldes in New Mexico,
for example, had little formal legal training and relied on their understanding of Spanish customs in determining the outcome of a case. Mexican authorities sought to improve this system but lacked the resources
to make the necessary reforms. s
The American period succeeded the Mexican and introduced a dramatically different set of legal traditions. United States law, adopted
from English common law, included a jury, an emphasis on oral testimony, and an "adversarial system." In this system, the attorneys "control the case" and judges playa lesser role in investigating. 6
At the local and territorial level, Hispanos continued to have some
input in making and enforcing criminal law as New Mexico's large Hispano
population guaranteed representation in territorial offices and legislature. 7 Hispanos, for example, "monopolized" the sheriff's office, excep t
in counties created late in the territorial era. 8
It is important to remember, however, that elected Hispanosdid not
characterize all Hispanos and Hispano legislators tended to represent
an elite class of Hispanos. Hispano sheriffs often owned property.9 This
fact alone would distinguish them from the majority of Hispano and
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Mexican inmates, who often identified poverty as the motivator behind
their criminal behavior. New Mexico's territorial status, however, curtailed the power of elite Hispanos and other New Mexicans, since territorial governors and federal judges were appointed and not elected.
Furthermore, New Mexicans lacked influence in creating the federal laws
that impacted their. future, because only states had representation in
Congress. IO
Dependence upon the federal government influenced the construction of the New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary. While Congress provided New Mexico with funds for building the prison as early as 1853,
the legislature did not build a "secure facility" until 1885 . Conflicts over
the site's location, New Mexico's distance from Washington, and the
stipulation that the territory finish building the penitentiary in two years
contri buted to the prison's late construction. The territory sent convicts sentenced to serve hard labor to other state prisons and allowed
jails to house inmates who received shorter sentences. Indeed, the expense of housing inmates outside the territory was one motivation for
building the penitentiary while the potential use of convict labor served
as another motivation. II
Convict labor and potentially dangerous prison conditions affected
all inmates, regardless of race. Profit and the belief that work could reform inmates guided prison administrators' attempts to find work projects
for their inmates throughout the late nineteenth and early twentiethcenturies. Inmates were assigned a variety of tasks that included working in the brick industry, on the prison farm, on public highways, and
crafting gifts to sell during their spare time. 12 Less well documented
were cases of prison brutality. In 1907, Attorney General George W.
Pritchard investigated penitentiary conditions and found that
Superintendant Arthure Trelford participated in or tolerated the abuse
of inmates. One of the worst cases involved a penitentiary employee
brutally kicking an elderly Hispanic man. While local papers and government officials expressed outrage, they failed to establish a strong
prison reform movement. 13
.
In this respect, New Mexico resembled most western states and territories. Blake McKelvey argues that "apathy to wretched penal conditions characterized the territorial period" in New Mexico and Arizona.
Furthermore, religion was the "only reformatory influence" in either the
New Mexico or Arizona Territorial Penitentiary and "there was not much
of that." He.n0tes that nowhere in the Great West were the principles of
penological technique "fully understood or applied."14
Several studies examine whether these "wretched penal conditions"
were worse for women and ethnic minorities than for Euro-American
males. Anne Butler, for example, studied the treatment of women in western men's penitentiaries. She found that western penitentiaries neglected
their female prisoners and frequently exposed them "to gender-specific
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Table 1: Ethnicity and Sentences oflnmates Convicted of Livestock
Larceny, 1890-1909
Ethnicity

Numherof
Inmates

% of Inmates

Average Sentence of
Inmates(in years)

Hispanics

89

65.4

2.7

Euro-Americans

42

30.9

3

African American

1

.7

9

Native American

3

2.2

1

Unknown

1

.7

136

99.9

Total
Overall Average

unknown

2.8

Source: Territory of New Mexico, Convict Record Books, Reel 1 Penitentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe.Numbers based on a sample size of 1,100 out of 3,000. Percentages are
rounded to nearest tenth.

physical and mental violence." Incarceration often proved fatal for Native Americans; Clare V. McKanna documented the high death-rate of
Apaches at the Yuma Territorial Prison. Moreover, Apaches often received inadequate legal representation and long sentences. John Wunder
examined the effect of racism and religious discrimination in restricting
Chinese access to the courtS. 15
New Mexico's Hispanic inmates experienced both similar and unique
problems with the courts and the prison. Like Native American and Chinese inmates, Hispanic inmates suffered from poverty and prejudice.
Hispanics also were over-represented in the prison population for the
commission of certain crimes. Hispanic women, for example, were especially likely to be sent to prison for non-violent crimes. Language, however, did not prove as detrimental to Hispanic inmates since New Mexico's
Hispano majority successfully secured some rights for Spanish speakers. As Christians, Hispanics additionally did not have to justify their
religious beliefs as the Chinese were required to do.
Poor Hispanics often committed crimes out of economic necessity
rather than malice and innocent defendants could end up in the penitentiary if they lacked the resources to pay for a decent defense. The cases
reflect the desperation of impoverished individuals. In 1909, Rafael
Padilla and Mariano Arguello, for example, stole a calf to feed their starving families. Fortunately for Padilla and Arguello, the court that convicted them gave them the lowest possible sentence. 16 Poverty might
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explain why Hispanics made up the majority of the individuals convicted
for livestock violations, though they rarely received long sentences for
this crime. 17
Poverty coupled with geographic distances proved especially difficult, as evidenced by Damacio Chavez's 1899 burglary trial. Chavez was
tried in San Miguel County but the witnesses who could have cleared
him resided in Lincoln County. The petitioners for Chavez speculated he
would not have received a conviction for burglary if he could have afforded to bring these witnesses to San Miguel County to testify on his
behalf. 18
Chavez's imprisonment additionally demonstrates the burden of incarceration on inmates' families. Chavez was the sole support for his
aged father and mother, whom had been "left to the mercy of people" of
Lincoln County after his incarceration. For many, the burden of paying
legal fees proved challenging. Carlos Gabaldon's family, for example,
"despoiled themselves of everything" to pay legal fees. Women were
particularly vulnerable to economic hardship as evidenced by Rosa de
Sanches's 1904 letter. De Sanches requested that Governor Miguel A.
Otero pardon her husband because she was unable to work and depended on him for support. Lincoln County attorney, George W. Barber,
wrote on behalf of Bonefacio Baca's wife. Although Barber considered
Baca a "vagabond," he felt sympathy for Mrs. Baca, arguing she that
was the mother of six children and a "faithful wife" who came from an
"exceptionally good family."19
Petitions and letters sent to penitentiary officials and the governor
were riddled with stereotypes against Hispanics. Euro-Americanjudges,
attorneys, and criminal justice officials only occasionally distinguished
between Hispanos and Mexican immigrants, referring to members of both
categories as "Mexicans." When they did distinguish between these
two groups, they and Hispanos used the term "native" to describe those
Hispanics born in New Mexico. Euro-American criminal justice officials
also presented Euro-American juries as objective while Hispanic juries
were considered unreliable. In one case,a writer argued that a man was
unfairly convicted of murder because eleven of the jurors were "Mexican" and "more or less under outside influence." He credited the one
Euro-American juror with preventing this man from receiving a death
sentence. 20
In some cases, attorneys openly acknowledged the existence ofprejudice. D. G. Grantham, for example, commented that "there is, and has
been for two or three years in our county [Eddy] a great deal of prejudice against Mexicans" making it "difficult for a Mexican defendant to
have a fair and impartial trial." Although Grantham was writing specifically for Antonio Valencia, he described biased jury verdicts in other
cases. Eddy County's geographic location in southeastern New Mexico
and the start of the Mexican Revolution in 1910 probably contributed to
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the region's treatment of Hispanics. 21
Even in cases where racial prejudice was not specified, Hispanic
defendants clearly experienced difficulties in Euro-American courts simply because judges did not always follow legal procedure. The treatment of Francisco Villegas, for example, caused petitioners to question
whether the "Court was vindictive or unexplainably cruel." Judge S. B.
Axtell not only gave Villegas a thirty-year sentence for incest but also
sentenced him to serve an additional thirty years for contempt of court.
Axtell apparently sentenced him to serve this additional sentence because Villegas complained about not having ample opportunity to make
his defense. 22
Hispanics additionally fell prey to notions of physical profiling. 23
Judge John McFie penned a 1908 letter that recommended a pardon for
convicted murderer Henry Romero, describing Romero's alleged accomplice, Trinidad Olguin, as the more guilty party. McFie identified Olguin
as an "Old Mexico Mexican" and claimed his "face and actions indicated
that he was a villain." Romero later admitted that Olguin was completely
innocent. 24
Hostility toward Mexican immigrants at the hands of native Hispanics is also well documented. In a 1912 letter attorney, J. B. Newell argued
that his cl ient, Domecio Delgadillo, received an unfair trial because
Delgadillo was a "native of Old Mexico" and that "the majority of the
jury being natives entertain ill feeling" toward Mexican immigrants.
Mexicans also suffered from other disadvantages. As attorney Euserio
Chacon explained, his client Juan Medina was susceptible to alcohol
abuse because he was a "stranger" and had "no relatives" in the U.S. 25
Negative attitudes toward Hispanics often translated into greater
incarceration rates. Penitentiary records indicate that courts were more
likely to convict Hispanics for certain crimes and more likely to receive
longer sentences than Euro-Americans. A sample size of 1,100 inmates
reveals that 634 inmates or 57.6 percent were Hispanic, though this number correlates with New Mexico's demographics.
Incarceration rates among Mexican inmates were disproportionately
high. Between 1900 and 1910, Mexican immigrants ranged from 6.4 to 5.4
percent of the general population in New Mexico yet made up 11.3 percent of the sample size of all inmates and 19.6 percent of the Hispanic
inmates at the New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary (see table 3).26
Hispanics appear to have been subj ected to disparate incarceration
rates for murder-related crimes. Excluding life sentences, the average
se'nteIice amorig Hispani'cs convicted of murder was 24.1 years, compared to 20.7 years among Euro-Americans. Mexican immigrants received
a higher average sentence than other Hispanics with an average sentence offorty-six years. By comparison, African Americans and Native
Americans received relatively short average sentences of 19.4 years and
14.3 years respectively, though the race of their victims might provide
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Table 2: Breakdown of New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary Population
by Ethnicity, 1890-1909

Ethnicity

% of Penitentiary Population

Number

Hispanics

634

57.6

Euro-Americans

370

33.6

African American

57

5.2

Native American

22

2

Chinese

7

.6

Mixed Race*

6

.5

Unknown

4

.4

1,100

99.9

Total

Source: TerrItory of New MexIco, Convict Record Books, Reel 1 Penitentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe. Numbers based on a sample size of 1,100 out of 3,000. Percentages are
rounded to nearest tenth. *Includes all persons of mixed heritage: Hispanic, African American, Native American, and Euro-American.

as a possible explanation. If these individuals killed members of the
same race instead of Euro-Americans, for example, they probably received shorter sentences (see table 4).
Not only did they receive relatively high average sentences for murder-related crimes, Hispanics also received the majority oflife sentences
and ninety-nine-year sentences, as table 5 illustrates. Out of a sample of
121 inmates convicted of murder, all nine inmates who received ninetynine-year sentences were Hispanic. Hispanics received a majority of the
life sentences-seventeen out of the twenty-four inmates who received
life were HispanicY
Cultural differences between Hispanics and Euro-Americans also
contributed to disparate conviction rates. One example includes the treatment of Hispanics convicted of violating the Edmunds Tucker Law (1887).
The Edmunds Tucker Law, like the earlier Edmunds Law (1882), was a
federal law designed to target Mormons and end polygamy. While the
original Edmunds law targeted bigamy and polygamy, the EdmundsTucker law added adultery, fornication, and incest to its provisions. In
Utah, prosecutors attempted to "double up" the sentences of Mormon
polygamists with these provisions. This law applied to non-Mormons
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Table 3: Hispanics at the New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary, 18901909

Hispanic Subculture

Number

% of Hispanic Penitentiary
Population

Hispanics born in New
Mexico, Colorado, or west
Texas

298

47.0

Hispanos*

173

27.3

Mexican Immigrants

124

19.6

Other Hispanics

15

2.4

Unknown

24

3.8

634

100.1

Total

Source: Terntory of New MexIco, Convict Record Books, Reel 1 Penitentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe. Numbers based on a sample size of 1,100 out of 3,000. Percentages are
rounded to nearest tenth. 'Includes all persons of mixed heritage: Hispanic, African American, Native American, and Euro-American.

and in New Mexico, courts prosecuted and incarcerated Hispanics, many,
of whom were Catholic, for violating this law. As demonstrated in table
6, Hispanics made up a disproportionate number of the individuals sent
to the New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary for this crime. 28
These high numbers are not surprising considering Euro-American
views toward Hispanic morality. Perhaps lacking the cultural context for
what they observed, mid-nineteenth-century Euro-Americans commented
on what they perceived as the loose sexual morals among New Mexico's
Hispanic population. Indeed, nineteenth-century reports from European
Americans in northern New Mexico express shock at the alleged immorality of Hispanos-especially Hispanas. Others described New
Mexico's women as '''without chastity'" and claimed that adultery was
prevalent in New Mexico. One individual even compared New Mexicans'
"'promiscuous concubinage'" with Mormon polygamy.29
These writers were apparently oblivious to strict Spanish and Mexican laws against adultery. Both the Spanish colonial government and
the Mexican government punished men and women for this offense.
Under colonial law, men could receive the death sentence for committing adultery. Women might be banished to a convent for life with "loss
of any legal rights to her children or property." Mexican law continued
treating adultery as a crime and punished men and women equally, with
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Table 4: Ethnicity and Average Murder Sentences ofInmates at the New
M eXlco T"t"
ern ona I P em"t en t'larv. 1890 - 1909

Number Convicted
of Murder

Average Number of Years

Hispanics

72

24.1

Euro-American

33

20.7

African American

7

19.4

Native American

6

14.3

Chinese

2

26.5

Unknown

1

unknown

Ethnic Group

Total
Average For Total
Population

121
22.2

Source: Territory of New MeXICO, Convict Record Books, Reel 1 PenItentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe. Numbers based on a sample size of 1,100. Percentages are rounded to
nearest tenth.

banishment or imprisonment. 3o
While U.S. federal courts sent men and women to prison for violating this law, the number of Hispanic women imprisoned for this offense
was disproportionately high. An overwhelming majority of the women
sent to the New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary were Hispanic (83.1 percent). Most of these women were convicted of adultery or other sexually related crimes. As Table 7 demonstrates, Hispanic women paid a
high price for challenging conventional morality.
Although both men and women were imprisoned for adultery, women
may have had additional incentives to commit this offense. Many women
worked in low-paying occupations as laundresses, servants, and seamstresses and poverty may have provided a motive for adultery. These
women usually listed economic necessity instead of love as a motive for
committing this crime. 31
Morality became an important yardstick for evaluating other Hispanic female offenders and victims. In the case of convicted murderers
Valetina Madrid, a Hispano woman, andAlama Lyons, an African American woman, the sexuality of the two women became part of the debate
about the types of sentences they should receive. In 1907, Madrid and
Lyons were both sentenced to die for poisoning Madrid's husband. Their
sex, age, the heinous nature of their crime, and their intelligence brought
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Table 5: Ethnicity of Convicted Murders that Received Life and 99 Year
Sentences, 1890-1909

% of Life

Number
of 99
Year
sentences

% of99

Ethnicity

Number of
Life Sentences

Sentences

Hispanic

17

·70.8

9

100

Euro-American

6

25

0

0

African
American

1

4.2

0

0

Native American

0

0

0

0

Chinese

0

0

0

0

24

100

9

100

Total

Year
Sentences

Source: TerrItory of New MeXICO, ConvIct Record Books, Reel 1 PenItentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe. Numbers based on a sample size of 1,100. Percentages are rounded to
nearest tenth.

this case to national attention and New Mexicans debated whether or
not these two women deserved to die for their crimes. In addition newspaper accounts listed the women's ages as sixteen and eighteen years
old. New Mexico newspapers and mostly male letter writers from Hillsboro,
the community where the crime was committed, debated whether these.
two individuals were even old enough and intelligent enough to understand the enormity of their actions. Sierra County Sheriff Julian Chavez
described them as acting "like children eight to ten years old." Letter
writer W. S. Hopewell suggested that their childhood environments were
to blame for these girls developing "weak" minds and "very deficient
morals." He also argued that a third party may have been more responsible for the crime. 32
The impact that the execution two women would have on the state's
national image worried many New Mexicans. Euserio Chacon, a Trinidad,
Colorado attorney, warned that executing these women could provide
New Mexico with "an awful reputation of visiting death penalty [sic] on
women." H. A. Wolford, in his 1907 letter to Acting Governor J. W.
Raynolds, concurred with Chacon, arguing that Madrid and Lyons' executions would provide eastern newspaper writers with a potential tool
to "injure" New Mexico. 33
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Table 6: Ethnicity of Inmates Convicted ofViolating the Edmunds Tucker
Law, 1890-1909

Ethnicity

Incest Bigamy Adultery Fornication

Adultery Fornication

Hispanic

6

4

117

11

4

Euro-American

2

3

9

3

0

African American

1

0

2

0

0

Native American

0

0

0

0

0

Chinese

0

0

0

0

0

Unlawwn

0

0

1

0

0

Total

9

7

129

14

4

Source: Territory of New Mexico, Convict Record Books, Reel 1 Penitentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center'and Archives,
Santa Fe. Some inmates were charged with both adultery and fornication, Numbers
based on a sample size of 1,100. Percentages are rounded to nearest tenth.

Hispanic female victims of rape and domestic violence also were
judged based on their sexuality. Petitioners and, letter writers, supporting the release of convicted rapists or wife beaters, often presented
female victims' alleged immorality to challenge the credibility of their
testimony. Jose pelores Romero and Juez de Paz argued that convicted
rapist S. Montoya should receive a pardon, not only because they believed the act in question was consensual, but because the alleged victim was "notorious" and "very immoral." In some cases, the mothers of
alleged rape victims were blamed for encouraging their daughters to
press rape and incest charges. Francisco Villigas blamed his "unfaith~
ful" wife for "prompting" his daughter to charge him with incest. Miguel
Salazar, vice-president of the Territorial Board of World's Columbian
Exposition Managers of New Mexico, described the conditions surrounding the conviction of Jose Leal for rape. According to Salazar, Leal
claimed that the alleged victim and her mother conspired to send him to
the penitentiary "in order to get rid of him." Salazar did not dismiss this
explanation, describing the alleged victim, her mother, and even Leal as
"very ignorant" and "very little removed" from "uncivilized [sic]
indians. "34
Victims of domestic violence were judged by the same standards. In
1890, one district attorney recommended pardoning convicted wife beater
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Table 7: Ethnicity and Crimes of the Women at the New Mexico Territorial Penitentiary, 1890-1909
Hispanic

Euro-American

African
American

Unknown

Total

37

I

I

0

39

Fornication

2

3

0

0

5

Bigamy

2

I

0

0

3

Crim e
Adultery

Perjury

2

I

0

0

3

Adultery
and
Fornication

2

0

0

0

2

Murder

I

0

1

0

2

Grand
La rceny

2

0

0

0

2

Incest

I

0

0

0

1

Killing
Livestock

0

I

0

0

I

Unknown

0

0

0

I

1

49

7

2

I

59

Total

Source: Territory of New Mexico, Convict Record Books, Reel I Penitentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center and Archi ves,
Santa Fe.Numbers based on a sample size of 1,100.

Gil Rivera because his wife was a woman of "loose character." Even in
the case of murder, the victim's sexuality became an issue. In 1898, a
committee assigned by the Board of Penitentiary Commissioners to examine the case of Elisco Sena recommended executive clemency. This
committee, containing Euro-American and Hispano members, gave Sena's
wife's infidelity as one extenuating circumstance for her murder. Clearly,
the description of both female victims and criminals demonstrate the
importance of female purity to Euro-Americans and Hispanics alike. 35
Men and women also accepted domestic violence as part of the male
prerogative over their wives. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century, Neil Websdale argues that legal precedents "clearly demonstrate" that women were expected to tolerate a certain amount of
domestic violence. Oregon divorce laws, for example, prevented parties
from getting a divorce on the grounds of cruel treatment unless this
treatment was "unmerited, unprovoked, or wholly disproportionate to
the provocation." In criminal cases, police officers rarely intervened on
the behalf of battered wives. The experiences of Oregon, North Carolina, and New Mexico women confirms Edwards' assertion that domestic
and other forms of violence affected all women" regardless of race and
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Table 8: Ethnicity and Crimes of the Men at the New Mexico Territorial
Penitentiary, 1890-1909
Hispanic

Euro-American

African
American

Unknown

80

8

1

1

90

Fornication

9

0

0

0

9

Bigamy

2

2

0

0

4

Perjury

2

0

0

0

2

Adultery and
Fornication

2

0

0

0

2

Murder

71

33

6

1

III

Grand
Larceny

14

4

1

0

19

5

2

1

0

8

11

0

3

0

14

196

49

12

2

259

Crime
Adultery

Incest
Killing
Livestock
Total

Total

Source: Territory of New Mexico, Convict Record Books, Reel I Penitentiary
Records, 1884-1917, TANM, New Mexico State Records Center and Archives,
Santa Fe. Numbers based on a sample size of 1,100.

class because they were women.
This pattern is not unique to New Mexico as women's historians
have documented. Studies of gender in nineteenth-century North Carolina and turn-of-the-century Oregon have described the role patriarchy
played in rape trials and domestic violence cases. Courts expected women
to tolerate a certain amount of domestic violence and elites tended to
view poor, white women and African American as "bad characters" and
deserving of legal protection. Oregon's lawmakers had similar views,
requiring that women prove that "cruel treatment" was "unmerited, unprovoked, or 'wholly disproportionate to the provocation" in order to
get a divorce. Clearly, such attitudes placed female victims and criminals
at a severe legal advantage. 36
Language proved a mixed blessing for New Mexico's Spanish-speaking population. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries, it was not u 'common to encounterHispanos and Mexican
immigrants who on) spoke Spanish. This proved detrimental to Hispanics and the resolutic, . of land grant issues. Misunderstandings between
Spanish and English-speakers created tensions leading to the commis.sion of some crimes, although Spallish speakers did secure some rights
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in the criminal justice system. The inability to communicate occasionally led to bouts of violence, as evidenced by Mabel Longacre's 1910
letter. Longacre argued that her father should receive a pardon for his
assault conviction because of a misunderstanding resulting from her
father not speaking Spanish and his victim not speaking English. She
noted that, since this attack, her father and his victim became "good
friends. "37 Both the courts and the penitentiary were prepared for the
possibility of providing some recourse for defendants and criminals who
spoke only Spanish. Courts provided translators and the territorial legislature required that half of all books be printed in Spanish. Such attempts demonstrate at least a willingness to acknowledge the rights of
Spanish speakers. 38
Community involvement aided in getting Hispanic and other inmates
pardoned and paroled. Local businessmen, attorneys, ranchers, and
politically active individuals sent letters to the territorial governor that
requested the release of certain inmates. Most of these letters emphasized the virtues of particular inmates and argued that they deserved a
second chance in society. A few letters from political activists promised
more. Manuel C. de Baca, for example, promised penitente support for
the Republican Party if Diego Trujillo was released from the penitentiary. As table 8 demonstrates, letter writers enjoyed some success as
Hispanics received pardons in proportion to their numbers in penitentiary.39
Not all petitioners, of course, favored the release of inmates. For
example, Manuel C. de Baca wrote Governor L. Bradford Prince in 1892,
asking that he not pardon Porfiro Trujillo because Baca suspected that
Los Gorras Blancas had hired Trujillo to assassinate several prominent
San Miguel County Republicans. Victims' families also wrote in opposition to the release of certain inmates. Joe Dougherty urged that Juan B.
Romero and Sustines Lucero not be released because he believed that
the leadership of the Mora County Democratic Party had them murder
his brother. 40 Despite occasional opposition, Hispanic inmates were fairly
successful in gaining their freedom.
In some ways, the Hispanic experience was similar to that of other
ethnic groups in New Mexico. Hispanos as well as African Americans,
Jews, and Native Americans organized petition drives and placed pressure on territorial and federal officials for the release of friends and
family.41 Members of other minority groups, however, lacked the classbased and demographic complexity of the Hispanic experience. The large
number of Hispanos probably provided the political clout to help friends
and family members secure pardons and paroles. Furthermore, the average Hispanic inmate did not share the same economic background of
Hispano lawmakers. 42
The treatment of Hispanics by New Mexico's courts and the Territorial Penitentiary provide a new model for explaining the subtle adapta-
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tions of criminal justice and law in the West. Clearly, several legal processes were at work. Both territorial and federal laws regulated New
Mexicans' behavior. At the territorial level, prominent Hispanos participated in the election process and served as judges and sheriffs. Yet,
New Mexico's territorial status limited New Mexico's Hispanos and other
New Mexicans from influencing law at the federal level. In this respect,
New Mexico was similar to other western territories, but the presence of
an entrenched and diverse Hispanic population presented unique challenges. The treatment of Hispanic and other inmates also demonstrates
the conservative nature of western criminal justice systems. Like most
western states and territories, New Mexico did not have a strong prison
reform movement. Many New Mexicans were more likely to focus on
individual cases than on system-wide reform. Any reforms that New
Mexicans made were a result of perceived economic benefit and not
based on a general concern for inmate welfare.
The experiences of Hispanics demonstrate the important intersection of class, race, and gender in New Mexico. The possible link between poverty and crime should surprise no one. Even today, scholars
debate the importance of the' relationship between poverty and crime.
For example, Raul Yzaguirre argues that Hispanic crime has risen in the
1980s due to the the great rise in Hispanic poverty. Similarly, in late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century New Mexico, poverty served as
a motive for Hispanic crime, and effectively curtailed Hispanics' ability
to receive a fair trial. Without sufficient funds, Hispanic inmates found
it difficult to pay for an adequate defense. 43
.
The documentary sources reveal a consistent pattern of racial, ethnic, and gender discrimination. Compared to members of other ethnic
groups, Hispanics were more'likely to be imprisoned for certain crimes
and they served longer sentences. Mexican immigrants in particular were
over-represented in the prison population. On the surface, the fact that
courts sentenced both Hispanic men and women for adultery and other
sexually-related crimes seems to contradict the existence of a gendered
standard. The emphasis that New Mexicans and other Americans placed
on the morality and sexual behavior of female defendants and victims,
however, often influenced the actions of the justice system.
Despite subtle and overt forms oflegal and judicial resistance, New
Mexico's large Hispanic population exerted a degree of influence; in
gaining basic rights, winning pardons, and in accommodating Spanishspeakers by providing court translators. Clearly, the treatment of Hispanics is an example of a complicated legal system at work.
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other studies do not confirm this relationship and that other factors, such as age
may also playa role. See Ralph C. Allen, "Socioeconomic Conditions and Property Crime: A Comprehensive Review and Test of the Literature," American Journal of Economic Sociology 55 (July 1996), 295-98.

Documents Dep_a_r_tm_e_n_t

_

The following documents complement the preceding article, "A Matter of
Guilt: The Treatment of Hispanic Inmates by the New Mexico Courts and at
the New Mexico Territorial Prison, 1890-1912," by Donna Crail-Rugotzke.
The Denver Post's telegraph to Governor J. W. Raynolds requests authorization to publish information that deals with convicted murderers Valentina
Madrid, a sixteen-year old Hispana woman, and Alma Lyons, an eighteenyear old African American. The case, which concluded that the two women
had poisoned Madrid's husband, gained national attention and became part
of the debate about the types of sentences women of color should receive.
Initially sentenced to die, the two were later given life sentences.
The letter addressed to the Governor of New Mexico from Pinkerton's
National Detective Agency exemplifies the political intrigue and racial
profiling that accompanied the workings of the New Mexican judicial
system. Political interests such as the "White Caps" (Las Gorras
Blancas), a Hispano vigilante resistance movement formed in reaction
to land grant and water rights issues, actively sought the release of
imprisoned members as well as the imprisonment of political enemies.
The White Caps and Francisco Chavez, a Santa Fe County sheriff and
rising Democratic politician, were blamed for an assasination attempt on
senator Thomas B. Catron's life. Chavez was killed by rivals in an 1892
ambush. The White Caps eventually evolved into the New Mexico
Peoples' Party under the direction of F. B. Blake. The New Mexico Historical Review would like to thank Donna Crail-Rugotzke for providing
us with copies of the following documents.
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Book Reviews

Mas Antes: Hispanic Folklore of the Rio Puerco Valley. By Nasario Garcia.
(Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1997. xi + 187 pp. Illustrations,
map, appendix, notes. $24.95 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
Folklore, or orally communicated traditions, encompasses a wide range of cul.tural meanings and beliefs. Nasario Garcia's Mas Antes is the fourth book he has
published on the oral traditions of Guadalupe, Cabezon, Casa Salazar, and San Luis,
four rural communities in the Rio Puerco Valley in west-central New Mexico. For a
variety of reasons these villages were abandoned in the 1950s. Born and raised in
Guadalupe, Garcia began taping former residents in 1968 to preserve the folklore of
a bygone era.
Fifteen men and women, including Garcia, are the book's sources. He remarks
that many former residents have died, and so have many oral traditions. Letters, a
will, and a eulogy supplement the oral memories. Sprinkled throughout are splendid
photographs, dating from the late nineteenth century that provide visual images of
the area's landscape and people.
Each of the nine brief chapters follows the same pattern. All have a short
introduction, followed by folklore in Spanish, with the English translation beside it.
A four-page appendix of regional and standard Spanish pronunciations that reflects
the Spanish dialect of the region is attached. The book ends with brief biographies
of the contributors.
Mostly due to a lack of sources, the chapters are of varying quality. For example, Chapter One has nine contributors, while Chapter Five has only three sources.
The best chapters are DichoslFolk Sayings, CuentoslStories, CorridoslBallads, and
EntriegaslDeliveries. The caneion/song, "A nuestra madre querida/There is Nothing
Like Your Mother," py Bruna Valencia Mares was so poignant I almost wept (p.
156).
The strengths of the book are its voices, and unfortunately its foremost weakness stems from Garcia's methodology. There are only twenty-four notes in the
entire book, no reference to' where the taped interviews and documents are located,
and the book lacks a bibliography and index. Furthermore, Garcia does not discuss
the method he used to record or recreate the folk sayings. The reader is left wondering whether the oral testimony was tape recorded, written down, or told to Garcia.
There are other deficiencies as well. In addition to lacking a conclusion, each chapter
would have benefited from an enlarged introduction.
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Noting these shortcomings does not detract from Garcia's effort to document
folklore that is quickly disappearing. The labor of his work is evident in this engaging, easy-to-read, bilingual book. Mas Antes is essential reading for those interested
in the folklore of the Southwest.
Benny Andres, Jr.
Imperial Valley College

When All Roads Led to Tombstone: A Memoir. By John Pleasant Gray. Edited
and annotated by W. Lane Rogers. (Boise, Idaho: Tamarack Books, Inc., 1998.
xii + 197 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95
paper.)
This is a marvelous book. In 1880, John Pleasant Gray, a recent graduate ofthe
University of California, moved with his family to the new town of Tombstone.
Forty years later he deposited this memoir with the Arizona Historical Society. An
intelligent and insightful observer, Gray brings that once lively frontier town back
to life.
Most readers will come to this text for its rare eyewitness account of the
"Shoot-out at the OK Corral." Yet the point of this book, I think, is that the shootout that gave Tombstone its reputation was a thirty-second blip in a larger story of
western development. The daily needs of frontier life required a sustained heroism
far removed from the Earps' butchery. Tombstone was a town with little crime. The
city marshal collected the firearms of new arrivals and the settlers worked together
to build a prosperous and safe community.
No romantic, Gray discovers evidence of class conflict in the "endless lawsuits
for ejection of squatters" (p. 15). His own family struggled to hold its claim in "a
right royal battle of high priced lawyers and higher priced experts, and it was a case
of the poor man being squeezed dry in a death struggle to hold what was his by right
of discovery" (p. 26).
Tombstone enjoyed a brief heyday, roughly 1880-1886. Much of that period
sounds like a frat party; Allen Street at night "was like ajolly crowd of grown boys
out for a night of fun" (p. 18). But the town was practically empty by 1890. As
Gray astutely observes, "No doubt much the same story can be told of all mining
camps, even though they produced millions. About as much money had been invested in hunting vainly for riches as has ever been taken out of the ground" (p, 19).
As with all memoirs, the reader is faced with the problem of determining the
degree to which Gray may be repeating as memories stories he heard, recycling
legend as fact. Lane Rogers sets a standard for good editing, verifying in his copious
footnotes many details from Gray's memory. Rogers also provides valuable appendices with alternative accounts of the shoot-out. This well-produced book with its
superb collection of illustrations belongs on the shelves of all those serious about
western history.
Michael A. Bellesiles
Emory University
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Disease and Medical Care in the Mountain West: Essays on Region, History
and Practice. Edited by Martha L. Hildreth and Bruce T. Moran. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1988. xix + 154 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index.
$39.95.)
White Man's Medicine: Government Doctors and the Navajo, 1863-1955. By
Robert A. Trennert. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998. xii
+ 290 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)
Although region is an important interpretative framework in the historiography of the U.S. West, it has rarely been applied to the field of medical history. More
than a century after Frederick Jackson Turner proposed his theory of the disappearing frontier and the evolving sections, Martha L. Hildreth and Bruce T. Moran
in Disease and Medical Care in the Mountain West have begun to remedy this defect
and encourage others to explore this broad topic.
The book grew out of papers presented at a conference that focused on the
theme of the exploration of "the relationship between regionalism, health, and health
care within a distinct section of the western United States" hosted by the University of Nevada at Reno in 1993 (p. xiii). Making no claims that region is the determining factor concerning a particular disease or its cultural construction, the editors
nevertheless sought to gain a "better understanding of the role of place in history"
(p. 3).
Foremost, the authors demonstrate that the Mountain West is really a composite of different environments, not only geographical or epidemiological but also
cultural, religious, and economic. The eight authors' approaches and topics are as
varied as the environments in the Mountain West itself. The fir~t chapter competently defines and explores the significance of region in the medical history of the
Mountain West. It is matched by an article on the cultural and medical constructs of
two new diseases. Separate chapters explore specific aspects of three distinct
peoples in this region: Blackfeet, Mormons, and Chinese. The three remaining chapters look at distinctive aspects of medical history including the nature and impact of
silicosis and other industrial diseases in a hard-rock mining community the history:
of nursing practices in frontier Montana; and regional cultural influences on suicide
patterns.
A major contribution of this work is to put the construct of region into a more
balanced perspective. The introductory essay clearly acknowledges the fluidity of
any definition of "region," and the editors forthrightly state that region is one of
many factors to be considered in looking at various aspects of medical history. They
avoid, therefore, a common intellectual quagmire of emphasizing homogeneity at the
expense of diversity to fit the interpretative framework of region.
Almost as ifin response to Hildreth and Moran's plea for more studies, Robert
A. Trennert produced an equally excellent work on the Navajos. White Man's Medicine is a tribal history the details of the first century of reservation living 'for the
Dine. In this detailed account, Trennert skillfully explores different eras in Navajo
history beginning with the Bosque Redondo experience. Relying extensively on
government documents, he describes the relative health of the Dine and the adaptability of Navajo healing beliefs and techniques while pointing out that the early
Euro-American medical work on the reservation was primarily a tool in the task of
acculturation of these native peoples. It was only in the twentieth century, with the
professionalization of medicine and government service, that a modern medical
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network began. Although the New Deal sought to incorporate Native Americans
into the medical system and to validate the worldview and traditions of the Dine,
lack offunding-a constant theme in Trennert's medical history-retarded the implementation of many of these changes.
On a more microcosmic level, a comparison of Edwards' essay on the Blackfeet
with Trennert's work is thought-provoking. Both authors agree that remedial efforts in the nineteenth century were sporadic and inadequate despite the recognition
of the peril to Native American health and survival. Each demonstrates that the
Indian health program was based on non-native techniques and often accompanied
by outright hostility to indigenous practices-the "white father medicine" of
Edwards' essay. Both authors also use region to amplify our understanding of the
Department of Interior's neglect of these two indigenous peoples: both see the
vastness and its accompanying isolation as a major factor in the invisibility of these
peoples and their problems. Both works also support the underlying theme promoted in Hildreth and Moran's work of a broadly defined environmental diversity
of the region, reminding us that Native American societies, even in a medical sense,
are far from homogenous.
Forming a strong foundation, these well-written pioneering efforts should stimulate and inspire students of regional history, medicine, and Native Americans. Both
texts will be essential reading for those interested in contributing to these fields.
Stefanie Beninato
Santa Fe, New Mexico

American Indian Activism: Alcatraz To The Longest Walk. Edited by Troy
Johnson, Joane Nagel, and Duane Champagne. (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1997. $19.95 paper, $36.95.)
The editors of this volume have compiled sixteen essays that address the significance of the occupation of Alcatraz and the Alcatraz Red Power Movement
(ARPM). The essays are introduced by Troy Johnson and Joane Nagel in the
context of the intellectual atmosphere that surrounded the occupation of Alcatraz.
The primary participants were drawn together through common threads of education, urban ties, and Indian ethnic identification. They shared the experience and
belief that "family, tribalism, and sovereignty had sustained Indian people through
the many government programs designed to destroy them as a people and to nationalize their traditional lands." In the land of the free, autonomy-the full engagement
of life and the motivation to act-was transformed into an invitation to act.
America and the world came to know the secular ARPM most broadly through
the American Indian Movement (AIM), which carried the message that the basis of
the American Indian condition was internal colonization in the wake of an urban
diaspora. Despite the colonist onus, George F. Horse Capture declares that the "real
strength lies in the hundreds of reservations that dot our country from coast to
coast," where sacred places are honored daily. Jack Forbes highlights the integrity
that transformed the occupation into a movement and concludes that "it was an
experiment in native self-determination in a communal and political sense."
LaNada Boyer reflects on the movement's victory in achieving the first Ethnic
Studies Department in the nation at Berkeley, which set the stage for the establishment of Native American Studies programs throughout the country. Lenny Foster's
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analysis supports the influence described by Boyer. He observes that the occupation "set the stage for spiritual rebirth of the original peoples of this land," a
reclaiming of pride and dignity for all Indian nations in the Western Hemisphere.
Russell Waldon, one of the original student occupiers, recounts that the "only
positive way to create self-determination was to do it." Failure to do so would
continue to position Indians as wards ofthe federal government resigned to a fate of
incompetence. The spirit of Aicatraz, conceived in an intellectual atmosphere and
launched in an era of self-determination continues to challenge and resist social
injustice. This volume is an important resource.
Evelyn Lance Blanchard
University ofNew Mexico

Nathan Boone and the American Frontier. By R. Douglas Hurt. (Columbia:
University of Missouri Press, 1998. xii + 256 pp. $29.95.)
Visitors to Fort Leavenworth in the late 1840s relished their time with Nathan
Boone. Too old to fight in the Mexican War, the colonel regaled travelers "night after
night ... imbibing his toddy, and relating anecdotes by the thousand" (p. 213).
Despite his gregariousness with strangers-his fellow soldiers considered him somewhat of a bore in his old age-Boone left few written records. R. Douglas Hurt, not
surprisingly, has dug out the disparate available sources and written a masterful
biography, greatly adding to his already hefty and important canon of work in
frontier, Indian, and American western history.
Nathan Boone was very much his father's son, a true-life Natty Bumppo.
From his youngest days, he preferred the wilderness-whether it be of woods or
grasses-to settled life. As a child, he shadowed his proud father on hunts. Little
changed for Boone in adulthood. Indeed, he seems to have come home to his rather
sizable family-a wife and fourteen children-only to make small repairs and to
procreate. Records, unfortunately, fail to indicate what his wife, Olive Vanbibber,
thought of this, but she certainly seems to have managed fine without him.
Boone's adventures make for great reading, and Hurt's biography provides a
plethora of information, detail, and context for much of the pre-Civil War West,
from the western Great Lakes to the central Great Plains. First an Army Ranger and
then a Dragoon, Boone fought in the War of 1812 and was involved in missions and
campaigns with and against the Osages, the Sacs, the Cherokees, the Kiowas, the
Wichitas, and the Comanches.
In addition to showing Indian-white interaction and antagonism, Hurt also ably
discusses the social, cultural, and political power struggles on the frontier among
whites. Some of the most exciting passages in the book, for example, deal with
Nathan's early experiences as a Ranger, especially during the volatile War of 1812.
One would think these were "the good guys," acting as an early warning system,
ready to sacrifice themselves for the greater good. The reality proved different.
Many ofthe settlers di "usted and even feared the Rangers, who wielded the power
to resettle them as weI s to use their property for warfare. Indeed, to the isolated
settlers, the Rangers St led little better than the Indians.
While sympathetic, for the most part, to the American frontiersman and the
settlement of the West, Hurt offers a nuanced and complex view of the various
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Indian cultures Boone encountered. Nathan Boone fits well into the "middle ground"
analysis of R. David Edmunds, Richard White, Jay Gitlin, and Daniel Usner. It is
al~o a worthy companion to John Mack Faragher's well-known Daniel Boone: The
Life and Legend ofan American Pioneer. One of Hurt's greatest skills, in this book
and others, is to make his subjects come alive. Not only does the author offer
detailed and engrossing descriptions of both frontier and army life, but he does so
with considerable wit. Hurt's writing should lend itself well to undergraduates. This
book is an excellent addition to the Missouri Biography Series which already includes such luminaries as Rose Wilder Lane and Harry Truman. Hurt proves that
Nathan Boone should move out of the shadow of his father and take his place in
history as a major pre-Civil War American figure.
Bradley J. Birzer
University of Texas at San Antonio

Mexico Under Zedillo. Edited by Susan Kaufman Purcell and Luis Rubio. (Boulder, Colorado: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1998. xiv + lSI pp. Map, charts,
tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.)
The four essays in this volume look at the changing dynamics of Mexican
politics and economics under Ernesto Zedillo and his immediate predecessors. Luis
Rubio discusses Mexico's continuing transition from presidencialismo to a pluralistic democracy; Mauricio A. Gonzalez Gomez analyzes the economic reform process implemented after the 1982 debt crisis; Guillermo Trejo and Claudio Jones
focus upon Mexico's social welfare policies in the changing economic and political
context of recent decades; and Susan Kaufman Purcell looks at the changing Mexican-U.S. relations in the wake ofNAFTA and its impacts upon foreign and domestic policymaking.
While the collection is timely, it is uneven and problematic. The perspective is
resolutely Icarian. an over-reliance upon models and ideological abstraction produces over-generalizations and simplifications of both historical and contemporary
social and political issues, while a narrow institutional focus and lack of attention to
regional variation paints a one-dimensional portrait of Mexico's recent past, although the contribution of Trejo and Jones is less subject to such criticism. The
authors employ terms uncritically, with little contextualization. Very contentious
claims, such as economic liberalization's being the midwife to political democratization, garner no empirical support. While a number of the authors explicitly note that
the market-oriented development model adopted by the Mexican government has
exacerbated the problem of poverty and unequal income distribution in Mexico and
has done little for the majority of Mexicans in recent years, the assumptions of
neoliberalism remain unexamined and intact. The situation of the poor and the
working class appears only in the abstract, their suffering presumably part of a
"stage" in a transition to better things. At times, one is left with the impression that
the authors believe governments are created simply to facilitate the expansion of
capital rather than to protect the welfare of their citizenry, a position that would
explain the skewed and superficial treatment the EZLN and EPR receive in this
book.
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In sum, historians looking for probing, critical examination of Mexico's recent
political and economic history would do better to look elsewhere.

Raymond B. Craib
Yale University

The Taos Society 0/ Artists. Edited and annotated by Robert R. White. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998. ix + 126 pp. Illustrations,
notes, index. $16.95.)
Several museums and galleries recently dedicated exhibits in commemoration of
the one hundredth anniversary of the Taos Art Colony which flourished in northern
New Mexico in the early decades of the twentieth century. Coinciding with these
events, an expanded edition of The Taos Society o/Artists was also reissued (the first
edition was published in 1983). This latest volume contains archival documents
encompassing names of the Taos Society mem.bers, the constitution and by-laws,
minutes of annual meetings, and relateq documents, with numerous photographs as
well as detailed notes of these early, important painters. Furthermore, the editor
augments his earlier work with additional research to flesh out a broader story. This
small but important volume depicts the Society's principles as when as the personalities of the affiliated painters who were drawn to this region thus unveiling tensions and conflicts within the group.
Minutes of meetings that were conducted at various members' studios or homes
and announcements of circuit exhibitions in cities such as New York, Chicago, and
Denver, indicated absent members, financial balances, the election of officers, and
disclosed the burden imposed upon the secretary-a critical, time-consuming position promoting member exhibits. The secretary's ability to function as a full-time
artist was impinged upon by other artists' demands. Even the content of Southwestern subjects in paintings was clearly defined in the Constitutional amendment
of 1917. By 1927, the Society had disbanded, suggesting a lessening of sales.
The reader is introduced to the controversy surrounding E. L. Blumenschein
and fellow members when he penned a scathing letter to American Art News in 1918,
in which he censured fellow members who were producing beautiful works of art
rather than contributing to the war effort. This provocation was ameliorated in a
second letter by Blumenschein that lamented his inadequate command oflanguage.
An evenmore devastating insight is exposed in the July 1919 minutes, which altered
the by-laws to read that only American citizens could be members. Subsequently, at
the following 30 October 1919 special meeting, members demanded the deportation
of fellow artist Henry Balink.
This book documents an historic period of artistic creativity and struggle in
northern New Mexico,'critically revealing the perspective of insiders and contributing to the ever-increasing literature on the Taos and Santa Fe art colonies.
Patricica Fogelman-Lange
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Indians in the United States and Canada: A Comparative History. By Roger L.
Nichols. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1998. xviii + 383 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $60.00.)

Roger L. Nichols, Professor of History at the University of Arizona and author
of Black Hawk and the Warrior Path and many other books in American Indian
history, has ambitiously undertaken a sweeping comparative survey of the history
of Indian-white relations in both Canada and the United States. The author has
provided a useful synthesis, albeit one with major gaps.
Nichols is effective in numerous areas. His analysis of the importance of the
Royal Proclamation Line of 1763 is right on target. He assesses it as a document that
laid "the foundation for both American and Canadian Indian policies that extend to
the present" (p. 129). Nichols' treatment of Canadian policies in the age of Jacksonian removal is also informative. His comparisons of Chief Justice John Marshall
and Canadian Chief Justice James Macaulay show two distinct approaches in the
law. In Macaulay's 1839 decision, Indians had "no claims to any separate nationality" that might exempt them from Canadian laws, the opposite of Marshall's ruling
in the Cherokee cases. To Macaulay, the Indians had access to civil and criminal
courts, and "if they qualified to vote or to hold offices they could do so" (p. 193).
Yet Canadian plans to secure land cessions and concentrate Great Lakes Indian
populations on Manitoulin Island sound very familiar to students of United States
Indian policy in the Age of Jackson. Nichols also shows how the Gradual Civilization Act of 1857, an attempt to incorporate Indians into Canadian society, "marked
the Canadian approach as distinctly different from U.S. policy, which excluded
tribal people from citizenship" (p. 199).
In other ways, the two countries' policies were similar. Although Nichols
implies that Canadian policies varied more because of different provincial approaches,
he shows similar greed such as in the operations of the Montreal Mining Company.
Moreover, the educational thrust of both countries-institutional schools (Canada)
and boarding schools (United States)-was basically similar.
Despite Nichols' significant contributions, his synthesis is not altogether complete. The author never mentions the importance of the creation of the international
boundary in affecting Indian policies in both countries. The St. Regis Mohawk
(Akwesasne) Reservation, for example, is on both sides of the United States-Canadian border. The Treaty of Ghent's Anglo-American Joint Mixed Boundary Commission (1816-1827) permanently separated kin and dramatically affected the lives
ofIndians from Maine to British Columbia and yet Nichols does not discuss it. Nor
does the author deal with the differences of interpretation of the Jay Treaty and the
Treaty of Ghent between Canada and the United States. The Indians claim "free and
unlimited passage" across the international boundary, one reluctantly accepted by
the United States in the I920s, but one repeatedly rejected by Canada. The author
never mentions the Indian Defense League ofAmerica and Chief Clinton Rickard's
courageous fight to gain recognition for this treaty right. Nichols also fails to discuss how and why the United States does' not recognize many Indian communities
today, in sharp contrast to Canada's more recent policy (1980s) of recognizing the
separate status of the Metis, whom he does discuss.
Nichols has not taken advantage of the recent literature on the Pequot War,
never utilizing the works of the late Lynn Ceci and Alfred Cave, thereby providing
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an outdated analysis. Moreover, the author mistakes Alfred Smiley for his brother
Albert K. Smiley as the founder of the Lake Mohonk Conferences of Friends of the
Indian (p. 234).
Laurence M. Hauptman
SUNY New Paltz

Powerful Images: Portrayal ofNative America. By Sarah E. Boehme, Gerald T.
Conaty, Clifford Crane Bear, Emma I. Hansen, Mike Leslie and James H.
Nottage. (Seattle: Museums West, 1998. xvi + 144 pp. Illustrations, notes,
index. $50.00 cloth, $30.00 paper.)
Powerful Images is a collection of five essays that address mainstream and
Native American perceptions of who Indians really are. Published in conjunction
with a traveling exhibit by the same name, the book illustrates how Native Americans have been portrayed outside their culture as well as how they portray themselves and their worldviews. Euro-American-manipulated images of Native American
culture appear throughout the text as color photographs of paintings, sculpture,
photography, film, and kitsch. Euro-American depictions of a one-dimensionaland therefore easily understood-view of Native American life are discussed; the
diversity of SOO-plus tribes appears to have been too complex for many early
artists or their audiences to grasp. Stereotypical images depict feathered warriors
astride horses and the obligatory "End of the Trail" statue. Often Native American
images made successful marketing gimmicks: tepees, headdresses, pueblos and other
recognizable objects of "Indian-ness" added to the allure and desirability of writing
tablets, fruit box labels, movie posters, toys, and automobile hood ornaments.
Powerful Images contrasts the early Indian Galleries of Catlin, Eastman, and
Burbank with a contemporary Navajo textile woven by Cecilia Yazzie that depicts
American astronauts in a lunar setting. In the former, Euro-Americans sought to
preserve images of a "vanishing race." In the latter, an un-vanished, contemporary
Navajo woman presents her view of Americans on the Moon through the traditional
medium of Navajo weaving.
This book provides a look at changing perceptions and portrayals of Native
Americans over two hundred years-how Native Americans see themselves and
how a dominant society has attempted to pigeonhole disparate Indian cultures into
Anglo categories, constraints, and comfort zones, nicely packaged and easily understood. Powerful Images does an excellent job of exposing these foibles and serves as
a testament to the tenacity and adaptive abilities of Native American people.
Kathleen L. Howard
The Heard Museum, Phoenix, Arizona
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Women Through Women's Eyes: Latin American Women in Nineteenth-Century
Travel Accounts. Edited by June E. Hahner. (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly
Resources, Inc., 1998. xxvi + 184 pp. Notes, bibliography. $55.00 cloth, $17.95
paper.)
In Women Through Women s Eyes, June Hahner provides a thoughtful selection
of ten female travelers' observations of Latin American society in the nineteenth
century, with a particular focus on their views of Latin American women. Each of
the translated selections is accompanied by a biographical sketch that describes the
author's travels, literary production, family and political ties, and personal circumstances. Although some readers will already be familiar with Maria Graham and
Fanny Calderon de la Barca, here Hahner introduces several lesser-known authors,
thereby providing a greater diversity of perspectives and experiences among women
traveling in the region. The volume also contains an extensive list of nineteenthcentury travel accounts of Latin America authored by women, as well as a ten-page
bibliographic essay that highlights research on Latin American women in the nineteenth century.
What makes this collection particularly useful for courses in women's history
is Hahner's opening essay on Latin American travel accounts as a genre, which
specifies North American and European women's particular relationship to this
mode of literary production. Hahner warns us that we must "read against the grain"
of the texts, carefully considering how each writer's class, national, and religious
origins have shaped her observations of Latin American realities. Some foreign
women sojourning or living in Latin America, Hahner observes, also faced practical
limitations on their experience-traveling only while chaperoned, for example-and
composed their letters and journals with an eye to contemporary standards of
literary expression for women. Such factors, Hahner notes, help to explain why so
many of the accounts included in the volume focus largely on matters of custom,
family relations, and household organization.
While such limitations are significant, women writers' decisions to focus on
such themes is precisely what makes these accounts so fascinating. As Fanny Chambers Gooch blunders through multiple cultural misunderstandings as she sets up
house in northern Mexico, and Flora Tristan recounts the travails of Peruvian womanhood through her informant cousin, the reader glimpses aspects ofwomen's daily
life in Latin America that are rarely visible in other source materials from the period.
Despite the often harsh judgments that accompany the authors' observations and
the clear distortions that stem from their class and foreign status, these texts clearly
fulfill Hahner's goal of "listening to women's voices," both those of the travelers
and, at times, oftheir female acquaintances. Hahner's insistence that we historicize
and locate these voices is facilitated by the book's concluding bibliographic essay,
which updates existing bibliographic tools and provides students with a useful
starting point for research on Latin American women in the nineteenth century.
Elizabeth Quay Hutchison
University o/New Mexico
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Dinosaurs of Utah. By Frank DeCourten. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah
Press, 1998. xi + 300 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, bibliography, index.
$45.00.)

Dinosaurs have fascinated people of all ages for more than 150 years. During
the past twenty-five years, a renaissance in dinosaur studies has occurred and
dozens of books about-6 them have been published. Dinosaurs ofUtah is more than
just another dinosaur book, however, for it presents through text, line drawings,
striking photographs, and twenty-two wonderful paintings of dinosaurs as they
looked in life, a panorama of the Mesozoic world that existed from 245 to 65 million
years ago in the western U.S., focusing on, but not limited to, Utah.
Chapters I and 2 provide an overview of Utah's Mesozoic rock and fossil
record and the information it contains about past life and environments. The chapters include a detailed treatment of the features that uniquely define the dinosaurs,
and how paleontologists use fossilized bones and trackways to reconstruct dinosaurs as functioning animals. Chapters 3 through 9 cover the major dinosaur faunas
of Utah, ordered chronologically, from the "Dawn of the Mesozoic" (Triassic Period) to "The Curtain Falls" (the last dinosaurs). Each chapter presents a detailed
picture of every species that has been found in Utah and neighboring states such as
New Mexico. The chapters discuss how the soft anatomy is deduced from skeletal
remains, and how inferred behavior such as feeding preferences and social structure
can be determined. Because Utah's record of dinosaurs is one of the best and most
complete of any place in the world, these chapters serve as an excellent introduction
to most of the major dinosaur groups. Each chapter includes a summary of the
geology of the period, interpretations of the environments and climate indicated by
the strata, major geologic events, and the vegetation and other animals with which
dinosaurs shared their habitat and upon which they fed. Through this integrative
approach, dinosaurs and the landscapes they inhabited are brought to life in the
mind's eye with virtually the same clarity with which we appreciate modern animals and environments-an outstanding achievement by the author and artists. The
final chapter, "Doing Paleontology," summarizes the field and the lab work that
produces all of our knowledge of extinct animals.
Although extinct for 65 million years, dinosaurs continue to excite our imagination and interest through books like this. The clearly written and detailed text offers
a wealth of up-to-date information. Concepts and terms are well-explained, humorous and insightful comments abound, and typographical and factual errors are few
and minor. Reading this book will be a wonderful experience for anyone interested in
dinosaurs and the world in which they lived.
Barry S. Kues
University ofNew Mexico
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Contested Ground: Comparative Frontiers on the Northern and Southern Edges
of the Spanish Empire. Edited by Donna 1. Guy and Thomas E. Sheridan. (Tucson: University of Arizona press, 1998. vi + 275 pp. Maps, charts, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Like many anthologies, this volume had its origins in an academic colloquiumin this case, two conferences in 1992 and 1993 in Tuscon where the contributors
met to discuss the comparative historical development of the outermost fringes of
the Spanish colonial empire. The result is a thought provoking and highly readable
collection ofa dozen essays that chronologically spans the seventeenth, eighteenth,
and nineteenth centuries.
The editors' insightful introduction traces the theoretical framework and intellectual trajectory of the two gatherings. The group began its deliberations by focusing on such obvious similarities between the two regions as the importance of
missions and stockraising, and the threats posed by peoples indigenous to the
frontiers and by European and Euro-American powers. As their conversations proceeded, the balance tipped in favor of an emphasis on the geographic, demographic,
economic, and political differences that preclude broad generalizations. The group
ended with an invitation for future scholars to compare more narrowly defined
subregions, such as the South American pampas and the North American plains.
The list of contributors constitutes something of a "who's who" of specialists
on the northern frontier of New Spain and the Rio de la Plata. Chapters by Daniel
Reff, Richard Slatta, Kristine Jones, Thomas Hall, and Lyman Johnson are explicitly comparative, while others deal with specific historical contexts on one of the
two frontiers. In this latter category are pieces by Susan Deeds, Cynthia Radding,
and Daniel Nugent on the Mexican frontier and by Susan Socolow, Mary Karasch,
and Jerry Cooney on South America. To one degree or another, however, every
chapter raises issues of importance to anyone interested in the ongoing debate on
the nature of frontier societies.
Contested Ground is an anthology that gives readers a whole that is much
greater than the sum of its uniformly excellent parts. Taken together, these essays
not only present a carefully nuanced overview of the similarities and contrasts
between these outer reaches ofthe Spanish empire but they also suggest stimulating
new avenues of empirical research and theoretical inquiry.
Cheryl E. Martin
University of Texas at El Paso

Defiant Peacemaker: Nicholas Trist in the Mexican War. By Wallace Ohrt. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1997. xi + 190.pp. Illustration,
notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Amateur historian Wallace Ohrt has written the first complete biography of
Nicholas Philip Trist. Ohrt traces Trist's family background, education, and early
career as a newspaper publisher, a clerk in the State Department, and a personal
secretary to President Andrew Jackson. He also considers Trist's controversial
tenure as consul in Havana (1833-1841), but misses the opportunity to probe fully
into the charges made against him. Ohrt devotes the last third of his slim volume to
Trist's single claim to fame; his negotiation of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in
the face of the political chaos in Mexico and his recall by President James K. Polk.
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Ohrt delivers a laudatory appraisal ofTrist and defends him against his detractors. He depicts Trist as a "true lover ofjustice" and a "radical idealist," who, even
more than Thomas Jefferson (his mentor and grandfather-in-law) never compromised his principles. These unselfish motives led Trist to defy his superiors in
Washington and conclude an unjust war, even though it cost him his career and
reduced him to near poverty.
This "idealistic" interpretation ofTrist was advanced almost seventy-five years
ago by Louis Sears and more recently in an M.A. thesis by Jeffrey Stafford. The
argument has merit, and Ohrt builds an equally strong case for Trist as a skilled
negotiator who insured the acquisition of San Diego. On the other hand, there is
little in Ohrt's account ofTrist's early career that indicates that he was a consistent
idealist. Nor does Ohrt resolve the debate over the extent of influence of General
Winfield Scott, the British Legation, or the Mexican peace commissions on Trist's
decision to remain.in Mexico. In fact, Ohrt notes (as did Stafford) that journalist
John Freaner also played a role. Furthermore, the thesis is weakened when Ohrt
stresses that Trist volunteered to remain in Mexico to testify for Scott at the courtmartial of General Gideon Pillow.
Part of the problem may be traced to Ohrt's excessive reliance on Trist's papers and his failure to mine the broader diplomatic record or secondary °literature.
Still, Ohrt provides scholars with additional biographical details on Trist and scores
a few more for the idealistic interpretation. However, since it is doubtful that Trist
warrants another biography, we are left with a somewhat disappointing study that
fails to resolve many lingering questions and instead raises some new ones.
Noel H. Pugach,
University ofNew Mexico

Que Vivan Los Tamales! Mexican Cuisine and National Identity. By Jeffrey M.
Pilcher. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998. 234 pages, 10
halftones. $37.50, $16.95 paper.)
Don't start this book when you are hungry. A vivid description of the preColombian market ofTlatelolco launches the reader on a mouth-watering excursion
through a maze of aromatic fruits, delectable vegetables, pungent seafood, and appetizing meats. Thus, visions of gustatory delight establish the backdrop for this
study of the development of a Mexican national cuisine.
Parallel to the creation of a national identity, Mexican cuisine evolved through
the process of mestizaje. The marriage of foods from the indigenous platter-especially corn and chiles-to European foods brought by the Spaniards-particularly
wheat-generated a new cuisine over a few centuries, but not without some familial
squabbles. Pilcher skillfully dissects these quarrels, showing how food preferences,
availability, choices, and preparation were associated with considerations of race
and class.
Intellectual elites took their best shot at culinary dominance during the Porfiriato,
declaring wheat to be nutritionally superior to corn, and thus, the salvation of the
Indian and mestizo classes. Undoubtedly, the advent of the Mexican Revolution
intervened in the conversion of campesinos to the exclusive consumption of wheat
bread, because bread-baking is an unlikely, if not unfeasible, activity for roving
bands of insurgents.
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The post-revolutionary period in Mexico gave birth to the most intense and
universal period of self-definition, and Pilcher is at his best in the chapters that
analyze the twentieth century. Two especially significant contributors to the national food debate were the doctrine of indigenismo and the industrialization of
food. In reversing the ingrained perception of Indians as useless, indigenismo opened
up indigenous settlements to benefactors, intellectuals, and bureaucrats. Interest in
native groups flourished as the need for post-revolutionary labor grew, and as foreign and national intellectuals flocked to the countryside to record cultural traditions. Appreciation for native cookery heightened and revealed a nostalgia for a
simpler life, just as peasants were being nudged into the national economy. Pilcher
makes the incisive argument that market forces changed the official position on corn
from one of elimination to one of commodification, leaving campesinos with "no
choice but to follow it to the modem world" (p. 97).
Preparation techniques also underwent modernization. A detailed chapter traces
"tortilla technology" and the mechanization of corn processing from cob to flat
consumable. Industrial production of tortillas liberated women in the lower classes
from many hours oflabor and enabled middle class women to embrace native cuisine
more fully. Womens' relationship to food and food preparation in Mexico appears
abundantly throughout the text. Pilcher's research shows that the discourse on food
as a component of Mexican identity was dominated by male politicians and intellectuals who appropriated female labor and its products for their own ideological,
economic, and political agendas. A stronger, clearer examination of this selective
expropriation would enhance the gender analysis of the material.
A unique contribution to cultural history, Que Vivan los Tamales! claims a
delicious place in the study of popular culture in twentieth-century Mexico.
Susan V. Richards
University ofNew Mexico

The Third Wave of Modernization in Latin America: Cultural Perspectives on
Neoliberalism. Edited by Lynne Phillips. (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly
Resources Inc., 1998. xxiv + 200 pp. Notes, bibliography. $45.00)
This volume provides a much needed anthropological overview of the human
dimensions of social and economic change in contemporary Latin America. The
analytical centerpiece ofthe book is the new wave of modernization associated with
economic liberalization and globalization, and the contributors shed new light on the
impact of this modernization on marginalized sectors of Latin American societies.
The chapters draw upon ethnographic field research in seven Latin American countries-Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, and Argentina-and
they present grassroots perspectives on economic modernization from a broad range
of social and occupational sectors, including peasants, market vendors, micro-entrepreneurs, public school teachers, and environmentalists. The authors do an admirable job of allowing individuals from a variety of social positions to express their
hopes and concerns as they confront the challenges of a new economic and political
era.
In tracing the struggles of common people to accommodate, exploit, or resist
this new wave of modernization, the contributors challenge conventional dichoto-
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mies and highlight the linkages between global change and local action. Likewise,
they stress the interplay between the traditional and the modern. Although the
penetration of market forces invariably alters traditional social, cultural, and productive relations, these traditional relationships also mediate the impact and consumption of modernity. The authors provide realistic appraisals of the competitive
pressures that fragment popular sectors and inhibit collective action under
neoliberalism, but they also identify new areas of convergence and solidarity that
help sustain hopes for alternative modes of social and economic organization. Given
the anthropological orientation of this book, it does not say as much as it could
about the specifically cultural dimensions ofneoliberalism's impact on social norms
and networks. Nevertheless, this volume offers a novel perspl!ctive on the socioeconomic transformation wrought by a free market model of modernization and
globalization, and it makes a valuable contribution to a range of social science disciplines concerned about the future of Latin America.
Kenneth M. Roberts
University ofNew Mexico

Pioneer Women: The Lives of Women on the Frontier. By Linda Peavy and
Ursula Smith. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998. 144 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper.)
Linda Peavy and Ursula Smith add Pioneer Women to the literature of western
women's history. The story they tell of the lives of women on the frontier is still
fresh, and the text has flashes of historical insight. Some readers may fault the
editors' heavy reliance upon theirearlier work, The Goldrush Widows ofLittle Falls.
Pamelia Fergus, the primary "widow," appears so often on these pages that she
becomes a distraction. But Pioneer Women is intelligent and well-written, a welcome addition even for readers who know the field.
If Pioneer Women has a shortcoming, it is the editors' uncertainty about whether
their new book is a "coffee table book" of pictures, or a photographic history of
westering women. Their intention, they write, has been to "entertain as well as to
enlighten," and one recognizes in that phrase the inclination to consider pictures as
"illustration," a less legitimate form of historical record. But photographs can be
elegant historical texts and when that happens, they expand our perception of the
historical moment. For example, the photographs of Anglo husbands and their Indian or Metis wives and children that document frontier family life a la facon du
pays (pp. 73-74). No apology is needed for the evidence provided. Some photographs raise intriguing (and unanswered) questions, such as whose "candid" camera
recorded the wind-brushed young girl pumping water on a bare landscape in Lope
country, North Dakota(p. 57). More serious annotation of the photographs-how
they were found, how they were taken and by whom-would have made this book
an even more valuable resource.
Lillian Schlissel
Brooklyn College-CUNY
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Native Resistance and the Pax Colonial in New Spain. Edited by Susan Schroeder.
(Lincoln: University 0'£ Nebraska Press, 1998. xiii + 200 pp. Maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
This collection describes the diversity of native resistance in five regions of
New Spain and challenges the notion of the Pax Colonial. In addition to socioeconomic factors, the contributors consider cultural dimensions, investigating themes
such as millenarianism, the appropriation of Spanish and Catholic symbols of authority, and divergent worldviews. Schroeder's introduction reviews pre-Hispanic
precedents, provides background on the expansion of Spanish control, and stresses
the heterodoxy of the rebellions included in this useful compilation.
Susan Deeds' essay on the seventeenth-century Xixime, Tepehuan, and
Tarahumara rebellions in the northern mission frontier ofNueva Vizcaya is particularly well done. Her careful use of Jesuit sources allows her to document the changing strategies employed by each ethnic group and to highlight the role of surviving
pre-contact practices and social structures in these "first-generation" uprisings.
Deeds examines detailed testimonies of prisoners taken in the Tarahumara rebellions of the 1690s to plumb the participants' motives. Her concluding comparative
analysis adds depth to the essay.
Kevin Gosner situates the 1712 Tzeltal rebellion in Chiapas firmly in a milieu
of increasing colonial economic demands, but emphasizes the cultural content of the
revolt, in which participants attempted to restore equilibrium and assert their sovereignty by co-opting Catholic institutions. The role of local elites and the construction of new rituals are particularly well documented in this rich study.
With the exception of Gosner's work, the essays are previously unpublished
and exploit new archival sources. Ronald Spores covers sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury Oaxaca; Robert Patch the 1761 Jacinto Canek rebellion in Yucatan; and
Christon Archer the multi-ethnic insurgency on Lake Chapala from 1812-1816. The
final essay by Murdo MacLeod calls into question the tendency to focus on the
exceptional outbursts of organized revolts. He concludes that ubiquitous violence
was more characteristic of the colonial period than the mythic Pax.
This book offers an excellent textbook alternative to other anthologies on indigenous resistance that consider Latin America as a whole. Because the essays are
limited to colonial New Spain, they lend themselves to comparative analyses of
regional variation, ethnic composition, Spanish response, questions of leadership,
organization and legitimacy, and use of sources. The book introduces theoretical
debates about the causes and nature of rebellions, and reviews recent trends in
resistance studies.
Regional maps accompany each essay, but the map of Lake Chapala does not
include the regional centers mentioned in Archer's piece and only the map ofChiapas
displays any geographical features.
Barbara A. Sommer
University ofNew Mexico
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Chasing Shadows: Apaches and Yaquis along the United States-Mexico Border,
1876-1911. By Shelley Bowen Hatfield. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1998. xv + 200 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
In 1848 hostile Indians on .both sides of the thin line separating the United
States from Mexico became an American responsibility under provisions of the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. But, unable to end border raids, the United States
abrogated this responsibility with the 1853 Gadsden Purchase and Treaty. This
book examines for the first time the campaigns by American and Mexican military
on both sides of the border against Apaches and other native peoples. At a dizzying
pace, the first three chapters recount the events leading to the "doctrine of hot
pursuit," an 1883 political agreement forged in utter frustration between the two
countries. Although this reciprocal crossing pact was their only hope for an end to
the actions of the Chiricahua Apaches, "distrust and recrimination" characterized
their relations (p. 140). Despite this uneasy accord, which is the foundation of
Hatfield's book, the Apaches continued their raiding, rustling, thievery, and murderous behavior. The armies of both countries chasing them back and forth across the
border only somewhat adversely impacted them. Not until General George Crook
employed Apache scouts to find Geronimo's band and others who refused to surrender did the military personnel of the U.S. and Mexico even come close to defeating the Chiricahuas.
Hatfield's book details the cooperative effort (and often their competitive,
conflicting efforts and procedures) to either capture these Indians or convince their
leaders to surrender. For a while both options appeared impossible, but eventually
the U.S. was successful, as history has shown. But it wasn't easy. In the spring of
1886 General Crook nearly accomplished the goal, but Geronimo and Naiche, the
son of Cochise, changed their minds at the last minute and, drunk on whiskey
supplied by an unscrupulous trader, fled the surrender site. Six months elapsed
before the second effort, under the aegis of General Nelson Miles succeeded.
The author describes it all in great detail, even going so far as putting words in
the mouth of Miles: "Miles thanked Torres on September 6 for his help during the
campaign ... " (p. III). He also attributes emotional responses to the Mexicans:
"The furious Arizpe prefect took over Lawton's troops with a forceof Mexicans"
(p. 110). While it is indeed possible that the prefect was furious and that Miles
thanked Torres, without substantiation of these and other assumptions, one wonders how Hatfield came to these conclusions. In making this point, I may sound like
a purist and I take full credit or blame for that label. My decades-long experience in
researching the Chiricahua Apaches has led to my careful use of words when writing
about them, lest some misunderstanding occur and the group be misrepresented
once again. So, it would have been helpful to me to learn on what basis the author
made some assumptions or certain decisions.
As an example of what bothers me, Hatfield titled Chapter Four "The Tiger of
the Human Species, 1883-1885," a bold and derogatory reference to the Chiricahuas.
But it was not her label. This epithet was initially slapped on Geronimo's people
by General George Crook in an article he wrote titled "The Apache Problem," now
part of the Gatewood Collection at the Arizona Historical Society. Readers who
might be unfamiliar with the appellation should have been informed at the beginning
of the chapter that Crook, not the author herself, was responsible for that designation.
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A minor point? Maybe. But there are other problems as well. The photo
identified as "Victorio" is probably not the Chief of the Warm Springs Apaches. A
discussion about this photo has been going on for years among historians and the
most recent consensus is that the photo depicts a similar-looking Mexican fellow.
Also long-lasting has been the controversy about the alleged promise made to the
Chiricahuas regarding how long they would be imprisoned if they surrendered.
Today's Chiricahua Apaches adamantly believe General Crook promised their ancestors that the maximum amount of time in prison would be two years. Furthermore, they say, because the United States government later refused to honor Crook's
initial offer, their people were confined for nearly three decades. On the other hand,
still referring to the surrender negotiations, Hatfield states, "The renegades replied
that they wanted either to return to their old reservation status or be sent east with
their families for not more than two years" (p. 99). This statement implies that the
Apaches were in a strong position to negotiate the two years' incarceration, which
simply was not the case. By this time-the spring of I 886-they were hurt, hungry, and increasingly vulnerable to both the Mexican and American armies. Also,
when these particular talks were occurring, the Apaches were unable to understand
the Euro-American concept of "two years," much less able to verbalize it to make it
part of any deals.
Despite these complaints and the fact that I would have welcomed more information on the Yaquis, this is a scholarly book that I want in my personal library.
The endnotes are quite thorough and the bibliography-especially the research in
Mexican archives-is impressive. All in all, Hatfield provides a valuable reference
to a topic that has avoided the spotlight of history until now.
H. Henrietta Stockel
Cochise College

Signs of Life: Rock Art of the Upper Rio Grande. By Dennis Slifer. (Santa Fe:
Ancient City Press, 1998. xii + 273 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, $16.95 paper.)

Until the latter half of the twentieth century, most people throughout the
nation thought little about the petroglyphs and pictographs scattered along the
canyon walls and mesas bordering the Rio Grande River. However, in the last twenty
years a profusion of books has been written to describe and analyze this rock art.
Dennis Slifer's well researched Signs ofLife will be received as an excellent primer
by those wanting an introduction to this unique legacy of the New Mexican landscape.
Signs ofLife examines rock art sites along the length of the upper Rio Grande,
beginning with the San LuisValley of Colorado and ending with the Lobo Valley in
Texas. The opening of the book explains the setting, chronology, and cultures responsible for this unique expression and introduces some of the major motifs. The
last chapter provides information on how to tour the major sites Slifer describes.
Unfortunately, in between, the reader is deluged with details of so many sites that
they become a blur-a shopping list with little or no analysis.
Slifer does an admirable job connecting the rock art to the contemporary native
cultures of this region. His forthright manner in connecting the Anasazi to the
Pueblos of today is much appreciated. However, he is careful not to forget that
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Athabascans and Utes also resided along the Rio Grande and left their marks on the
rocks as well. He is at his best when discussing possible interpretations of the
symbols derived from these living cultures.
Some readers may be looking for a more scholarly analysis of the native artistic
and spiritual expressions on the southwestern landscape; this is not that study. Nor
does it state anything strikingly new. However, for those seeking an introduction to
Puebloan artistic and spiritual heritage, as seen in the spectacular setting of New
Mexico's mesas and canyons, Slifer's book opens this door.
Joseph Weixelman
University ofNew Mexico

Land of a Thousand Dances: Chicano Rock-n '-Roll from Southern California.
By David Reyes and Tom Waldman. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1998. xxi + 178 pp. Illustrations, index. $50.00 cloth, $18.95 paper.)
Land ofa Thousand Dances is an oral history of Chicano rock music culture in
Southern California. While this is a story that has been told before (see Steve Loza,
Barrio Rhythm, Urbana: University of lIIinois Press, 1993), this book adds depth
through hundreds of interviews conducted by the authors with members of performing groups, their managers, and members of their audiences. None of the interviews are referenced, however, leaving the reader often wondering when and where
the interviews took place. Nevertheless, along the sometimes complex plot-line lie
many fascinating, stories of the most prominent Chicano rock performers: Richie
Valens, Cannibal and the Headhunters (who toured with the Beatles), Thee
Midnighters, EI Chicano, and, most recently, Los Lobos, to mention but a few.
According to the authors, Chicano rock musicians faced many decisions regarding the relationship between their traditional culture and what is referred to as
"Anglo" culture. At times, Chicano artists embraced rock in a self-conscious attempt to state their American-ness. At other times, rock became a canvas on which
to paint their Chicano-ness. Underlying nearly every chapter is the opinion that
Chicano artists' contributions to the genre of rock have been undervalued.
The writing style is uneven, varying from a factual recounting of the details of
each group's history to ajargon-Iaced hype reminiscent of mainstream rock journalism. In addition, the complexity of the subject matter and mixing of historical detail,
subjects' opinions, and authors' interpretations is sometimes confusing. That the
authors could discover so much richness in this subject and illustrate it richly with
the words of those who created the East Side Los Angeles rock culture points to the
importance of Chicanos in the history of rock and the value of this book lies in
documenting it.
Larry Worster
Metropolitan State College ofDenver
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The Americas in the Age of Revolution, 1750-1850. By Lester D. Langley.
(New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1996. xvi + 374 pp. Maps,
notes, index. $35.00.)
Nearly forty years ago, in his Age of the Democratic Revolution: A Political
History ofEurope and America, 1760-1800 (2 vols., Princeton, 1959, 1964), R. R.
Palmer argued that a "single revolutionary movement" swept the transatlantic world
in the last half of the eighteenth century, and that this movement was essentially
"democratic" because it was rooted in "a new feeling for a kind of equality, or at
least a discomfort with older forms of social stratification" (I, p. 4). Lester D.
Langley's ambitious survey of the Americas in the century after 1750 resembles
Palmer's now classic study in a number of ways. He shares many of Palmer's
assumptions about the rise of a spirit of equality in the latter decades of the eighteenth century and its role in the undermining of established social arrangements. He
is an expert practitioner of the sort of comparative analysis that Palmer championed, never allowing the search for commonalities to overwhelm the peculiarities of
place and time. Finally, The Americas in the Age ofRevolution is a work of historical
synthesis that, like The Age ofthe Democratic Revolution, rests heavily on secondary sources-the combined work of hundreds of other scholars.
So much for similarities, for what stands out in the end are the differences
between Langley's book and Palmer's. Two points in particular deserve to be mentioned. First, Langley's focus is on the Americas; his attention is drawn not to
"Western Civilization as a whole," as Palmer would have it, nor to the "two chief
actual revolutions of the period," the American and French Revolutions (Palmer, I,
pp. 4, 5). Rather, Langley adopts a hemispheric perspective in his analyses of the
revolution in British North America in the 1770s, the slave rebellion in Saint
Domingue in the 1790s, and the prolonged struggles for independence in Latin
America in the early nineteenth century. Second, Langley seems intent on offering
an overarching theoretical framework for understanding these revolutions that go
"beyond the deceptive similarities of colonial experience or grievance or republican
destiny or how well each revolutionary movement addressed the social question"
(p. 8). Langley is far more successful in achieving the first than the second of these
objectives.
Readers interested in quick summaries-approximately seventy pages eachof the causes and consequences of the revolutions in the Americas will not be
disappointed by Langley's book. His discussion of the "revolution from above" in
the British colonies, the "revolution from below" in Saint Domingue, and the "revolution denied" in Spanish America is well organized and full of insights. Langley is
at his best in:describing the precarious situation of Saint Domingue's 40,000 whites
and 30,000 free "coloreds" in the midst of 500,000 slaves in the late I780s and early
1790s. With the onset of the slave rebellion in August 1791, competing interests
among white planters, large and small, free "coloreds," free blacks, slaves, French
officials, Spanish and British invaders, and southern planters in the United States
rendered the Haitian revolution chaotic and Haitian independence tumultuous for
the next three decades.
Langley also effectively contrasts the American Revolution with the independence movements in nineteenth-century Latin America. Although local elites in the
several British and Spanish colonies chafed under imperial restrictions imposed in
the years after 1760, radicals in Massachusetts and Virginia moved relatively speedily toward independence while their Creole counterparts in Venezuela and Mexico
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proved more reluctant because "frightening forces from below caused them to pause"
(p. 165). Social elites in most of the Spanish colonies confronted dual challenges to
their dominance-from imperial reformers above them and Indians, mestizos, mulattoes, and blacks below them-that in degree and kind were duplicated in none of
the British North American colonies. Consequently, "Latin America's wars for
independence were also civil wars" in ways that theAmerican War ofIndependence
never was. One legacy of this particular circumstance was the militarization of
society. Revolutionary leaders were forced to resort to the use of standing armies in
order to maintain their authority among the masses of nonwhites and social castes in
many of the newly independent states of Latin America. Students of the American
Revolution, especially those who insist on a version of Carl Becker's famous argument that the crisis must be understood as a contest over "who should rule at home"
as well as for "home rule," would do well to consult Langley's study.
Having found much that is commendable in The Americas in the Age ofRevolution, I add somewhat reluctantly that I found Langley's argument in defense of his
overarching theoretical framework to be less than convincing. According to Langley,
too many modern histories of the revolutionary movements in North America,
Haiti, and Latin America are flawed because they describe events unfolding in a
"linear process of gradually or suddenly escalating power" (p. 8). As such, these
histories fail to convey a proper "appreciation of the dynamics of the age"; they
underestimate the "chaos" and "infuriating complexity" to which each revolutionary generation had to adjust (pp. 8-9). However, a quick check of the secondary
sources on which Langley's book is t>ased indicates that he overstates his case. A
sizable and still growing body of literature on the American Revolution, for example, with roots reaching back to the Progressive histories of the early twentieth
century, focuses on the dynamics of the age and describes the attempts of the
leaders of the Revolution to cope with the unexpected popular emotions unleashed
by the Independence movement.
Additionally, Langley's claims to the contrary notwithstanding, the strength of
his book is to be found in its "addressing matters of causation, assessing the motives of revolutionary leaders, [and] ... determining if the revolutionary experience
... resolved the social question" pertaining to equality and social justice for the
masses. Langley tells us that he is "less concerned" with questions such as these and
more interested in the "particularity of these struggles" (p. 6). But surely these are
not mutually exclusive concerns; indeed, as Langley himself demonstrates, they are
complementary. His analysis of the causes and consequences ofthese revolutionary
movements is convincing precisely because of the attention he devotes to the "impact of place" and the -"dynamics of race and color as well as class" (p. 7). Langley
seems unduly concerned that "an inquiry uninformed by theory ... may contribute
little more than a narrative account" to the existing literature on these revolutions
(p. 7). Readers will have to determine for themselves whether linear historical explanations currently prevail in the manner Langley suggests and whether a theoretical framework founded on "two ... commonalities-chaos and complexity"-adds
substantively to Langley's comparative history of the Americas in the age ofrevolution (p. 286).
Mel Yazawa
University ofNew Mexico
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Devil s Hatband/Centillo del Diablo. A novel by Daniel Aragon y
Ulibarri. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Sunstone Press, 1999.288 pp. $29.95
cloth.)
Women of the Depression: Caste and Culture in San Antonio, 19291939. By Julia Kirk Blackwelder. (College Station: TexasA&M University Press, 1998. xix + 279 pp. Illustrations, map, tables, bibliography,
index. $17.95 paper.) Second edition.
Soaring Above Setbacks: The Autobiography of Janet Harmon Bragg,
African American Aviator. By Janet Harmon Bragg, with Marjorie M.
Kriz. Foreword by Johnnetta B. Cole. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1996. xxi + 120 pp. Index. $19.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.)
Reprint.
Los Alamos, New Mexico: A Survey to 1949. By Marjorie Bell Chambers
and Linda K. Aldrich. (Los Alamos, New Mexico: Los Alamos Historical
Society, 1999.45 pp. Illustrations. $10.00 paper.)
When Los Alamos Was A Ranch School. By Fermor S. Church and Peggy
Pond Church. (Los Alamos, New Mexico: Los Alamos Historical Society,
1998. viii + 68 pp. Illustrations.) Second edition.
America s National Historic Trails. By KathleenAnn Cordes. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. xii + 370 pp. Illustrations, maps,
index. $19.95 paper.)
Imagining Indians in the Southwest: Persistent Visions of a Primitive
Past. By Leah Dilworth. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1996. xiv + 274 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95
cloth, $16.95 paper.)
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Jdonapshe/ Let's Eat: Traditional Zuni Foods. By Rita Edaakie. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press and A:shiwi A:wan Musuem
and Heritage Center, 1999. xiii + 118 pp. Illustrations, map, bibliography,
index. $16.95 paper.)
An Overland Journey from New York to San Francisco in the Summer of
1859. By Horace Greeley. Introduction by JoAnn Manfra. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999. xviii + 386 pp. $15.00 paper.) Reprint.
Excavation of the Donner-Reed Wagons: Historic Archaeology Along
the Hastings Cutoff By Bruce R. Hawkins and David B. Madsen. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1999. xiv + 172 pp. Illustrations,
maps, table, appendixes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint.
Covered Wagon Women: Diaries and Letters from the Western Trails,
1862-1965, Volume 8. Edited and compiled by Kenneth L. Holmes. Introduction by Maria Montoya. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1999. x + 272 pp. Illustrations, index. $13.00 paper.) Second edition.
The Great Persuader: The Biography of Collis P Huntington. By David
Lavender. (Niwot: University Press of Colorado, 1999.444 pp. Maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Los Alamos Place Names. By Craig Martin. (Los Alamos, New Mexico:
Los Alamos Historical Society, 1998. 131 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index.)
Egotopia: Narcissism and the New American Landscape. By John Miller.
Foreword by Ashley Montagu. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama
Press, 1997. xvi + 167 pp. Index. $16.95 paper.)
Mayan Folktales: Folklore from Lake Atitlim, Guatemala. Translated
and edited by James D. Sexton. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1999. xxxii + 265 pp. Notes, glossary, bibliography. $14.95 paper.)
Second edition.
My Remembers: A Black Sharecropper's Recollections of the Depression. By Eddie Stimpson, Jr. Introduction by James Byrd. Foreword by
Frances Wells. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 1999. xxi + 167
pp. Illustrations, appendixes, index. $16.95 paper.) Reprint.

News Notes

We would like to congratulate two of our employees who graduated from
the University of New Mexico on 15 May. Amanda Taylor-Montoya, an
editorial assistant here at the Review, completed her B.A. in history and
Kim Suina, an assistant editor, also completed her B.A. in history and
both graduated with honors. Though we are proud of both, we are saddened that the·y will be moving on to other places of employment. Good
luck to both. The Review also bids farewell to Editorial Assistant Ramona
Caplan, who has moved on to other challenges.
The Society for Historians of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era
(SHGAPE) is still accepting submissions for its biennial competition for
the best published article dealing with any aspect of American history
between 1865 and 1917. The article must have appeared in journals dated
1997 or 1998. Any graduate student or individual with a doctorate awarded
after 1988 who has not yet published a book is eligible to compete for a
$500 award. Individuals or journals may nominate work. Please send
three copies of the submission to Robert E. Weir, Chair, SHGAPE Prize
Committee/Liberal Studies Department/Bay Path College/Longmeadow
MA 01106. You may direct questions to Mr. Weir at this address or via
e-mail at Rweir@mtholoyoke.edu. The deadline for submissions is 1
December 1999.
The Program Committee for the 2000 meeting of the Western History
Association invites proposals for panels and papers for the WHA's 40th
annual conference. The meeting (11-14 October) in San Antonio, Texas
will highlight three themes: concepts of borderlands and "West-ness";
the millennial West in 1000,2000, and 3000A.D.; and public perceptions.
of the American West. The year 2000 gives us occasion to ponder new
worlds and the future West. It is important to engage some of the problems that face the region in the future as we look for guidance in the
past. For example, how will westerners deal. with natural resource limita-
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tions, a restless political economy, shifting borderlands, or the changing ethnic and racial diversity of the region? Finally, celebrating the
millennium by looking into the past and the future causes a sharpening
of observations about the present West. How the historic West is presently perceived and how the public derives meaning from the West, such
as through viewing epic structures like the Alamo or through visiting
national parks like Texas' Big Bend or by watching recent western films
are all important dimensions to explore. The Program Committee invites
traditional history presentations as well as those that make use of other
disciplines such as music, art, theater, film, ethnology, and archaeology
in order to explain the Western past. The committee encourages local
and regional history panels about the host city and state, as well as
panels that discuss the history of surveying borders and the history of
northern Mexico and western Canada. The committee welcomes presentations that embrace the worlds of North America's myriad peoples and
invites sessions on teaching western history. The Program Committee
invites scholars, teachers, students, and the public to gather in San
Antonio to enjoy the vibrancy of western history. Submissions are encouraged for roundtable discussions, entire sessions, and individual
papers. Each paper proposal should include a one-page abstract, a onepage c.v. that includes address, phone number, and e-mail (if applicable)
for each participant. If submitting an entire session, include an abstract
that outlines the purpose of the session. One panelist must be designated as the contact person. Send all submissions by 31 August 1999 to
Dr. Maria Montoya, Co-chair, 2000 WHA Committee/Department of History/l 029 Tisch Hall/University of Michigan/Ann Arbor MI 481091003. Dr. Montoya can also be reached by phone, (734) 647-4617, fax,
(734) 647-4881, and via e-mail at mmontoya@umich.edu.
The Coalition for Western Women's History announces the Irene
Ledesma Prize to support graduate student research in western women's
history. The $500 prize is intended to support travel to collections or to
provide for other expenses associated with original research related to
the histories of women and gender in the American West. The prize
honors Irene Ledesma (1950-1997). Dr. Ledesma's contributions to
Chicana and working-class history were ended by her untimely death,
shortly after she received the annual CWWH Jensen-Miller prize in 1997
for her article "Texas Newspapers and Chicana Women's Activism: 19191974" (Western Historical Quarterly 26:3). The Irene Ledesma prize will
be awarded at the annual breakfast sposored by the Coalition for Western Women's History at the 1999 Western History Association conference in Portland, Oregon. Applicants should submit a vita and a brief
description of the research project (not to exceed three double-spaced
pages) including an explanation of how the prize funds would support
the research. Applicants must be enrolled in a graduate program and all
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applications require a letter of support from the student's major advisor.
To apply, submit copies of these materials by 30 August 1999 to each
member ofthe selection committee: Dr. Maria Montoya/Department of
History and Program in American Culture/University of Michigan/Ann
Arbor MI 48109-1003; Dr. Colleen O'Neill/Ethnic Studies Department/
California Polytechnic State University/San Luis Opispo CA 93407;
and Dr. Cynthia Orozco (Chair)/Department of History/University of New
Mexico/Albuquerque NM 871'31.
The Western History Association also announces competition for its
1999 graduate student awards. These include the Sara Jackson Award
($500), the Walter Rundell Award ($1500), and WHA conference scholarships ($250 each). Other award competitions are the Bolton-Kinnaird
Award in Borderlands History ($400) for the best article on any phase of
the history of the Borderlands, and the Ray Allen Billington Prize ($400)
for the best article (10,000 words or less) on western history published
in any journal other than the Western Historical Quarterly. The WHA is
also sponsoring the Arrell Gibson Award ($400) for the best essay of the
year on the history of Native Americans and the Arrington-Prucha Prize
($400) for the best essay of the year on religious history. The deadline
for all entries for these awards is 31 July 1999. For more information,
please contact the Western History Association at the University of
New Mexico/l080 Mesa Vista Hall/Albuquerque NM 87131-1181. The
phone number is (505) 277-5234. The WHA website address is
www. unm.edu/~wha.
The Irish American Cultural Institute (lACI) is now accepting applications from researchers to investigate the Irish experience in America.
The Institute welcomes applications from all disciplines. Primary research
is the focus of this program and projects such as museum exhibitions,
oral history collections, and the compilation of bibliographies and other
research tools are also eligible for these funds. Original research and
possible travel assistance or publication can be funded up to $5000. The
IACI is a non-profit membership organization with international headquarters in Morristown, New Jersey. For an application, please write to
the Irish Research Fund/Irish American Cultural Institutell Lacakawanna
Place/Morristown NJ 07960. The phone number is (973) 605-1991 and
applications are due 1 October 1999.
The Texas Catholic Historical Society invites manuscript submissions
for publication consideration. The Society publishes Catholic Southwest: A Journal of History and Culture, the emphases of which include
Catholic heritage in Texas, the Southwest, .and Hispanic-Catholic contributions to the development of the Southwest and northern Mexico. Articles deal with history, architecture, art, drama, culture, or biography.
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To submit a manuscript, send them to: Editor/Catholic Southwest/1113
Idlewood/Azle TX 76020. To receive the journal and t6 become a member of the Texas Catholic Historical Society, contact the Society at the
Texas Catholic Conference/1625 Rutherford Lane, Bldg. D/Austin TX
78754-5105. Catholic Southwest also has a website at http://
www.history.swt.edu/Catholic_Southwest.htm. The Society's website is
http://www.onr.com/user/cat/TCHS.htm.
The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum announces events
in its temporary exhibit gallery. "Visions of New Mexico," WPA photography, is on display through July of 1999 and" 100 Years of Filmmaking
in New Mexico" is on display until mid-September 1999. It includes a film
festival. Among the museum's permanent exhibits is "Tools and Traditions: Farming and Ranching in New Mexico," which includes a fullsized reconstruction of a Mogollon pithouse. The museum also features
a dairy barn and animal corrals that house longhorns, churro sheep,
dairy cows and calves, and Jersualem burros. There is an interactive
dairy exhibit and milking demonstrations occur every day the musuem is
open. For more information on these or any other exhibits, you may write
to the New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum/PO Drawer 1989/
Las Cruces NM 88004 or call (505) 522-4100.
Texas Tech University Chancellor John T. Montford and his wife Debbie
have donated a 1576 printing of the Magna Carta to the Rare Books
Collection of the Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library at
Texas Tech University. The 1576 edition is perhaps one of five such
copies owned by public institutions of higher education in the United
States. For more information on this or any other collections, you may
contact Jennifer LeNoir/Office of Library Development and External Relations/University Libraries/Texas Tech University/Box 41 041/Lubbock
TX 79409-1041. The phone number is (806) 742-1348.
Zimmerman Library's Center for Southwest Research (CSWR) on the University of New Mexico campus announces the opening of author Anita
Parlow's Sacred Lands Project collection. Parlow has produced documentary programs for National Public Radio and she has written articles
for newspapers including the Washington Post on NativeAmerican land
and resource-related issues. Parlow directed the Sacred Lands Project
for the Christie Institute to develop documentation on behalf of Navajo
and Hopi who are opposed to the Navajo-Hopi Settlement Act, more
commonly known as the Navajo-Hopi Relocation Act (Public Law 93531). Beginning in 1985 and spanning eight months over a two-year period, Parlow conducted interviews with people on the Joint Use Area
and the Hopi mesas. The CSWR collection thus includes oral history
interview audiotapes and transcripts, documentation of court cases, leg-
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islation and congressional reports, and resolutions relating to relocation and disputed lands, newspaper clippings, articles, and correspondence. For more information on this or any other material at CSWR,
contact Beth Silbergleit at (505) 277-0060.
The Descendents of Mexican War Veterans announced that their 11 th
annual membership meeting will be held in the Rio Grande Valley on 1819 September 1999 near the forts and battlefields where the U.S.-Mexican War began. The Port Isabel Historical Museum will host the event.
For more information contact Steven Butler at his e-mail address:
editor@dmwv.org.
"Border Studies," nine interactive exhibits on Mexico, Texas, and Canada,
in now online from the Texas Council for the Humanities. The address is
http://www. hum ani ties-interacti ve.org.
The Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum announces its new exhibit,
"The Cow, the Plow, the Sow, and the Hen: Agriculture in the Texas
Panhandle," which opened on 17 April. The exhibit discusses developments that have made agriculture successful in the region. For more
information, contact Linda Moreland at (806) 651-2244.
The National Cowboy Hallof Fame announces inductees to the Hall of
Great Westerners. These are John S. Justin, Sr., Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Officer of Justin Industries, Inc., located in Fort
Worth, Texas and the late Bose Ikard (1847-1929), a former slave who
helped forge the Goodnight-Loving Trail. The Hall also announces that
Colorado businessman Edward P. Trumble is the 1999 recipient of the
Chester A. Reynolds Memorial Award, which was established in 1990 to
honor the founder of the museum. The award recognizes living persons
whose lifestyle represents the ideals and traditional values of integrity,
self sufficiency, and leadership. Trumble is the owner of the internationally known greeting card company Leanin' Tree. He has also served on
the Boards of the Colorado Council for Economic Education, Tile First
National Bank of Boulder, and the Boulder County Senior Advisory Council. For more information about these individuals or about the Cowboy
Hall of Fame, please contact the National Cowboy Hall of Fame at 1700
. Northeast 63rd Street/Oklahoma City OK 73111 or call Lynda Haller,
Director of Public Relations, at (405) 478-2250, ext. 221.

